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ABSTRACT

This thesis describes a theory of relation changing rules In LFG, concentrating on rules which
distinguish between unaccusative and unergative verbs. I call these rules Unaccusative Rules
(URs). In order to handle URs I introduce a new mechanism which I call Argument
Classification (AC) which mediates betwe\3n thematic roles and grammatical functions, AC
puts thematic arguments into one of four argument classes: unexpressed, semantically
restricted, subjective unrestricted, and general unrestricted. Then, grammatical functions are
assigned to these classified arguments instead of being assigned to unprocessed thf:matic
argument slota, The theory of relation changing rules specifies allowable argument
classifications and allowable assignments of functions to classified arguments, In order to
illustrate the theory. I formulate a number of rules in English and Dutch.

Chapter 1 p"ovides background information about grammatical relations and relation
char~ging rules in LFG, Chapter 2 summarizes properties of relation changing rules which a
theory should account for: semantic conditioning, syntactic productivity, ability to distinguish
between subjects of unaccusative verbs and subjects of unergative verbs, and apparent
directionality of subject·to·object relation changes, Chapter 3 describes a new theory of
relation changing rules based on the notion of argument classification and the distinction
between semantically restricted and semantically unrestricted grammatical functions.
Chapter 4 applies the theory to several constructions in English and raises three additional
Issues: the status of Burzto's Generalization, the treatment of double object verbs, and the
treatment of oblique subjects and dummy subjects, The theory yeilds particularly good
insights on the latter two points, Chapter 5 illustrates the theory further using three Dutch
URs, This chapter continues the discussion of non·nominative subjects and also discusses
the problem of rule f.[1ismatches. Rule mismatches arise when a given predicate acts as If It
were unaccusative In one construction and acts as if it were unergatlve in another. I discuss
possible resolutions of the mismatches and their implications for the status of AC as a level of
representation,
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Chapter 1
Introduction: Grammatical Relations

and Relation Changing Rules

1.1. Grammatical Relations in LFG

Grammatical relations in LFG are represented in lexical forms which are part of the

lexical entry of each verb. Lexical forms portray verbs as argument-taking predicates. Each

form consists of a set of grammatical functions (GF) and a predicate argument structure

(PAS) which lists the thematic roles of the verb's arguments. Each grammatical function Is

paired either with one of the verb's thematic role slots or with a non·thematic value such as a

dummy element or a raised element from a lower clause, These assignments of grammatical

functions to argument positions or to non~thematic values constitute grammatical relations.

(1) shows part of the lexical entry for the verb kick, Its pedicate arnUfTlOnt structure

contains the role names of Its two thematic arguments (agent and patient) and is delimited by

angle brackets. The grammatical function associated with each role is written directly below

it. The symbols (1 PRED) to the left of the equal sign tell us that this lexical form will appear as

the value of a PRED feature In a functional structure.

(1 ) (T PRED) ='kick< agent patient)'
SUBJ OBJ

predicate arguen' structure
grammatical funotlons

Since grammatical relations match up grammatical functions with thematic roles, they

playa role in the interpretation of sentences. For example, the lexical form for kick In (1) tells

us that the subject of the verb kIck is to be intftrpreted as its agent argument while the object

is to be interpreted as Its patient. This would be appropriate for an active sentence containing

the verb klok, such as Someone kicked the ball.

The representation of grammatical relations can also indicate that some GFs are not

Interpreted as arguments of the verb, The lexical form for seem In (2) would be used In a
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sentence like People seem to be happy. It indicates that the XCOMP of seenl, to be flappy,

plays the theme role and that the subject of seenl is not a thematic argument of seem. Notice

that the non-thematic SUBJ function is written outside of the angle brackets instead of being

attached to a thematic role inside the brackets. The equation (r SUBJ) = (1 XCOMP SUBJ)

assigns a value to the SUBJ function. It says that the SUBJ of seenl (people in this case) is

also the SUBJ of the XCOMP to be happy. In short, (2) tells us that in People seem to be

happy, the verb seem is a one place predicate and that its one argument is to be happy

predicated of people.

(2) (T PRED) = 'seem( theme >SUBJ'
XCOMP

In section 1,2 we will return to the role of grammatical relations in the interpretation of

sentences. But first I will say more about the GFs and thematic role names ~vhich appear in

lexical forms.

The GFs which can be used in lexical forms are SUBJ, OBJ, OBJ2, COMP, XCOMIP, and

the oblique functions (OBLagent' OBLg081' OBlsource' etc,) These are the subcategorlzable

functions. Other functions liko MODIFIER, ADJUNCT, and FOCUS are not subcategorizable,

They appear in functional structures but not in lexical forms,

In PASs I will use the role names agent, patient, source, go:)l, and theIne in accordance

with the definitions given in Hale and Laughren (1963). I will also use the role names

experiencer and stimulus for experiencer verbs (e,g, IIhe, amuse, hate). For verbs whose

arguments do not have easily identifiable roles, like honor, I will use specific role names like

honorar and honoree. The definitions which follow are adapted from Hale at al.

Theme: something which is In some location or state, comes into or goes out of

existence (at some location or state), or undergoes a change of location or state. The themes

in (3) are italicized.

(3) a. The guests arrived at the party.
b. The butter melted,
0. A book sat on the table.
d. He kicked a hole In the walt.
$. They started the movie.
f. NothIng happened.

Agent: an entity which produces an effect on some other entity, causes another entity
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to be in some location or stilte, causes another entity to corne into/go out of existence. or

causes another entity to undergo an change of location or state.

(4) a.
b.
e.
d.

The wind blew away the leaves.
The cook melted the butter.
The projection;b. started the movie.
The player kicked the ball.

Sou rce: the starting point of a change of location or state or an entity which ceases to

have possession of a theme.

(5) 8.

b.
c.

The kids walked from home to school.
He changed from a mild mannered reporter into a heroic crime fighter.
He bought a book from her.

Goal: the endpoint of a change of location or state, the place or state in which a theme

comes into existance, or an entity which comes to have possession of a theme.

(6) 8.

b.
c.

They drove to New York.
He poked a hole In the wall.
He gave it to them.

Patient: a kind of goal. When an agent produces (i.e. brings into existance) an effect

(theme) on an entity (goa!), that entity is called a patient.

(7) a.
b.
c.
d.

The hunter shot the bird.
The cook poked a hole In the cake.
The cook poked the cake with a fork.
The player kicked the ball.

1.2 .. The Role of Grammatical Relations in the Syntax of LFG

One requirement of an adequate theory of generative grammar is to map parts of

sentences onto argument slots of verbs. For example, given a sentence like Someone klched

the ball. the rules of the grammar should asnoctate someone with the agent role of kick and

the ball with the patient role. In order to meet this requirement, LFG uses two submapplngs:

functlon ..structure association and function-argument association. Functlon·structure

association assigns a grammatical function to each phrase In a sentence. In this example,

someone gets the SUBJ function and the ball gets the OBJ function. Functlon,argument

association assigns grammatical functions to thematic roles or to non·thematic values. In this

O8se, the SUBJ function is associated with the agent role and the OBJ function Is associated

with the patient role.
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Once we know that someone is the SUBJ of lock and that the SUBJ of kick is the agent

of kick, we know that sonJeone is the agent of kick. Similarly, once we know that the ball Is

the OBJ of hie/( and that the OBJ of /<Ick is its patient, we know that the ball Is the patient of

kicl<. This constitutes understanding the sentence in the narrow sense of lexical semantics.

Function-structure association, also called syntactic encoding, takes place in the

constituent structure (c .. structure). C-structure is a language-particular representation of

linear order, syntactic category, and constituency. It takes the familiar form of a phrase

structure tree except that each node carries a set of annotations in addition to its label. The

annotations identify, among other things, the grammatical function of each phrase, In the

simplified c-structure (8), the equation (1 SUBJ) =1on the first NP means that the NP is the

SUBJ of the sentence. The equation (T OBJ) =! on the second NP identifies that t~P as the

OBJ. The equation T =! does not assign a grammatical function, Instead, it identifies heads

of phrases and minor categories, The remaining equations in (8) contain information about

the lexical items.

(8)

s

<T SUBJ) =!

the

1
P

T=!
N

I
(1 PRED) :; 'SOMEONE'

(1 NUM) ;; so
(1 PERSON) ;: 3

I
someone

f 
V

I
(T PREO) ;; 'KtCK<SUBJ OBJ)'

<T SUBJ NUM) ;; sa
'(1 SUBJ PERSON) ;; 3

(1 TENSE) =PAST

klcled

NP

~~
T=1 T=!
DET N

I I
(T SPEC):: DEF (T PRED) ='BALL'

<1 NUM):; so
(T PERSON) =3

blll

The equations which annotate the nodes are actually Instructions for building

functional struotures (f·structures) where each phrase Is represented as a set of features and
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values and is labf~lIed by its grammatical function. The f·structure in (9) fOf Sorr.eone kicked

the ball shows that someone is the SUBJ, kicH is the PRED(icate), and the ball is the OBJ.

(9)

SUBJ

PRED

TENSE

OBJ

PREO 'someone'
NUM 89
PERSON 3

'KICK( SUBJ OBJ >,

past

PREO 'ball'
NUM S9
PERSON 3
SPEC def

C·structure represents word order and hierarchical structure which may vary from

language to language. However, in ' .. structure, linear order is irrelevant (the ma~n

components of (9) could have been ordered differently from top to bottom) and much of the

language-particular constituent structure is flattened. As a result, there are many languages

where the c..structure for' Someone kicked the ball would look very different from the English

a-structure but the '·structure would be basically the same except for values of some

morphological features like TENSE and CASE.1

The annotated c-structure tree and the mapping from c-structure to f~structure

associate phrases with grammatical functions, The other submapp,qg. associating functions

with thematic argument slots, takes place in lexical forms. The le>\ical form for hick, as

,explained earlier, says that the SUBJ is the agent and the OBJ is the patient Functional

5~tructure therefore contains all the information necessary to associate phrases with thematic

argument slots, It shows the grammatical functions of the phrases in the sentence and It

shows the thematic roles of the functions,

In addition to representing grammatical relations, lexical forms also serve as

1A language could have a different '·structure for Someone If/cited the ball If the verb kick in that language
assigned different grammatical functions to its agent and paUent arguments. For example, in a truly ergative
language. SUBJ might be assigned to the patient argument while OBJ is assigned to the agent argument (Marantz
1984, B, Levin 1983). In such a Janguge, the values of SUBJ and QBJ in f..structure would be reversed. There may
also be languages where the patient of kIck is oblique. In these languages, the function name OBLpat would stand In
place of OBJ In (9).
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subcategorization frames. In LFG, verbs are subcategorized for the grumrnatical functions

they occur with, not for the structural context in which they appear. For example, the lexical

form for kick in (9) says that kick must occur with a SUBJ and an OBJ.

The conditions of Completeness and Coherence detect subcategorization violations In

functional structure. An '·structure is Incomplete if it does not contain all the grammatical

functions listed in the verb's lexical form and an f.. structure is Incoherent if it contains

subcategorizable functions that are flot listed in the verb's lexical form,

More precisely, I assume that completeness and coherence are well·formedness

conditions on clause nuclei. Clause nuclei are f·structures containing a lexical form and a

SUBJ, (9) has three functional structures - the whole '-structure, the SUBJ and the OBJ

(each f·structure ;s surrounded by square brackets) - but of these, only the whole top-level

f·structure is a clause nucleus.

(10) a.

b,

Completeness
A clause nucleus C containing a lexical form L is complete If every
subcategorizable function name in L is locally contained in C,

Coherence
A clause nucleus C containing a lexical form l is coherent if every
subcategorizable function locally contained in C is mentioned in L,

Complete and Coherent '-structures correspond to grammatical sentences but genuine

violations of completeness and coherence result in ungrammatical sentences, as '·structures

((11) b) and ((11) a) show, F-structure «(11) a) for the sentence • The baby slept cookies Is

incoherent because the top-level clause nucleus contains an OBJ which is not mentioned in

any lexical form, f-structure ((11) 'b) for the sentence 'The cook omitted is incomplete

because the top-level clause nucleus does not contain the OBJ which is required by the

lexical form for omit.
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(11) a.

SUBJ

PRED

TENSE

OBJ

PREP 'baby'
NUM 59
PE:RSON 3
SPEC de'

'SLEEP( SUBJ )'

past

PRED 'cookie'
NUM pi
PERSON 3

b.

SUBJ PRED 'cook'
NUM sg
PERSON 3
SPEC def

PReD 'OMIT< SUBJ OBJ >,

TENSE past'

Notice that The baby kicked is grammatical in spite of the fact that lexical form (1)

requires a SUBJ an an OBJ. This is because there Is another lexical form for kIck which

requires only a SUBJ. This form is an alternative subcategorization franle for kIck related to .

(1) by a lexical redundancy rule. Since there is well .. formed '"structure for The baby kicked

using (12) in place of (1), the grammar correctly represents the fact that the sentence Is

grammatical,

(12) (T PRED) ::; 'kick< agent patient)'
SURJ (lJ

This section nas covered several points: grammatical relations, also called function"

argument associations, are assignments of grammatical functions with thematic arguments or

non,thematic values and they constitute half of a two.step mapping from phrases to argument

slots; lexical forms (which represent grammatical relations) also serve as subcategorlzatlon

frames; the CQmp'~tene5S and Coherence conditions detect 5ubcategorlzatlon violations,

r~lation changing rules can result tn a verb having more than one lexical form; and

!;Jr~mm~tica' s~ntences have a completa and coherent '.structures using one of the verb's

fQrms~ Sec~lon 1,~ takes acloser look at the rules which create new lexical forms for verbs.
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1.3. Relation Changes in LFG

I use the term relation change broadly to refer to any change in function.argument

association. This includes cases where a given argument ends up with a different function.

cases where a given function gets a different non"thematic value. and cases where any

change In subcategorization is induced by addition or deletion of an argurnent from PAS.

Same argument gets a different function. In addition to (1) repeated here as

((13) a). kicl< has a passive lexical form which has different grammatical relations. In contrast

to ((13) a), ((13) b) tells us that the patient argument of kick is the subject and the agent

argument is the OBLag (oblique agent). This would be appropriate for the sentence The ball

was kicked by someone.

(13) 8.

b,

(T PRED) = 'kick< agent patient)'
SUBJ OBJ

(T PRED) = 'kick< agent patient)'
OBl

aQ
SUBJ

Notice that «13) b) when used on the sentence The ball was k;cl<ed by someone will

result In the ball being interpreted as the patient and someone being interpreted as the agent.

This Is the same as the interpretation achieved by using ((13) a) on the sentence Someone

kicked the ball, The association of the same phrases with the same thematic roles of the

same verb Indicates that the two sentences mean roughly the same thing, In this way, LFG

captures paraphrase relationships between sentences.

((14) a) and «14) b) illustrate the effect of another relation ch~nglng rule. (14) a)

describes the grammatical relations in I handed a toy to the baby where the theme, a toy, Is

the OBJ and the goal, the baby, Is an OBL
g08

1' ((14) b) represents the grammatical relations In

, ha ,ded the baby a toy where the theme, a toy is an OBJ2 'A'hile the goal, the baby, Is the

OBJ. Again, both lexical forms result in the same association of phrases to arguments, but

those associations are mediated by different grammatical relations.

(14) 8,

b.

(t PRED) ='hand< agent theme goal )'
SUBJ OBJ OBLgoai

(i PRED) == 'hand< agent theme goal )'
SUBJ OBJ2 OBJ
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Unexpressed Arguments. (15) is yet another lexical form for the verb kick which

differs from (1) and (12) in that the agent argument is unexpressed, (15) would be appropriate

for an agentless passive sentence. Notice that agentless passives have implied or understood

agents. The ball was 1<lcked, for example, Is usually taken to mean that the ball was kicked by

someone.

How to get the difference between "the bread won't cut" and "the bread wasn't cut")

.
(15) (l PRED) :; 'kick( agent patient )'

o SUBJ

((16) a) and ((16) b) also show an argument alternating between being expressed and

being unexpressed, ((16) a) represents the predicate in sentences like They arrived at the

party while ((16) b) represents the predicates in sentences like They arrived, As was the case

for the agentless passive, this latter sentence has an understood argument. However, unlike

the agentless passive, the un(jerstood argument gets a definite interpretation in context like

here or there instead of an indefinite interpretation like somewhere,

(16) a.

b.

(T PRED) = 'arrive< trteme goal )'
SUBJ OBLgoal

(T PRED) = 'arrive< theme goal )'
SUBJ flS

Optional Arguments. Some relation changes Involve removing an argument from PAS

altogether. For example, the sentence rIle ship san/( contrasts with They sank the ship In that

the former has no overtly expressed agent. However, in contrast to an agentless passive like

The ship was sunk, it has no Implied o~ understood agent either. That is. The ship sank does

not necessarily mean that there was someone who sank the ship. «( 17) a) and (17) b) are

lexical forms for They sank the ship and The ship sank rer;pectively.

(17) 8.

b.

(T PRED) :: 'sink< agent theme )'
SUBJ OBJ

(T PRED) = 'slnk( theme )'
SUBJ

«(18) a) and «18) b) are also related by the addition/removal of an argument. The

sentence He walked, which would Include «(18) b) as its lexical form, does not necessarily

mean that there was somewhere that he walked to. That is, there Is not necessarily an Implied

goal. (18) a), on the other hand, cJescrtbtls motion toward a goal as In He walked 10 sohool.
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(T PRED) = 'walle ( agent goal )'
SUBJ OBLgoal

(T PRED) = 'walk< agent )'
SUBJ

So far, I have used intuitions about understood arguments to illustrate the difference

between optional and unexpressed arguments. In some cases, however, there are more

rigorous tests for determining whether an argument is present and unexpressed or not

present at all.

For example, an agent argument must be present in order for an instrumental phrase to

appear. Therefore, we can use instrumental phrases to detect the presence of implied agent

arguments. This test, in fact, confirms our treatment of agentless passives and Inchoatlves.

((19) a) is ambiguous, it can mean that a torpedo sank al"lng with the ship or it can have an

instrumental reading where someone used a torpedo to sink the ship. Since an instrumental

phrase occurs in ((19) a), there must be an unexpressed agent. In contrast, ((19) b) is

unambiguous. It can only mean that a torpedo sank along with the ship. The absence of an

Instrumental reading can be attributed to the absence of an agent argument.

(19) a.
b.

The ship was sunk with a torpedo.
The ship sank with a torpedo.

In Dutch, it is possible to tell whether goal arguments of motion verbs are present and

unexpressed or not present at all. Verbs that express motion toward a goal in Dutch take zljn

(be) as the perfective auxiliary (see section 2,3) while verbs that express motion as a general

activity take hebben (have). If the presence of a goal argument signifies motion toward a goal,

then we can use auxiliary selection to confirm the presence/absence of goal arguments.

The verb kamen (come) in Dutch always has either an overtly expressed goat or an

understood one and always takes zljn,
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(1 PRED) = 'komen< theme goal )'
SUBJ OBL

goal

Hi) is naar school gekomen,
"He is (i.e. has) come to school."

-Hi) heert naar school gekomen.
"He has come to school."

b. (T PRED) = 'komen< theme goal >'
SUBJ 0

Hij is gekomen.
"He is (i.e. has) come, "

-Hij heeft gekomen.
"He has come",

Lopen (walk) also takes zijn when it has an overtly expressed goal (see ((21) a)). But

when there is no overt goal, lopen takes either hebben or zljn. However, Ik heb gelopen (I

have walked) and Ik ben ge/open (I am (i,e, have) walked) mean slightly different things. Ik

heb gelopen means that I walked around and Ik ben gelopen means that I walked to

somewhere, The ambiguity of ",-'alk becomes clear in context: Ik heb gelopen could be used

In response to the question What did you do today? and I/< ben gelopen could be used in

response to How did you get here?

These facts can all be captured with two additional forms for !open - one with an

unexpressed goal (21) b) and one with no goal at all «(21) c), The former exp..esses directed

motion and takes zljn as the prefective auxiliary while the latter expressed undirected motion

and takes hebben.

(21) 8. (T PRED) :: 'Iopen< agent goal )'
SUBJ OBLgoai

Hlj Is naar school gelopen.
"He Is (i.e, has) walked to school."

-Hij heeft nasr school gelopen.
"He has walked to school,"
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b~ (T PRED) = 'Iopen( agent goal )'
SUBJ flJ

Ik ben gelopen.
"I am (I.e, have) walked"

c. (T PRED) = 'Iopen< agent )'
SUBJ

Ik heb gelopen.
"I have walked"

Same Function/Different Value. In addition to (2) (repeated here as (23)) which

assigns the value (T XCOMP SUBJ) to the SUBJ function, there is another form of seem

which assigns a dummy pronoun (It in this case) to the SlJBJ function by specifying its

features - not unexpressed, not locative. and so on~ This form represents the grammatical

relations in It seems that people are happy,

(23) (T PRED) = 'seem< theme >SUBJ'
XCOMP

(T SUBJ) =(T XCOMP SUBJ)

(24) (T PRED) = 'seem< theme >SUBJ'
COMP

(T SUBJ)::; U
LOC ,...
NUMsg
PERS 3

(24) actually illustrates two relation changes: a change in non·thematic value for the

SUBJ function and a change In function (from XCOMP to COMP) for the, theme argument.

This section has summarized the different types of retatlon changing rules. Chapter 2

summarizes some essential properties of relation changing rules and Chapter 3 presents a

theory of relation changing rules which accounts for the generalizRtlons presented In

Chapters 1 and 2.
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Chapter 2
Some Properties of Relation Changing Rules

A theory of relation changing rules. in addition to providing a convenient notation for

formulating relation changes, should distinguish possible from Impossible relation changes

(where possible relation changes are those that are attested in some language) and It should

accurately describe different degrees of productivity in relation changing rules. In this

chapter, I Identify aspects of productivity and possible rules which I will< account for in

chapter 3. First, I examine the balance between syntactic producUvity and semantic

constraints on relation changing rules. Then I turn to a particular class of possible rules

which I call the Unaccusative Rules and discuss the insight that these rules provide Into the

representation of subjects In lexical forms. This leads back to a discussion of the productivity

of rules that apply to subjects. This chapter does not constitute ii complete inventory of

phenomena that a theory of relation changing rules should account for, but it does review

many aspects of relation changing rules that have been discussed by Chomsky (1981),

Marantz (1984), and Perlmutter (1978).

2.1. Semantic Conditioning of Relation Changing Rules

When talking about relatton changing rules, it Is useful to distinguish semantically

conditioned rules from syntactically productive rules, Syntactically productive rules apply

whenever a certain syntactic environment occurs, In L.FG, the relevant syntactic environment

consists of grammatical functions In lexical forms of verbs, Asyntactically productive rule will

apply whenever certain functions are present in a lexical form, Semantically conditioned

rules, on the other hand, apply to verbs of certain semantio classes or to verbs with certain

thematic roles In their PAS.

The distinction between syntactically productive and semantically conditioned

processes was pointed out by Wasow (1977, 1980) and Anderson (1971) and has been

accepted by many syntactlclans, But discussions of relation changing rules rarely
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acknowledge that an Qverwhehning majority of ,'elation changing rules are senluntically

conditioned, (Though this is implicit in work on lexical senluntics and case urull"nar.)

I include here a short list of semantically conditioned relation changes in English. For

each rule; I give an example of verbs that undergo the rule, syntactically equivalent verbs

which do not undergo the rule. and some idea of what semantic puttern the rule follows_

The Causative/lnchoative Rule relates the (a) and (0) sentences below. Each (a)

sentence contains a transitive verb whose subject is an agent and whose object is a theme

while each (b) sentence contains an intransitive verb whose subject is a theme.

(25) 8.

b.
(26) a.

b,
(27) a.

b.

The movie changed his life.
His life changed.
The rain filled ~he pond.
The pond filled.
The wind turned the windmill.
The windmill turned.

The Causative/lnchoative Rule cannot bEl formulated in ternlS of granlmatical functions

alone because many verbs which have the same grammatical functions do not undergo the

rule. There are many transitive verbs which do not have non·agentlvt: intransitive

counterparts and there are many intransitive verbs which cannot become transitive by the

addition of an agent (e.g. ((28) a) and ((28) b»).

(28) a.
b.

She talked.
• They talked her.

The agent·patient verbs «a) sentences below) are a class of transitive verbs which do

not have non-agentive intransitive counterparts. Some acent·patienl verbs can be intransitive

«b) sentences) but not as a result of the causative/inchoative rule. When a verb

detransitivizes as a result of the causalive/inchoath,e rule. its subject is no longer an agent.

Instead. the theme argument, which was the object of the transitive verb, becomes the subject

of the intransitive verb. The subjects of intransitive agent·patient verbs, however. are agents.

The (c) sentences below are odd because an attempt is made to interpret the subject of an

intansitive agent·patient verb as a patient,

(29) a.
b,
c.

Someone kicked the ball.
The baby kicked.

• The ball kicked.
(Cannot mean that someone kicked the wall.)



(30) 8.

b.
0,

(31) a,
b,
c.
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The hunter shot the bird
The hunter shot far,

• The bird shot,
(Cannot mean that the bird was shot.)
The cook poked the cake.

• The cook poked.
• The cake poked.

(Cannot mean that the cake was poked.)

Examples like these show -us that it would not be sufficient to describe the

causative/inchoative rule in the following way: take a verb which has a SUBJ and OBJ. delete

the SUBJ, and change the OBJ to a SUBJ. The problem is that many verbs which have a

SUBJ and an OBJ do not undergo the rule (Wasow 1977). Conversely, becaUSd of exa,nples

like «(28) a) and ((28) b). the rule could not simply take an intransitive verb anct make it

transtive by adding a sUbject and making the old subject into a object. The

causative/inchoativo rule is more naturally described as a rule that applies to a semantic

class of verbs rather than to a syntactic class.

The Patient Rule. Hale et at. (1983) point out that the patient of an agent-patient "erb

can appear as an oblique phrase instead of as a direct object ((32) a-(32) c). This is not

possible for themes ((33) a·(33) e).

(32) a.
b.
c.

(33) a.
b.
c.

Someone was kicking at the wan.
The hunter shot at the bird.
Someone was poking at the birthday cake.

• His friends changed at his life.
• The waiter filled at the glasses,
• The cook turned at the hamburgers,2

agent·patJent

agent .. theme

As was the case with the c8usative/inchoative rule, the evidence shows that the rule

cannot be syntactically productive, The rule cannot sinlply replace OBJ with OBl because

there are 01Js which cannot becoo18 CBls,

Theme Expression. Many agent·palient verbs also have the option of expressing the

theme (effect) as a direct object while putting the patient in a locative phrase (~iale et aI.

1983). There is no analogous construction for agent-theme verbs (presumably because a

theme oannot be added when there already is one).

2These are all ungrammatical on the desired readings, though they may have olher slightly far-fetched but
grammatical readings,



(34) 8.

b.
c,

(35) a.

b.
0,

~I

I kicked a hole in the wall, agent-patient
I shot a hole in tho walt
I poked a hole in the wall.

• I changed a hole in the wall, agent·lheme
(Does not mean that I changed the wall so that it had a hole in it.)

• The rain filled a flood in the river
• The cook turned a hole in the hamburger.

The Pleonastic There Rule. Although it is difficult to precisely characterize the class

of intransitive verbs that undergo the pleonaslic tnate rule, it is easy to identity semantic

classes of verbs which do not undergo the pleonastic there rule. For exarnple. verbs that

express a change of state do not undergo the rule.

(36) a.
b.

(37) a,
b.

(38) a,
b.

Ariver froze.
• There froze a river.

Some butter n.alted.
• There melted some butter,

Asauce thickened.
• There thickenl~ a sauce.

Since it is not true that all intransitive verbs undergo the pleonastic there rule, and it is

true that the verbs that do not undergo it fall into ie 9ntifiable semantic classes, it seems that

the pleonastic there rule is. better stated as a semantically conditioned rule than as a

eyntactically productive one.3

Dative Rule. The dative rule is also semantically conditioned. Change of possession

verbs which have an OBJ and an OBLgoal undergo the rule. but change of location verbs

which also heave an OBJ and an OBLgoal do not undergo the rule.

(39) 8. I handed a book to the kids. possession
b, I handed the kids a book.

(40) a, I sold a book to the kids. possession
b. I sold the kids a book.

(41) 8. I sent a letter to my mother. possession
b. I sent my mother a letter,

(42) &. I sent a letter to New York. location
b. • I sent New York a letter.

(43) a. I drove the kids to school. location

3NolJce that it II not even posaible to laY that the pleonastic the" rule Is syntactically productive over the class of
unaccu8ative verba because inlransitlve change 0' state verba appear ,e;, be unaccusaUve in other conalructJons.



b. • I drove school the kids.
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location

Passivization. We now begin an extended discussion of a particularly complicated

case of semantic conditioning. Each of the six sets of sentences below illustrates a particular

pattern. The (b) sentences, which are ungrammatical. are the expected result of passivizing

the (a) sentences using an agent phrase. The (c) sentences look like agentless passives of

the (a) sentences. And the (d) sentences are alternative sources for the (c) sentences. The

question I wish to address is this: are the (c) sentences genuine agentless passives of the (a)

sentences? If they are, then the (a) sentences passivize. But most verbs that have agentless

passives also allow their subjects to appear as oblique agen~$. So the (b) sentences would

constitute exceptions of some sort to passivization. I will argue that in fact these are semantic

exceptions.

(44) 8.

b.
c.
d.

(45) a.
b.
c.
d.

(46) a.
b.
c.
d.

(47) 8.

b.
c.
d.

(48) 8.

b.
c.
d.

(49) a.
b.
e.
d.

The solution involves some
changes.

• Some changf3s are involved by the solution.
Some changes were involved (in the solution).

? The investigators involved some changes (in the solution).
The list includes some interesting items.

• Some interesting items are included by the list.
Some interesting items are included (in the list).
People included som~ interesting items (in the list).
The paper requires more work.

• More work is required by the paper.
More work is required (en the paper).
The teacher required more work (on the paper).
These languages allow impersonal passives,

• Impersonal passives are allowed by these languages,
Impersonal passivization is allowed (in these languages).
Native speakers allow impersonal passivization (in these languages).
This paper calls me a liar.

• I am called a liar by this paper.
I am called a liar (in this book).
Someone calls me a liar (in this book),
This paper adds something to the paradox.

• Something is added to the paradox by this paper.
Something is added to the paradox.
Someone adds something to the paradox (in this paper).

We must consider three possible analyses of these examples. (1) The (a) sentences

passivize but thei~ subjects cannot become OBLagent' (2) The (a) sentences do not passivlze

at all and the (c) sentences are adjectival passives, not verbal passives of the (a) sentences.

(3) The (a) sentenoes do not passivize and the (0) sentences are passives of the (d) sentences

(Granger·Legrand 1983).
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It is relatively easy to show that alternative (2) is unsatisfactc)ry, And, although the

linguistic evidence makes it difficult to definitively eliminate alternative (3), I will argue that (1)

is the hypothesis that best accounts for all these verbs, taken together.

Consider first the possibility that the (c) sentences derive from the (d) sentences. The

ungrammaticality of ((44) d) is an obvious problem for this hypothesis and for other examples,

there is just a feeling that the active and passive sentences are not relatt~d. However, a more

rigorous test can be applied to at least one example: the verbs of ((45) a) and ((45) d) can be

shown to belong to different aspectual classes and the aspectual prOpEtrties of the passive

sentence ((45) c) show that it can derive from either active sentence, ((45) a) or ((45) d),

I will now arguft that in ((45) a) the verb Include is a stative verb. while the sanle verb in

((45) d) is an accomplishment verb (Dowty 1979).

In the morphological simple present tense form. stative verbs are typically used with

present tense meaning. They indicate something going on now. Accomplishment verbs, on

the other hand, have an unnatural sound in the simple present, and sentence~ using them in

this tense would have to be interpreted as uses of the "historical present."

The list includes an interesting item is stative, and has a straightforward present tense

meaning. She Includes an Interestlllg Item In the list Is peculiar, and would have to be a case

of historical present.

Another test for stativity is the ability to occur in the morphological present progre~c;lve.

Stative sentences like The list Includes an Interesting Item sound odd in the present

progressive e.g. ?The list Is Including an Interesting /lem. Non·statiVt~ sentences like She

Includes an Interesting Item In the list sound perfectly natural in the present progressive e.9.

She Is Including an Interesting Item In the list.

Notice that In general, aspectual class is not affected by Passlvization. For Instance.

stative verbs have stattve passives and non·stative verbs have non-stative passives. In order

to see this oonslder the verbs know and kiss. Know is statlve: in the simple present, a

sentence like they know the answer has a real present tense meaning and they are knowing

the answer sounds odd, Kiss Is non·stative: In the simple present, she hisses him would not

be a normal present tense statement; and she Is hissing him Is the natural way to express an

event taking place In the present. The passive of know Is also statlve: the answer Is known



has a present-tanse reading and the answer is being known sounds odd. The passive of kiss

is non-stative: she is kissed does not have a normal present· tense reading and the real

present tense reading is expressed by she is being kissed.

Now. stativity can be used to test the source of a sentence like An Interesting Item is

inc:uded (in the list). It turns out that this sentence is ambiguous between a staUve and a

non"stative reading. As it is (in the simple present). it has a real present tense meaning but it

can also occur in the present progressive An interesting Item is being included in the list, One

way to account for the ambiguity would be to postulate two corresponding active sentences:

one stative The list includes an interesting Itam and one non~stative People Included an

Interesting item in the list. But before concluding this. we should rule out the possiblity that

the stative and non·stative readings of the passive both come from a non·stative active.

(Later, I will discuss the possibility that the stative reading is an adjectival passive.)

We can force the passive sentence to be related to the non·stative active sentence

People included an Interesting item ir the list by adding the by-phrase by 11;'11. The result Is a

non·stative sentence An interesting item Is included by hirn in the list. This sentence has a

historical present reading and the corresponding present progressive sentence hbs a real

present tense reading - An interesting /ten') Is being inoluded by him in the Ii:;t, So it seems

that only a non·stative passivti can come from the non~staUve active.

Since. without the by·phrase, the sentence An Interesting item is included in tho list has

both a stative and a non·stative reading, and since the stative reading cannot conle fronl a

non-stative active sentence. the stative reading .nust come from a stative active sentence like

The list includes a'llnlerestlng Item,

The stativity test for relatedness cannot be applied to all the exarnpJes given here

because, for most of the verbs both potential sources of the passive (that is, both the (a) and

(d) sentences) are stative.

Now, turning to alternative (3), we consider whether the passives in ((44) c-(49) c) are

adjectival or verbal passives, One sufficient test for verb-hood Is the ability to take an NP

complement (see Bresnan 1982a). The passive verb called in I am called a liar In this book

passes this test and, therefore, mu~t be a verb.

I have not conclusively shown that the (0) sentences are related to the (a) sentences by



passive. All that I have shown is that some ot the passives do not d~rive fronl the

corresponding (d) sentences and that one of them, at least, is not an udjective. ~iowevtJr,

even though there is no one verb for which I have st)own both things, it is true that the only

uniform treatment that would work for all of the verbs above is one which treats the (c)

senten(;es as verbal passives of the (a) sentences.

In theory, the ungrammaUcality of the (b) sentences could indicate two things: a general

failure of the (a) sentences to passivize or a reslriction on the con tent of OBlaQt'nt phr6ses.

But since we claim that the (a) sentences pas~,vize, the ungrammaticulity of the (b) sentences

can only show that the subjects of the (a) sentences cannot appear in OBl t phrases,
iiUbO

I claim that the ungrammaticaiity of the (b) sentences reflects a sefnantic condition on

the SUBJ..to.OBLaoenl relation change which is part of passivlzation, Notice that if we take

prepositions as indicators of thematic roles, we would have to conclude that the subjects of

the (8) sentences all have the location role: when those arguments appear in oblique phrases

(as they optionally do in the (c) sentences), they are marked by the locative prepositions in

and on. So, at least for the verbs discussed here, there is a restriction on perforrnlng the

SUBJ.to.OBLagent relation change when the SUBJ plays the location role.4

'A final point about passivization supports the claim that it is a thernatic rule: many

apparently transitive sentences do not passivize at all - agent phrase or no agent phrase.

These include idiomatic sentences (Bach 1980) and some double object sentences which do

not have single-object counterparts. In Chapter 4, I will suggest that some verbs which

appear to be transitive fail to passivize for syntactic reasons. Specifically, I suggest that some

transitive verbs are actually unaccusative, However, I do not b~li~ve this to be the case for

4, reject the claim (Marantz 1964) that the passtve by·phrase IS a semantIc wUd·ctard which can hike any thenlaUc
role. However. there is clearly more to be said about this ,ssue given that the anlagent function se~mti 1o lake on A

number of different rolea.

1. Manydiverae points 1(8 encompassed by the solution.

2. These things aren't liked by an~one.

3. Nobody was aurpriaed by it.

4. Non..thematic objects can be introduced by PARa.

6, Ten cookies were eaten b~ the children.

For now. I willauggest that Qwe had the right definition of agent, it would turn out that aU of the NPs which occur In
OBLag phrases are actuaU>, ageotl.
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the examples cited here because of their close relationship to other examples using the same

verbs which do passivize.

(50) a.
b.

(51) 8.

b.
(52) a.

b.
c.

He threw a fit.
• A fit was thrown by him.

John kicked the bucket.
• The bucket was kicked by John.

She gave me a headache.
• She gave a headache to me.
• I was given a headache by her.

The fact that it has systematic exceptions such as these labels passivization as a

thematic rule.

2.2. Syntactic Productivity of Relation Changing Rules

The previous section shows that relation changing rules' in general, and Passive in

particular, are semantically conditioned. This contrast" sharply with the traditional view of

Passive as a paradigmatic syntactic rule. For instance, Wasow (1977,1980) classified the

verbal passive as a syntactically productive rule because of the generality with which direct

objects can become passive subjects. In applying this criterion of syntactic productivity,

Wasow points out that objects with different thematic roles, or with no thematic role at all, can

become subjects of passive sentences.

(53) 8.

b.
c.

A toy was handed to the baby.
The baby was handed a toy.
The baby was believed to be a good dancer.

theme
goal

non-thematic

The purpose of this section is to,show that there is a good deal of truth in claims such

as this; but that It is subprocesses of Passive that are syntactically productive rather than the

rule as a whole. Although Passive is a selnantically conditioned rule, it has a syntactically

productive component. And, as we will show, the same method of reconcUing semantic

conditioning with syntactic productivity can be applied to other relation changing rules.

Furthermore. assuming certain general principles. the syntactically productive subrules

are predictable from the semantically constrained parts of the rule. For example, suppose

that we assume the following principle (Baker 1983).

(64) Subject Condition:
Each lexical form must assign avalue to the SUBJ function,



Then. once the subject-ta-oblique part of Passivization is perfornled, the object·to

subject part of Passivization must apply: if it did not, and no dummy subject were introduced

(Section 2.3). the lexical form would .,ot have a subject. (55) shows the passive rule applying

in two steps. The intermediate step is unacceptable according to (54).

(55) < agent theme >
SUBJ OBJ

< ~gent theme >
OBLag OBJ

< agent theme >
OBLag SUBJ

active

alter SUBJ·to-OBL

alter OBJ~ta·SUBJ

(54) also predicts the object· la-subject relation change in other constructions. I will

illustrate this using the causative/inchoative rule and the pleonastic there rule,

The causative/inchontive rule, as doscribed above, relates a transitive verb with an

agent sUbject and a theme object to an intransitive verb with a theme subject. This involves

two basic relation changes: the agent argument is deleted and the tht;me argument changes

its function from object to subject. '

As in passivization, the OBJ·to..SUBJ relation change in the cau~aUve/inchoativerule is

predictable. If the agent argument is deleted, it can no longer be a SUBJ and the theme

argument will have to take on the SUBJ function in order to save the lexical forln from

violating (54).

(56) < agent theme >
SUBJ OBJ

< theme >
OBJ

< theme >
SUBJ

trans/live

afler re/not/al of agent

afler 08J·to-SUBJ

Although the causative/inchoatlve rule was described above as a semantically

conditioned rule, wo can now see that it consists of two parts: a oemantically conditioned part

that adds/removes an agent and a syntactically productive part which relates a theme SUBJ



to a theme OBJ,6

The pleonastic there rule is also composed of two relation changes: an arCJument of the

verb alternates between being a SUBJ and being an OBJ while the SUBJ function alternates

between being thematic and being non·thematic there.

Again, instead of being viewed as a unified sefnanticaUy constrained rule, the pleonastic

there rul$ can be viewed as a composite of a semantically cons~rained process (introduction

of there as a dummy subject) and a syntactically' productive process (the OBJ·to·SUBJ

relation change). Here. the syntactically productive OBJ·to·SUBJ relation change is

precectable from the prE ~ence or absence of there. If the verb does not supply a dummy value

for the SUBJ function, some other argument will have to become a SUBJ in order for the

lexical form not to violate 54)', (57) shows a lexical form changing from the pleonastic there

construction to a simple intranSllive construction in two steps. The features [U -, LOC +]

in the original lexical form identify pleonastic there, Notice that the intermediate stage in the

derivation is unacceptable according to (54).

(57) < theme>
OBJ

(T SUBJ) = fu -]
lLOC +

< theme>
OBJ

< theme>
SUBJ

with dummy subject

witflout dumn')y subject

after OBJ·to ..SUBJ

The fact that OBJ"to·SUBJ applies as part of both the causative/inchoative rule and the

pleonastic there rule is further evidence of its syntactic productivity. The pleonastic th 3(8 rule

and the causative/inchoative rule apply to some of the same verbs, but there are otiler verbs

to which one applies and the other does not. For example, change of state verbs undergo the

causatlve/inchoatlve rule but not the pleonasti~ there rule. The syntactically productive OBJ"

6WiL'OW also poln.. out that verba with non"thematic objects do not undergo the causative/inchoaUve rule. HI.
explanati"n for this fact is that the cau88tive/incho8tive rule ii 8 lexical rule and lexical rule8 only apply to argumt..nte
with certain themalic rolea. In a similar vein, I claim that thematic rules apply to particular semantic classes of verba
and vorba wi~ non"thematic objects are not in the appropri',te aemantic class to undergo the cauBaUve/lnchoaU"8
rule,
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to-SUBJ relation change applies to verbs which undergo the pleonastic I/J&fd rule as well as

to those that undergo the causative/inchoaUve rule,

So far, I have shown that relation changing rules can be brok~n down into basic

operations that car le either semantically conditioned or syntactically productive, that some

of the opttraUons are predictable from others given certain well·fornledness conditions, and

that it is the syntactically productive ones that arE: predictilbld from the semantically

conditioned ones. An additional observation that is incorporated b)' Chornsky (1981) and

Marantz (1984) is that there are very few syntactically productive relation changes.

((58) a) lists what I assume to be the possible syntactically productive operations and

((58) b) lists what I assume to be the allowable sernantically condltlofl~d operutions, I have

given examples where possible. However, I do not know of exalllpies for some of t.he

predicted relation changes,

Notice that «(58) a) is a subset of ((58) b), The double·hduded arrows in ((58) a) and

(58) b) indicate that the relation changes are not directional. That is. I do not assume that

one grammatical function assignment is more basic than the othur- In chapter 3. I will show

how the right and left sides of each relation change below can be derived directly from the

predicate argument structure.
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Syntactically Productive Operations:

1, < '" OBJ.u ><...) < u, SUBJ .. , >

Example: The OBJ/SUBJ relation change in passivizaUon is
syntactically productive,

2. < '" OBJ2 ,n) <...) < '"~ OBJ ,n >

Example: Levin (1981). Levin & Simpson (1981) and Zaenen &
Mating (1983) show that some Icelandic double object verbs allow
both the theme and the goal arguments to beconle the subject of a
passive sentence. They conclude that when the theme passivlzes,
it is an OBJ and when the goal passivizes. the thenle is an OBJ2.
This relation change does not occur with all double object verbs
and therefore seems at first not to be syntactically productive.
However, I will show in Chapter 4 that such a relation change is
productive based on argument classification, a notion that I
introduce in Chapter 3.

3. < ... OBJ2... > <...) < ", SUBJ '" >

Example: Possibly Japanese, In Japanese double object
sentences, the theme is marked accusative (0) and the goal is
marked dative (ni). When these verbs passivlze. the goat beco,nes
the subject and becomes nominative (ga), A possiblti analysis is
that the theme is OBJ and the goal is OBJ2 and it is the OBJ2
which becomes the SUBJ of a passive verb. However, another
possible analysis is that the goal is a quirky case marked object as
in Icelandic.

4. Assignment of non·themullc values to SUBJ, OBJ, and OBJ2.

Examples: Assign,nent of an unexpressed dumnly subject for
Italian passive and unaccusative verbs (see Burzio 1981). Also,
the Lexical Rule of Functional Control (Section 3.5) productively
assigns non·thematic values to SUBJ, OBJ, and OBJ2 based on
the supcategorization of the verb,
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b. Semantically Conditioned Operations:

1. < ". OBJ... > <...>< ft. SUBJ." >

Example: Certain idiosyncratic alternations: This benefits/prollts
me. -I benefit/profit trom this. 6

2, < ." OBJ2... > (...) < ... OBJ ,.. >

3. < ... OBJ2 ,., > <...) < ... SUBJ ,tI )

4. Assigment of non·thematic values to SUBJ, OBJ, and OBJ2,

Example: The pleonastic there rule in English is semantically
conditioned.

5, Addition/deletion of arguments,

Example: The causative/inchoative rule.

6. < ... OBl '" > <..,,) < tI' SUBJ ". >

Example: I claim that the SUBJ/OBL relation change in
passivization is semantically conditioned, Also. there are various
idiosyncratic SUBJ/OBL relation changes: This benefits mell
benefit from this. The landlord rented the apartrnent to the
tennant/The tennant rented the apartment f,om the landlord.

7. < ... CBl." > (.. ,,> < ... OBJ... >

Example: The dative rule and the patient rule,

8. < ... CBl... ) ( ...) < tt. OBJ2... >

9. < ... 0... > <....) < '" SUBJ ". >

10, < ... rtJ ". > <...> < '" OBJ ... >

Example: Unspecified object deletion:
dinnerIThe children ate,

11, < ... IZJ." > (.n) < ." OBJ2.t1 >

The children atB

((68) a) and ((68) b) show an inventory of possible syntactically productive and

81t may 108m that me i8 not really an OBJ In the first of these sentences because the sentence does not passlvize.
However. in Chapter 4, , will ahow that there are circumstances under which transitive verbs do not paseivlle.
namely, when they have two general unreatricted arguments (&eo Chapter 4).
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semantically conditioned relation changes. But it ,nay be the case that not all languages have

all ot these operations. For example, there is no evidence tha.t Arnerican English has the

OBJ"to·OBJ2 relation change.

The division between syntactically productive and semantically conditioned rules

depends on the division between semantically unrestricted functions (SlJBJ, OBJ. and 03J2)

and semantically restricted functions (the oblique functions). Syntactically productive

processes can only replace one ur.restricted function with another or assign non-thematic

values to unrestricted functions. This is discussed further in chapter 3.

Notice that some operations are on both lists. This indicates that a given operation can

be syntactically productive in one language and semantically conditioned in another.

Assignments of non-thematic dummy values to the SUBJ function are like this: there-insertion

is semantically constrained in English but selection of dummy subjects in Italian seems to

apply productively over the syntactic class of unaccusative verbs (s~e Burzio (1981). Rosen

(1981)).

2.3. Unaccusative Rules

Unaccusative Rules (URs) are rules which refer to two types of subjects. The set of

canonical subjects includes subjects of transitive verbs while the set of non~canonlcal

subjects includes subjects of passive verbs. Subjects of intransitive verbs are split between

the two types: some of them act like subjects of transitive verbs with respect to URs and

others act like subjects of passive verbs. In addition. some UAs treat raising-ta-subject verbs.

reflexive verbs. and verbs with dummy subjects as if they had non-canonical subjects and

some URs treat objects of transitive verb$ like non-canonical subjects.

Notice that URs support Perlmutter's (1978) Unaccusative Hypthesls by identifying the

need for two types of intransitive verb. Following Perlmutter. I use the term unaccusatlva verb

for Intransitive verbs with non-canonical subjects and the term unergative verb for intransitive

verbs with canonical subjects.

(59) summarizes the distinctions made by URs. I will Illustrate these distinctions with

examples from English and Dutch.
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(59) CANONICAL SUBJECTS:

subjects of transitive verbs

subjects of sume intransitive verbs (unergative verbs)

NON-CANONICAL SUBJECTS:

subjects of passive verbs

subjects of other intransitive verbs (unaccusative verbs)

sometimes, subjects of raising-la-subject verbs

sometimes, subjects of reflexive verbs

sometimes. dummy subjects

(Note: Some URs group objects of transitive
verbs with the non-canonical subjects.)

2.3.1. Resultative Secondary Predication.

The examples in (60) illustrate Aesultative Secondary Predication (ASp).7 Each

sentence contains a secondary predicate (italicized) which is predicated of another element

in the sentence (underlined). For example, flat in (60) a is predicated of nail. FurthermO'd,

the secondary predicate expresses a state that results from the event d€;scribed by the verb.

In (60) a, flat is.the state of the nail which results from hamnlering.

(60) 8.

b.
c,

He hammered lWl.will flat.
He tore Uto pieces.
He wiped 11 clean.

Resultative SeCond~ry predjctates differ from secondary state predicates which

describe a state that is simultaneous with the event described by the verb. Unopened, for

example, in The pachage arrived unopened is a secondary state predicate. It describes the

state of the package when It arrived rather than describing a state of the package that

resulted from arriving, Secondary state predication seems to be a different process from

resultatlve secondary predictation and will not be discussed here. (See Simpson 1983b,

Halliday 1967, and Rothstein 1983 for discussion of secondary state predication.)

7See Simpson 18831. Halliday leo7, Dowty 1978, and Randall 1983 for discussion of this construction.
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Simpson (1983a) points out that resultative secondary predieates (henceforth

resultatives) can be predicated of objects of transitive verbs (examples above), subjects of

passive verbs ((61) a-(61) c), and subjects of some intransitive verbs ((62) 6·(62) c). Notice

that none of these things are canonical subjects according to (59).

(61) a.
b.
c.

(62) a.
b.
c.

~ nW! was hammered flat.
11 had been torn to pieces.
Uwas wiped clean.
~~ broke to pieces.
~ lake froze solid.
~ cookies burned to a crisp.

Simpson also points out that resultatives are never predicated of subjects of transitive

verbs. So. ((63) a) cannot mean that I become exhausted as a result of hammering.

Furthermore, some intransitive verbs do not allow resultatives to be predicated of their

subjects ((64) a-(64) c). The subjects which cannot control resultatives are canonical

subjects.

(63) a.
b,
e.

(64) a.
~.

0.

• ! hammered the nailSKhausted.
• 1broke it to tears,
• ~~ burnt the cookies dirty.
• Ib.!i~ cried to sleep.
• ~atesick.
• ThQ speaker talked hoarse.

Sentences such as «64) a·(64) c) can be saved by inserting a lake reflexive object to

control the resultative predicate but syntactically, these sentences are syntactically equivalent

to (60) a-(60) c) where an OBJ controls the predicate.

(65) a.
b.
c.

The baby cried himself 10 sleep.
They ate themselv§§ sick.
The speaker talked t)im§EjIl hoarse,

Notice that Resultative Secondary Predication illustrates the pattern in (59) in that it

distinguishes subjects of transitive verbs (which cannot control resultatlves) from subjects of

passives (Which can control resultatives). It also splits intransitive verbs into two classes:

those whose subjects can control resultatives (like passive verbs) and those whose subjects

cannot control resultatives (like transitive verbs). .

The pattern in (59) Is significant for the theory of grammatical relations. We cannot

simply say that resultatives are predicated of subjects and objects because not all subjects
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can control resultatives. In order to fornlulate resullahvt: secondi1ry predication (and other

URs) we must establish a representation of grammatical, elations which includt}5 two types of

subjects,8 However, at the same time, we need to maintain the ability to tormulate rules which

do apply uniformly to all subjects.

2.3.2. The Pleonastic there Construction

The pleonastic there construction in English is also the result of a UA. This rule applies

to some intransitive verbs ((66) a·(66) b) but it does not apply to other intransitive verbs

((67) a·(67) b) or to active transitive verbs ((68) a·(68) e).

(66) a.
b.

(67) 8.

b.
(68) a.

b.
c.

A discussion followed.
There followed a discussion.
A child cried.

• There cried a child.
A discussion followed the movie.

• There followed ·the movie a discussion.
• There followed a dlscussion the movie.

Futhermore, the pleonastic there rule does seem to apply to passive verbs, Consider

((69) a) and ((69) b). I claim that there are two possible analyses of ((69) b): (1) that it is related

to «69) a) by a stylistic (non-relation changing) rule and (2) that its granunatical relations are

different from those in «69) a). Assuming that direct objects in English irnrnediately follow the

verb and that the postposed NP in a pleonastic there sentence is an OBJ, I claim that ((69) a)

is the result of applying the pleonastic there rule to the lexical form of be, In this case, a battle

is the OBJ of a special form of be. «69) b) could be the result of applying hE:avy NP shift to

((69) a) or it could be the result of applying the pleonastic there rule to the lexical form of the

passive verb enacted. A battle in this case is tha OBJ of enacted.

(69) a.
b.

(70) 8.

b.

There was a battle about to be enacted between two leaders.
There was about to be enacted a baltle between two leaders.
On the board, there was a message written announcing the Urna and date
of the exam.
On the board, there was written a massage announcing the time, and date
of the exam.s

8perlmutter would take URa as eyldence for a more general phenonlenon; the need for nlulUple levels of
representation and the need for leyeral typea of subject. See Perlmutter (1982).

880me sentences with this word order sound very awkward tor reasona thai I don't undttrSland, The lack of
robustneaa could indicate that the process in question la, in 'act, a stylistic rule, But it could also indicate that It Is a
delicate semantically conditioned relation change,
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2.3.3. Passivizatlon in Dutch

Passivization in Dutch is a UR, It applies to transitive verbs ((71) a) and to some

intransitive verbs. But, as noted in Perlmutter (1978), it does not apply to all intransitive verbs.

(71) a,

b.

(72) a.

b,

(73) a.

b.

(74) a.

b.

(75) a.

b.

(76) a,

b.

(77) a.

b.

(78) a.

b.

Hij wast het raam.
"He washes the window."
Het raam wordt door hem gewassen,
"The window is washed by him,"

De jongelui dansen hier vaak.
"The young people dance here often,"
Er wordt hier door de jongelui vaak gedanst.
"It Is danced here eften by the young people"
Men slaapt vaak in deze kamer,
"People sleep often in this room. II

Er wordt in deze kamer vaak geslapen.
"It is often slept in this room"
Men spreekt/praat/denkt vaak over dit probleem.
"People speak/talk/think often about this problem, II

Over dit probleem wordt vaak gesproken/gepraat/gedacht.
..About this problem it is often spoken/talked/thought. "
Men niest/hoest
"People sneeze/cough."
Er wordt geniesd/gehoest/gehikt.
,t It is (being) sneezedlcoughed/hiccoughed. "

De lijken rotte~ wag,
"The corpses rotted away."

• Door de lijken werd al gerot.
"By the corpses it was already rotted. "
De kinderen verdwijnen uit dit weeshuis.
"The children disappear from this orphanage.•,

• Uit dit weeshuis wordt (er) door vele kinderen verdwenen,
"From this orphanage it is disappeared by many children"
Zulke dingen gebeurden hier oooit.
"Such thing.s never happened here."

• Hier werd er door zulke dingen noall gebeurd.
"Here it was never happened by such things"

(P 35)

(P 42)

(P51a)

(P 61a)

(P 65b)

Passivization, of course, does not appy to already passive verbs. If it did, it would have

the same effect that it has on other intransitive verbs; the subject of the active sentence would

optionally appear In a door-phrase and the dummy subject 8( would be inserted. (79) Is an

attempt to passivize «(71) b), Notice that (79) does not double the auxiliary of the morphology

. in ((71) b). This Is because the auxiliary and the morphology that accompany the passive are

not part of the passive rule in LFG. So, applying the passive rule twice would not result In a

doubling of these things,
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(79) • Er wordt gewassen door hat raam.
"It is washed by the window, It

Cannot mean that the window is getting was/led,

Perlmutter and Postal (1984) used the unpassivizability of certain verbs to support their

1·Advancement Exclusiveness Law. I take these exarnples simply to show that we need a

representation of grammatical relations which clearly separates verbs with canonjc~1 subject

form verbs with non·canonical subjects. Passivization must be for,nulated so that it applies to

the former and not to the latter.

2.3.4. Experiencer Inversion

There is a set of Dutch verbs which allow two ba~ic word orders for their argurnents. In

each (a) sentence below, a nominative NP precedes the tensed verb and a non~nomjnative NP

(henceforth the experiencer) follows it. (This construction has also been discussed by den

Besten (1982). Safir (1982), and Hoekstra (1984).) I will refer to the (a) sentences as

uninverted and to the ~b) ser4tences as Inverted, In both the (a) and the (b) sentences, the

verb agrees with the nominative NP.

(80) a.

b,

(81) 8,

b.

(82) 8,

b.

Deze boekennom. pl. bevallenpl. hemdal. S9.·
these books please him
"These books please him,/He enjoys these books. II

Hemdat. sg. bevalienpl. deze boeken,
him please these books
"These books please him.tHe enjoys these books."

Oit overkomt hem.
this happens him
"This happens to him. "
Hem overkomt dit.
him happens this
"This happens to him, "

De Jurk past mij.
"The dress fits me. "
Mlj Pl\st de jurk,
me fits the dress
"The dress fits me."

The word order in inverted sentences Is exactly what one would expect from

topicallzing the (a) sentences. Since the tensed verb In main clauses must stay In second
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position and the topicalized element nlust be initial. the subject of a topicalized sentence must

appear after the tensed verb, Of course, the verb still agrees with the subject which now

follows it.

c.

d,

Hij zal de appels wei opeten,
He will the apples surelv eat.
"He will ~at the apples,"
De appels zal hlj wei opeten,
The apples will he surely eat.
"The apples, he'll eat"

untopicalized

topicalized

Although it looks on the surface like inverted sentences could be topicallzations of the

uninverted ones, this possibility must be rejected because inverted sentences differ

distributionally in two ways from topicalized sentences, First, topicalized clauses cannot be

embedded while inverted clauses can be embedded,

(83) a,

b.

(84) a,

b,

Ik dank dat hij de appels wei zal opeten,
I think that he ttie apples surely will eat.
"I think that he will eat the apples, ..

• Ik dank dat de appels hij zal opeten.
I think that the apples he will eat.
"I think that, the apples, he'" eat. It

Ik dank dat dat me is Qverkomen.
I think that that me happened is
"I think tha.t that has happened to me,"
Ik dank dat me dat is overkomen,
I think that me that is happened
It, think that that has happened to me, It

untopicalized

topicalizatlon

uninvarled

inverted

Second, In yes-no questions, the tensed verb inverts with the first NP, This is possible

when the first NP is a fronted experienc.er but not when the first NP is a topic,

(85) a. Zal hij de appels wei "peten? ufltopicallzad
"Will he eat the apples?"

b, • Zal de appels hij wei opeten? toplcallzatlon
"Will he eat the apples?"

(86) a, Zullen deze boeken u bevallen? unlnverted
"Will these books please you?"

b. Zullen u deze boeken bevallen? Inverted
"Will these books please you?"

Having shown that experiencer inversion is not topiculization. I will now show that

experiencer inversion is a relation changing rule which applies to verbs with non-canonical

subjects, In order to do this, I will show that any active verb which passlvizes cannot undergo
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experiencer inversion. that experiencer inversion verbs do not passivize. and that there are

passive verbs which undergo experiencer inversion.

In the last subsection I showed that passivization applies to verbs wIth canonical

subjects. If experiencer inversion applies to verbs with non-canonical subjects. then there

should not be any verbs which passivize and undergo experiencer inversion. The next set of

examples supports this prediction. Haten (hate) and bewonderen (admire) passivize and do

not undergo experiencer inversion (that is, the experi~ncernlust be norninative and initial in

the clause) while bevallen (please/enjoy) and overkonlefl (happen) undergo experiencer

inversion (examples above) and do not passivize. ((89) a-(90) b) are attenlpts to passivize

inversion verbs. ((89) a) and ((&0) a) are attempts to passivize invtlrted sentences while

((89) b). ((89) c) and ((90) b) are attempts to passivize uninverted sentences. Notice that

((90) b) may be grammatical but only with a shift in the meaning of overkomen from happen to

overcome.

(87) a.

b.

c.

(88) a.

b.

c.

(89) a.

b.

c.

(90) a.

b.

Ik haat hat.
"I hate it."
Hat haat mij. no inversion
"It hates me."
Only ok if het is animate, Cannot mean that I hale il.
Huiswerk wordt gehaat door iedereen, passive
"Homework is hated by eveyone,"
Ik bewonder hat.
"I admire It." .
Hat bewondert mij. no inversion
"It admires me,"
Only ok if het is animate. Cannot nlsan that I admire It,
Het wordt door mij bewonderd. passlvB
"It is admired by me. "

• Het wordt bevallen.
it was enjoyed/pleased

• Mij wordt bevallen.
me was pleased

• Ik wordt bevallen.
I was pleased

• Hat wordt overkomen.
it was happened
Ik ben overkomen door angst.
"I am overcome by angst. "
Note that tnls Is not a passlvB 01 the inversion sense of the verb.

Furthermore, if experiencer inversion were a UR, we might expect to find passive verbs

which undergo the rule. This too turns out to be true (den Besten 1982). In each set of
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sentences below. the (a) sentence is a passive with an iniUal,.onlinative NP bearing the theme

role and the (b) sentence is also a passive of the same verb with an initial non·nominative NP

bearing the goal role. The (c) through (f) sentences show that the (a) and (b) sentences are

not instances of topicalization by showing that they can occur in embedded clauses and that

the initial NP can invert with the tensed vert,) in yes·no questions. The analysis of experiencer

inversion in Chapter 5 handles the alternation between the (a) and (b) sentences below as

well as the alternation between inverted and uninverted active senten<;es. 10

(91) 8.

b.

c.

d.

a.

f.

(92) 8.

b.

d.

De urn is mijn oom geschonken.
the urn is my uncle given
HThe urn was given to my uncle."
Mijn oom is de urn geschonken.
my uncle is the urn given
"My uncle was given the urn."
Is de urn mijn oom geschonken?
is the urn my uncle given
"Was the urn given to my uncle?"
Is mijn oom de urn geschonken?
is my uncle the urn given
"Was my uncle given the urn?"
Ik denk dat de urn mijn oam geschonken is.
I think that the urn my uncle given is
tt, think that the urn was given to my uncle."
Ik dank dat ",ijn oom de urn geschonken is.
I think that my uncle the urn given is
ttl think that my uncle was given the urn. It

De urn is mijn oom Qverhandigd.
the urn is my uncle gi"en
"The urn was given to my uncle. "
Mijn oom is de urn overhandigd.
my uncle is the urn given
"My uncle was given the urn."
Is de urn mijn oom overhandigd?
is the urn my uncle given
"Was the urn given to my uncle?"
Is mijn oom de urn overhandigd?
is my uncle the urn given
"Was my uncle given the urn?"

10Notice thtlt it is not clear where the subjects 01 expenencer love,sian verbs tit into the dehnUion ot canonical
subject. The problem is that in their non-inverted form, eJ<periencer inversion verbs look like trantiiUve Yerbs but
according to the chan in (59) transitive verbs have canonical subjects. So, either experiencbr inversion verbs are not
really transitive or they are an exceptional type of transitive verb with non-canonical subjects, I return to this issue in
chapters" and 5 where I suggest that tho laller la true. This means that (59) is an oversimplified heuristic for the
detection of URI and is nol entirely accurate.
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e. Ik denk dat de urn nlijn oom overhandigd is.
I think that the llro my uncle given is
"I think that the urn was given to my uncle."

f. Ik denk dat mijn oom de urn overhandigd is,
I think that my uncle the urn given is
"I think that my uncle was given the urn. II

2.3.5, Auxiliary Selection

Many languages have a past 'tense construction consisting of a past participle and an

auxiliary verb corresponding to English have.

(93) a.
b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

I have telephoned John., , ~ ~

J'ai telephone Cl Jean.
I have tfJlephoned to Jean.
Giovanni ha telefonato.
Giovanni has telephoned.
Hdn hefur kysst blaf.
She has kissed Olaf,
Hij heeft geslapen,
He has slept.
Nik liburua ekarri dut. .
I book bring 3sg0BJ·UKAN(have)·lsgSUBJ.
I have brought the book.

English
Frenct}

Italian

Icelandic

~utctl

Basque

This construction differs in interpretation fronl language to language, but whatever it

means, it is common in languages which exhibit this construction to find a class of intransitive

verbs which use the copula, corresponding to English be, in place of have.

(94) 8. II est arriv6. French
He is arrived.

b. Giovanni 6arrivato. Italian
Giovanni is arrived.

c. Hann er kominn. Icelandic
He is arrived.

d. Hij is ingeslapen. Dutch
He is fallen asleep.

e. Ni etcrri naiz. Basque
I come'sgSUBJ-IZAN(be)
I am come

In Dutch, the two aspectual auxiliaries are hebben (have) and lljn (be). I will use the

term hebben·verbs for verbs that take hebben and zlln-verbs for verbs that take zlJn.

Studies of aU)(lliary~ selection in Italian (Burzio 1981, Rosen 1981) and Basque (B. Levin
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1983) have shown that it is an unaccusative rule in those lanyuages: transitive verbs and

unergative verbs take have while unaccusaUve and passive verbs (among other things) take

be. However, the situation is less clear in Dutch because although auxiliary selection seems

to exemplify the distinction between canonical and non-canonIcal subjects with non

canonical subjects triggering the presence of zijn. the zijn-verbs do not have the usual

semantic characteristics of unaccusative verbs. Furthermore, 1l1any zijn verbs passivize as if

they were unergative and many verbs which act unaccusaUve in that they do not passivize do

not take zijn. In other words, passiv;zation and auxiliary selection do not agee on which verbs

are unaccusative,

While this type of discrepancy would be problematic for many theories, I take it to be

typ! ;al of URs. In Chapter 5, I suggest that many apparent URs are actuully defined partly or

totally in terms of semantic classes and thematic roles instead of being defined in terms of the

syntactic classes of unaccusative and unergative verbs, Such rules appear to be URs

because the semantic distinctions that they "fa sensitive tCJ ~re very cl rsa to lhe semantic

distinctions that separate the syntactic classes of unaccusative and unergatlve verbs. In

Chapter 5, I show that we can resolve the discrepancy between auxiliary selection and

passivization by formulating auxiliary selection partly in terms of sernantic classes and partly

in terms of the syntactic distinction between unaccusative and unergative verbs. Here. I will

simply present the evidence that Dutch auxiliary selection fits the pattern in 59 and therefore

deserves to be called a UR, '

In order to show that Dutch auxiliary selection is a URi I will show that intransitive verbs

are split between taking hebben and taking zljn, that some experiencer inversion verbs are

zljn-verbs, that all other transitive verbs are hebbbn·verbs, and that passive verbs are

zljn ..verbs, People who are familiar with Dutch will find only the first two of these points to be

obviou.sly true. The other points will require some discussion,.
Intransitive hebben and zijn-verbs. Auxiliary selection clearly splits the intransitive

verbs into two classes, One class can occur with hebben and not zljn while the other class

can occur with zlJn and not habben.

(95) 8. De kinderen zijn in AlTlsterdam gebleven.
the children are in Amsterdam remained
"The children have remained in AmsterdafO, "

zlJn
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(96) a.

b.
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• De kinderen hebben in A.nsterdam gebleven.
th& children have in Amsterdarn remained
"The children have remained in Amsterdam. It

• Hij is gewerkd.
he is worked
"He has worked."
Hij heett gewerkd.
he has worl,ed
"He has worked. "

',ebben

zijn

fJebban

Some verbs appear to take either auxiliary. but ,it turns out that the c1rcunlstances under

which they take hebben are quite differe~t from the circumstances under which they take zijn.

For example. in chapter 1. J showed that certain motion verbs have to tuke ziln when they have

an overt directional complement or an unexpressed directional complement. but they have to

take hebben when they have ~ non·directional reading.

(97) a.

b.

c.

d.

Ik ben naar school gelopen.
I am to school walked
"I have walked to school. II

• Ik heb naar school gelopen I

I have to school walked
"J have walk~d to school."
Ik heb gelopen.
"I have walked."
Ik ben gelopen.
I am walked
"I have walked (to some place). II

zljn

hebben

hebben

zljn

Furthermore. I showed in chapter 1 that the directed readings of these motion verbs

reflect the presence of an optional goal argument. Each of these verbs. therefore has tNO

different predicate argument structures: one with a goal argument and one without.

(98) at
b.

< agent goal >
< agent >

directed motion

non -directed motion

Although motion verbs themselves take either auxiliary, each ot their predicate

argument structures takes only one auxiliary. The PAS which contains a goal takes only zlJn

and the PAS which does not contain a goal takes only hebben. l am assuming th~t each

different lexical form constitutes a separate lexical entry. Therefore, if we take verb to mean

lex/cal entry, then it is true that auxiliary selection assigns a unique auxiliary to each

Intrat.sltlve verb. Thus, auxiliary selection, like other unaccusaUve rules, identifies two

distinct classes of Intransitive verbs,
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Experlencer Inversion Verbs. Experiencer inversion verbs, like intransitive verbs,

fall into two classes: those that take zljn «(99) a-(99) b) and those that take hebben

«(100) a-(100) e). This may seem surprising in light of the clain) that all experiencer inversion

verbs have non-canonical subjects. However, there is a simple account of these facts: those

that take zijn support the claim that zijn-verbs have non-canonical subjects and those that

take hebben simply show that while having a non-canonical subject is a necessari' condition

for selection of zijn, it is not sufficient.

(99) a.

b.

(100)8.

b.

c.

Het is mij bevallen.
It have pleased Ine, It

Hat is hem overkomen,
"It has happened to him:'

Hat heett u berouwd,
"You have regretted It. II

Het heaft ons vreenld aangedaan.
"It has :ltruck us as odd. It

Het heeft een boal gekost.
"It cost a lot. "

Transitive verbs. Although it ,) generally true that transitive verbs do not take zljn.

there are some apparent exceptions which must be dealt with before we can solidly assert

this. The list below is taken from Donaldson (1981).

(101 )a,

b~

c.

d~

et

f.

Hi} is een zaak in de stad begonnen.
He is a business in the town begun.
"He has begun a business in the town. It

Ik ben mijn gedicht ver\Jeten.
I am my poem forgotten,
"I have forgotten my poem...
De buurman is hem gevolgd.
the neighbor is him followed.
"The neighbor has followed him...
IK ben het Frans geheel verleerd.
I am French totally forgotten,
It, have totally forgotten French,"
Ik ben hem op straat tegongekomen.
I am him on the street bumped-into.
nl have bumped Into him on the street."
Juliana is haar moeder in 1948 opgevolgd.
Juliana Is her mother in 1948 followed,
"Juliana (has) succeeded her mother In 1948."

Although judgements vary from informant to Informant and from day to day, It appears
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that some of the verbs in ((101) a-(101) f) do not passlvize, I will take this as un itldication that,

like the experiencer inversion verbs. they do not have canonical subjects~ (In Chapter 4, I will

present an analysis of transitive verbs with non-canonical subjects,) The verbs that do not

passivize are tegenl<omen (bump into) and vergelen (forget (a fact. a poern)). (Vergeten has

another meaning, forget about something/leave sOl"nething behind. in which it takes habben

and passivizes.)

The remaining verbs in ((101) a- (101) f) do, in fact. passivize and therefore seem like

they might be counterexamples to the claim that only verbs with non·canonlcal subjects take

zljn. However. in contrast to mORt verbs which take one auxiliary or the other. those verbs all

alternate between taking hebben and taking ziJn as the aspectual auxiliary, This could

indicate that the verbs are syntactically ambiguous between having a canonical subject and

having a non"canonical subject. When they have a non-canonical subject. they take zljn and

when they have a canonical subject. they take hebben and passivize,

I conclude that there are no convincing counterexanlples to the claim that "erbs with

canonical subjects do not take zijn.

Passive Verbs. At first it seems that passive verbs and past participles of

unaccusative verbs do not select the same auxiliary in Dutch, Zijn is the auxiliary that occurs

with zijn·verbs to express perfective aspect but worden is the basic auxihury of the passive

construction in the simple present and past tense.

(102)a.

b.

De kinderen ziJn nanr huis gelopen,
"The children have walked home. n

Hat raam wordt door hem gewassen.
"The window is washed by him. "

pur/oct/Vb unaccustltlve

passive

However. a puzzling ,fact about Dutch passives is that there are two ways of expressing

perfective aspect. The most obvious is to embed worden. which is a ziJn-verb, under lijn. the

perfective auxiliary of zijn·verbs. The result is shown in ((103) a) but people rarely say this

(Donaldson (19a1) p, 162). Instead, they say «(103) b) where worden has been udropped".

(103)a.

b,

Hat raam is door hem gewassen geworden.
the window is by him washed been.
"The window has been washed...
Het r8am is door hem gewassen,
"The window is by him washed...
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A simple account of ((103) a) and ((103) b) arises from the analysis 01 passivization and

AUX..selection proposed here. Passive participles. which are created in the lexicon. enter into

various periphrastic constructions in c·structure and ' .. structure. The construction

worden + passive participle is interpreted as a simple present/past tense construction,

((102) b). Furthermore, since worden is a zljn·verb, the way to perfectivize it is to enlbed It

under zijn. ((103) a).

((103) b) results from the fact that worden is not an inherent part of the passive

construction. In LFG (and Relational Grammar) passivization is seen as an operation on the

grammatical relations of a verb (see Bresnan 1982a). The fact that passive verbs appear in

construction with an auxiliary verb is not part of the passive rule, but a consequence the

distribution of tensed, infinitival, and participial forms of verbs. For exanlple. main clauses do

not allow participial main verbs. and hence the passive partici~al must appear embedded

under tensed verb. Similarly, the verb stop in English requires present participles as

complements, and hence passive verbs must appear embedded under being in complefnent6

of stop (They stopped being robbed/-They stopped robbed). Evidence that the copula

construction is not part of the passive rule comes fronl the fact that passive verb phrases

often appear as adjuncts without the copula (Cars owned by rlell people are often quite

elaborate, Admired by her friends, J~n8 had no reason to worry). Separating the passive rule

from the syntnclic construction with the copula allows for the general distribution of passive

verbs in various syntactic contexts.

Worden is not an inherent part of the passive construction. Its function is simply to

carry tense (or other morphological/syntactic properties) in main clauses (or other syntactic

contexts). Passive verbs might just as well be embedded under zi}n which could also serve

this function. Hence the existence of ((103) b).

An alternative account of ((103) a) and ((103) b) cuuld be based on the assumption that

worden is absent phonologically, but is present functionally in ((103) b). That is, although

c·structure, the input to phonological interpretation and production, does not contain worden,

worden could be built into '·structure, which is input to semantic interpretation, via functional

equations associated with zlJn. This would account for the truth-conditional equivalence of

((103) b) and ((103) a), but would be unnecessarily complicated.

Donaldson (p. 162) points out that the truth"conditional equivalence of ((103) a) and

«(103) b) follows from a simple implicature: if the window has been washed then it is washed.
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This makes it possible to maintain the shnple generalization that passive verbs can be

embedded directly under z;jn without resorting to an "invisible worden" solutlon~

Before concluding that zijn i~ the aspectual auxiliary of passive verbs. one additional

consideration must bo dealt with. As in English. passive participles in Dutch can serve as

adjectives, If gewassen in ((103) b) were an adjective and not a passive verb. it would seem

that passive verbs do not take zijn and we would have a much weaker case for clairning that

auxiliary selection is a UR,

Two pieces of evidence show that gewassen in (( 103) b) is a verb and not an adjective.

First, it appears with an agent phrase door hem (by him). Second, adjectives. in general, refer

to states rather than to events that take place at particular times, As a result, they cannot be

modified by phrases like vier keer (four times), Although the participle gewassen can be an

adjective with a stative reading, it can also have a non·stative reading which can be

accompanied by modifiers like vier keer,

(104) Het raam is vier keer gewassen,
"The window has been, washed four times,"

In short, I have shown that Dutch auxjliary selection illustrates the distinction between

canonical and non-canonical subjects: transitive verbs do not take zijn. passive verbs do take

zljn, experiencer inversion verbs take zljn and intransitive verbs split into two classes, those

that take zljn an those that take habben,

2.4. SUBJs and OBJs

So far, I have discussed three properties of relation changing rules: semantic

conditioning, syntactic productivity, and sensitivity to two types of subject. A fourth

phenomenon for a theory of relation changing rules to account for is an imbalance In the

distribution of SUBJs and OBJs. Almost all arguments which are objects In some sentence

are subjects in a related sentence, but the reverse is not true, There are many arguments

which are subjects in some sentence and are not objects in any related sentence.

To see this, consider the following examples where the (a) and (b) sentences are

related by relation changing rules. The argument which is an OBJ in each (a) sentence is a

SUSJ in the corresponding (b) sentence.



(105)a.
b.

(106)a.
b.

(107)a.
b.

(108)8.

b.
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Someone kicked the ball.
The ball was kicked,
They sank the ship.
The ship sank.
There followed a discussion,
A discussion followed.
Hem bevallen deze boeken.
him please these books
"He enjoys these books.1 These books please him."
Deze boeken bevallen hem.
these books please him
"He enjoys these books,; Thestt books please him."

In contrast, there are many arguments which are subjects in some sentence but are not

ever assigned to the OBJ function by any relation changing rule. For exa,nple. there are no

relation changing rules which assign the OBJ function to the arguments which are subjects In

(109) a) and «109) b).

(109)a,
b.

Someone threw/took/caught/kicked the ball.
Someone talked/wQrked/cried/played.

Notice that it is the canonical subjects (subjects of transitive and unergative verbs)

which never show up as objects. The arguments which are subjects of passive verbs,

unaccusative verbs, and experiencer inversion verbs. on the other hand, can be objects.

An obvious way to account for the imbalance between subjects and objects is to have

relation changes be directional and to say that OBJs can becorne subjects but subjects

cannot become objects, However, if relation chunges are not direcUonal there must be some

other way of allowing some subjects to be objects while prevent ather subjects from doing so.

In Chapter 3. I show how to account for the imbalance in a non·directional theory of relation

changing rules.
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Chapter 3
A Theory of Relation Changing Rules

In chapter 2, I discussed four properties of relation changing rules: semantic

conditioning, syntactic productivity, sensitivity to two types of subject, and apparent

directionality of the OBJ/SUBJ relation change, In this chapter, I present a theory of relation

changing rules which models these properties.

The theory is based on an enriched representation of grammatical relations in which

thematic arguments are grouped into classes before grammatical functions are assigned.

Relation changes result either from reclassifying arguments or from assigning a different

function to a classified argument.

,LFG with Argument Classification (AC) captures the four properties of relation changing

rules which I discussed in the last chapter: most semantically conditioned relation changes

result from alternate class assignments to the same argument; syntactically productive

relation changes result from alternate grammatical function assignments to the same

classified argument and since principles of the theory tightly constrain the possibilities for

assigning functions to classified arguments, there are few allowable syntactically productive

operations and they are, for the most part, predictable from the argument classifications; the

theory provides for two types of subject required by unaccusative rules because the SUBJ

function can be assigned to arguments of two different classes and unaccusative rules are

sensitive to argument classifications instead of or in addition to grammatical functions; and

finally, the directionality of the OBJ/SUBJ relation change follows from the distinction

between those w-gument classes which can take either the SUBJ or the OBJ function and

those which can only take the SUBJ function,
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3.1. Semantically Restricted and Unrestricted Functions

The theory of argument classification is based on the distinction between semantically

restricted and semantically unrestricted gram,natical functions (C&C), The selnantically

unrestricted functions are SUBJ. OBJ. and OBJ2 and the semantically restricted functions are

the oblique functions (e.g. OBLgoal ' OBLaoenl' etc,), Semantically restricted functions each

identify a particular thematic role while semantically unrestricted functions are not associated

with any particular thematic role.

There are four major differences in the syntactic behavior of senlantically restricted and

semantically unrestricted functions, First, the thematic rola of a selnantically unrestricted

function can vary forln verb to verb. So. SUBJs and OBJs of different verbs ha.ve different

thematic roles, And some SUBJs and OBJs have no thematic role at all. (We will return to

OBJ2 below.) Of course the thematic role associated with any oblique function is fixed:

OBLgoal is always a goal, DBlagent is always an agent, and so on,

(110)a. Jill kicked the ball. SUBJ is agent
b. The ball rolled away. SUBJ is theme

c. Jill recieved a letter. SUBJ is goal
d. Jill owns a car. SUBJ is location
e. Jill likes apples. SUBJ is experiencer
f. Spiders scare Jill. SUBJ is stimulus

(111)a, The baby kicked the ball. OBJ is patient
b. The cook melted the butter. OBJ /s theme

c. The refugees fled the city. OBJ Is source

d. Spiders scare Susan. OBJ Is experiencef

e. Susan likes spiders. OBJ is stimulus

Rappaport (1983) uses this property of unrestricted functions to explain well known

thematic restrictions on nominalizations. She shows that the "subject" and "object"

positions of derived nominats do not cover the same range of thematic roles that SUBJs and

OBJs of verbs cover and she claims that the reason for this is that derived no.ninals do not

have SUBJs and OBJs. Instead. all of the functions in a derived nominal are semantically

restricted.

A second property of semantically unrestricted functions is that relation changing rules

can change their thematic roles. So. the SUBJ and OBJ of a given verb can take on different

roles as a result of relation changing rules. (Again, we return to OBJ2 below.)



(112)a.
b,

(113)a.
b.

(114)a.
b.
c.
d.
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The girl handed the baby a toy.
The girl handed a toy to the baby,
The cook poked a hole in the potato.
The cook poked the potato.
The girl handed the baby a toy.
A toy was handed to the baby.
The baby was handed a toy.
There was a toy handed to the baby.

OBJ is goal

OBJ is theme

OBJ is theme

OBJ is patient
SUBJ is agent
SUBJ is therne

SUBJ is goal
SUBJ is non-thelnatic

A third property of senlantically unrestricted functions is cross-linguistic variation in the

roles that they usually have. For exanlple, in English, OBJ2s are always themes but according

to Maling & Zaenen (1983) and Levin &Sirnpson (1961), OBJ2 in Icelandic can be a theme or

a goal. A more striking type or cross linguistic variation is suggested by the Ergattvity

Hypothesis (Marantz 1984, B. Levin 1983) which says that truly ergative languuges assign the

SUBJ function to patients and the OBJ function to agents. Roberts (personal cornrnunicalion)

also suggests that OBJs can be agents in Navajo under cortain circunlstances.

The fourth property of semantically unrestricted functions is that they enter into two

control relationships which arc not available to semantically restricted functions. First. only

semantically unrestricted function~ can be anaphorically controlled. Since PRO-drop is

treated as a form of anaphoric control in LFG, there can be PRO-drop languages where a

SUBJ, OBJ, or OBJ2 can be dropped but oblique functions are not subject to PRO-drop.

Malayalam is such a languag~ (Mohanan 1983).

Second, only unrestricted functions can serve as lexically induced functional

controllers. Lexically induced functional control figures in raising constructions, in some

cases of equi, and in f>ume cases of St:condary predication (Bresnan 19820).

Bresnan (1982c) explains the limited behavior of obliques as a restriction on the values

that can be assigned to OBl functions in the lexicon. She claims that OBl functions can be

assigned to thematic argument slots but that they cannot be given values vta functional

equations, Thus they cannot be lexically induced functional controllers because this type of

control Is determined in the lexicon by a control equation which assigns a value to the

controller. In order for an CBl to be a lexically induced functional controller, it would have to

appear in an equation like (T OBL) =(T XCOMP SUBJ). This, however, is not allowed.

Similarly, OBLs cannot be anaphorically controlled, This Is because anaphorically controlled

elements are introduced In the lexical entries of their governing verbs via equations which

give them null pronominal values, In order for an oblique to be anaphorically controlled, It
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would have to appear in an equation like (1 OBl) :: [PRED PRO. U +]., This also is not

allowed.

I suggest a slightly different explanation for the restricted control behavior of obliques.

Obliques differ from the semantically unrestricted functions in the way that they are encoded

in constituent structure, Oblique function names are determined by reference to their CASE

feature in the equation (1 (! CASE)):: 1,11 I will call this senlantlc f:Jncoding. Semantically

unrestricted functions, on the other hand, are encoded independently of their case features.

The equations which encode them (e,g. (T SUBJ) = !) may cooccur with equations which

assign or constrain a case value (e,g, (! CASE) = NOM) but the case value is not crucial to

the encoding of the function. I will call this free encoding, In configurational languages,

freely encoded functions are configurationally encoded and semantically encoded functions

are non-configurationally encoded. (See Bresnan (1982c) and Mohanan (1982) for definitions

of configurational and non-configurational encoding.) In a non-configurational language,

freely encoded functions are those that get a function and a case in contrast to those that get

a function via their case.

We can explain the restricted control behavior of oblique functions by sticking strictly to

the distinction between freely and semantically encoded functions. This requires taking a

slightly differAnt definition of encoding, I define an encoding of a function as any 1l1entlon of

the function name in a lexical form or any non-constraint equation which InenUons the

function. I propose that the only allowable encodings for obliques are semantic encodlngs

(i,e. encoding via a CASE feature) and assignments to thematic argu,nent positions. Obliques

therefore cannot occur in functional or anaphoric control equations because in those

equations, the encoding of CBl functions would be independent of their CASE value,12

Another observed fact about obliques is that they cannot be non~thematic. That is, they

are always logical arguments of verbs to which they bear the oblique function. This means

that there is no raising into oblique functions (Bresnan 1982c, Chomsky 1981) and there are

no oblique pleonastic elements, In order for an obliclue to be non·thematic. it would have to

11Thla equation Ia often expanded Into two equallona: <t Oelx) .. ! and U CASE) g·oalle'

12The prohibition against mentioning CBL function namea alao wfongly prevenl51hem from beIng cOfuilrucUonally
Induced functional controllers if constructionally Induced functional control resulted "om equaUons of the form
(1 G) a (! SUBJ) which are aaaocialed with controUed phrases, In order for the controller to be OBl. G haa to be
Instantiated with some Oal function name, But this will not be possible if CBl function names are not allowed to
appear In encoding.,
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appear outside of the angle brackets of a lexical form but this is not allowed because It is

neither a semantic encoding nor a direct assignolent to a thematic argument slot. 13

I huve presented two different taxonomies which separate obliques from the other

functions: one based on semantic restrictedness versus semantic unrestrictedness and one

based on semantic encoding versus free encoding. The two taxonornies make very similar

predictions about the behavior of obliques as controllers. controlletJs. and non-thematic

elements. However, the latter distinction (in terms of encoding) clarifies sonle properties of

OBJ2 and OBLag which are slightly problenlaUc for a taxonorny which is based on sernanUc

restrictedness.

OBJ2 and OBlag show signs of being both semantically restricted and unrestricted,

OBJ2 acts as if it were unrestricted crosslinguistically by taking different thematic roles in

different languages. But in many languages, OBJ2 seems to be senlanUcally restricted

because it takes only one or two roles. (For exan.ple. in English, all OBJ2s are themes or

patients.) OBlag acts as if it were unrestricted in that it seenlS to take many different roles

(but see section 2.1) but it seems to ~e semantically restricted in that it cannot be a lexically

induced functional controller.

These functions are not anomalous at all in a taxononlY based on sernantic encoding.

OBJ2 is freely encoded and OBLag is semantically encoded. The apparent semantic

restrictedness of OBJ2 and the apparent semantic unrestrictedness of OBlall are not relt!vant

to this distinction. In section 3.3 I suggest that semantic restrictedness is a property of

argument classes while semantic encoding is a property of grammatical functions.

3.2. A rgument Classes

This section describes a notion of Argument Classification which plays a prominent role

in the theory of relation changing rules. Argument Classification (AC) 'Inanages the

interaction between semantically conditioned and syntactically productive relation changes.

It applies before the assignment of grammatical functions, putting each argurnent in a lexical

form Into one of four classes: semantically restricted, subjective unrestricted, general

1S, am uauming, following Waaow, Sag, & Nunberg, that idiom chunks are, in facI, argum~nls 0' verbs rather than
being non·thematic. Because o' the nature o. semantically encoded 'unctions proposed here, the t.ual,nent of idiom
chunks found in Bresn~n 19828 is not allowable. In Bresnan 1982a, idiom chunks we,e non-thematic but this would
preclude lhe existence of oblique tdiom chung.
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unrestricted, and unexpressed, The argument class severely limits the grarnnluticul function

that an argument will have and, in many cas~s, uniquely determines it.

The four argument classes are defined in terms of the types of granlfllatical functions

they can take, Arguments in the semantically restricted class must take the sernantically

restricted functions which match their thematic roles or take no function at all. For example,

goals in the semantically restricted class ,nust take the OBL
goal

function or no function,

agents in the semantically restricted class nlust take the OBL I function or no function, and
aQ~n

so on. Allowing semantically restricted arguments not to take a function reflects the

generalization (pointed out to me by Joan Bresnan) that, in general, oblique functions do not

have to be expressed.14

Subjective unrestricted arguments and general unrestricted arguments may take

semantically unrestricted functions but subjective unrestricted argufl\ents can only take the

SUBJ function and general unrestrictod arijuments can take any sernantically unrestricted

function. And finally, arguments in the unexpressed class do not take any gr,unmaUcal

function at all.

(116)
Class

subjective unrestricted

general unrestricted

semantically restricted

unexpressed

Function Assignnlents

SUBJ

SUBJ, OBJ. 08J2

OBl

no function

I will use annotations on predicate argument structure to identify argument classes. A

single underline will mark a subjective unrestricted argument; boldface will mark a

semantically restricted argument; and 0 will mark an unexpressed argurnent. General

unrestricted functions are not marked. I will not discuss the functions COMP and XCOMP or

the argument classes of that they corrJspond to but I wUI use italics to mark arguments which

take one of the complement functions. The following are examples of lexical forms with

classified arguments.

14Some exceptions to this genoralization are hand And put which do not permit their oblique arguments to be
omitted: ·The librarian handed a boo~. ·The librarian put aDoole.



(116)8.

b.

c.

d,

e.

f,

g.

h.

i,

J.
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kick< &W11 patient >
SUBJ OBJ

tiThe child kicked the ball. It

kick( &W11 patient >
SUBJ f2J

"The child kjcked...

kick< agent patient >
OBLag SUBJ

"The ball was kicked by the child. It

kick< agent patient >
rtJ SUBJ

"The ball was kicked, ..

occur< theme >
SUBJ

"Such things should never occur, It

work< ~ >
SU8J

"Everyone works hard."

seem< theme gO(l1 >SUBJ

XCOMP CBl oal
(l SUBJ) ~ (l XCOMP SJUBJ)
"Everyone seems to me to work hard."

exist< theme >SUBJ
OBJ

(T SUBJ) :; [U -, LOC +)
(1 SUBJ NUM) 51 (T OBJ NUM)
(1 SUBJ PERSON) ;:: (T OBJ PERSON)
"There exist many problems."

hand( mmt theme goal >
SUBJ 09J OBLgoal

"The girl handed a toy to the baby. "

hand( i9.i!1l theme goal )
SUBJ OBJ2 OBJ

"The girl handed the baby a toy. It
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3.3. Another View of Argument Classes

In the previous section I described argument classification in ter,ns of Bresnan's

distinction between semantically restricted and semantically unrestricted grammatical

functions. In this section, I present an alternative view of argument classification in terrns of

the distinction between semantically and freely encoded grammatical functions.

In the previous section, a semantically unrestricted argument class was defined as one

whose members could be assigned se,nantically unrestricted functions. However, we could

also thin~ of the argument classes the,nselves as semantically restricted or semantically

unrestricted. The semantically unrestricted aryument classes would be those whose

members could have many different thematic roles. And the semantically restricted classes

would be those whose members aU had the same thematic role.

As before. there are tw,o semantically unrestricted classes: general unrestricted and

subjective unrestricted. The two semantically unrestricted classes differ in grammatical

restrictedness. The subjective unrestricted class is grammatically restricted and can only

take the SUBJ function while the general unrestricted class is grammatically unrestricted and

can take any function which the Restrictedness Constraint (118) allows.

From this point of view there are several semantically restricted argument classes. one

for each thematic role. The semantically re~tricted goal class contains only goals. the

semantic.;ally restricted source class contains only sources. and so on.

In the previous section. argument classes were defin~d in ternlS of the grammatical

functions they could take. Here,' argument classes are defined in term~ of semantic

restrictedness and grammatical restrictedness. The Restrjcledness Constraint (118)

determines which grammatical functions they can take,

(118) Restrlctedness Constraint: Semantically encoded grammatical
functions may only be assigned to semantically restricted argulnents and
freely encoded grammatical functions may only tJa assigned to
semantically unrestricted nrgu,nents,

The effect of the RestrJctedness Constraint is that only the function asaign,n(.i ,ts jn

table (115) are allowable, Arguments in the semantically restricted classes can only be

oblique because only the CBl functions are semantically encoded, Arguments in the general

unrestricted class can be SUBJs, OBJ, or OBJ2s because these are the freely encoded
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functions. The Restrictedness Constraint would allow argufnents In the subjactive

unrestricted class to take any freely encoded function also, but. as mentioned above. an

additional grammatical constraint prevents thenl from being anything but SUBJs.

Bresnan's semantically unrestricted functions were defined as those that were not

inherently associated with any particular thematic role, Some of their defining characteristics

were that they could take different roles for different verbs. they could take different roles for

the same verb as a result of relation changes. and they could be non·thelnatic. These

characteristics of SUBJ. OBJ and OBJ2 still hold when we think of them as freely encoded

functions, but but only the last is a defining characteristic of those functions. The first two

characteristics are derived from the interaction of freely encoded functions with semantically

unrestricted argument classes.

The freely encoded functions. SUBJ, OBJ, and OBJ2. can take rnany different thematic

roles because they are assigned to semantically unrestricted argurnE:nt classes which, by

definition, can include many different the.natic roles. Relation changing rules can change the

thematic role of a freely encoded function assigning the sa••1e freely encoded function to a

different semantically unrestricted argument Finally, the ability to bt3 non·thematic follows

from the definition of freely encoded functions. Freely encoded functions cun appear in any

type of encoding, including the non .. thenlatic position outside the angle bracket.s of a lexical

form.

This section and the previous one have presented two different but equivalent

definitions of argument classes. Either grammatical function3 are defined in terms of

semantic restrictedness and argument classes are defined in terms of the functions they can

take or grammatical functions are defined in terrns of senlantic versus free encoding and

argument classes are defined in terms semantic restrictedness. I have a slight preference for

the latter view for lV\ ~ reasons. The distinction between free and semantic encoding explains

properties of OBJ2 and OBLag which are otherwise problematic (see section 3.2) and, in

conjunction with the Restrictedness Constraint. it explains rather than stipulates the set of

allowable grammatical function assignments.
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3.4. Two Types of Relation Changing Rules

The distinctions I have discussed suggest a way to separate syntactically productive

from semantically conditioned operations, The forfner I call purely syntactic rules, the latter

thematic rules. In general. the thematic rules change predicate argument structure and

argument classifications (ACs) while the purely syntactic rules change the assignment of GFs

to classified arguments but we will see that thematjc rules may also alter function assignments

occasionally,

The division of rules into two types, is not new, Similar divisions are proposed by Wasow

(1977,1980) and are discussed by l\nderson (1977), Thematic Rules correspond to WasQw's

(1980) minor lexical rules and purely syntactic rules (which map ACs onto GFs) correspond to

his major lexical rules, The distinction between rule types survives in GB as a distinction

between lexical and transformational (non·lexical) rules and it appears in Marantz (1984) as a

distinction between rules that alter logico·semantic structure and processes that map logleo·

semantic structure onto syntactic structure.

Certain properties which distinguish the two types or rules can be extracted troln the

references cited above. In the following list, I summarize these distinguishing properties, 15

1. Thematic rules, although they apply to syntactic representations, are defined over
semantic classes of verbs (l\nderson 1977, Wasow 1960),

2, Thematic rules have exceptions and subregulariUes even within their semantic
domain of application (Wasow 1977, 1980) .16

3. In terms of traditional rule ordering systems. thefnatic rules seern to come early in
the derivation of a sentence, In pijrticular, nlany of them seem to apply before
passivization and raising, That is. passivizatlon and raising a~ply to the output of
thematic rules. The reason for this in the theory of AC is that the OBJ·to-SUBJ
relation change in passivization is the result of purely syntactic rules, as is the
assignment of a non-thematic SUBJ or OBJ as controller of an XCOMP (which
constitutes raising). Changes in ACs carried out by thematic rules feed these
purely syntactic rules by changing the potential for certain arguments to be

15'n addition, Waaow (1977) stalBa that only lexical rules ( .. thematic rules here) can chan(Jt1 thQ grarnmatical
category of a lexical item. that lexical rules are structure preserving (while trantifoflnationul rult1:J may not 00), and
that lex,cal rules are local (while trans'ornlshonal rules may not be). The ItUtor two coturla u.u propurUeu 0' all
relation changing rules in two·level LFG, The first c't1erion ,e'ers to r~'eQ 0' derivational morpholog~, Theae are
considered to be thematic rules in two·level LFG, though they i&r~ not disculiUed here In detail,

1601 course. in a more refined aemantle ayatem, it could turn out that things which seem 10 be exceptions now are
really not exceptiona,
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SUBJs and OBJs~ Analogously. Wasow 1977 pOints out that loxical rules precede
transformational rules.

4. Some thematic rules produce relation changes which are not allowable as purely
syntactic relation chang~s. (Recall that the set of possible purely syntactic
relation changes IS a subset of the set of semantically conditioned relation
changes.) The analogous statement in GB is that lexical rules are necessary to
account for apparent violations of the projection principle (see also Marantz
1984).

In LFG with AC there is no clear distinction between rules that assign gra,nmatical

relations and those that change thein, Arguments appear to undergo relation changes whgn

they can be assigned either of two ,grammatical relations; thus the theory of relution changes

is assimilated to the theory of relation assignments, or to the theory of granlmatlcalization.

The two types of relation changing rule correspond to two steps in the assignment of

grammatical relations.

The two subsections which follow describe the process of assigning grammatical

relations in LFG with AC. Section 3,4.1 deals with classificaUon rules which assign arguments

to argument classes based on thematic roles and semantic classes. Classification rules are

one type of thematic rule. Other types of thematic rules are discussed in chapters 4 and 5.

Section 3.4.2 deals with purely syntactic rules which apply to the output of the thematic rule

component and assign grammatical functions to classified argu,nents and non-thematic

elements.

3.4.1. Classification of Thematic Arguments

A theory of grammaticalization should attempt to define a mapping tra,n the semantic

representation of a verb and its argunlenls to a set of syntactic frames in which the verb can

appear. Ideally, many of these frames would be predictable from the 'se,nantic representation

and would not have to be listed explicitly for each individual verb. This was the point of much

research in Case Grammar and Lexical Semantics (see Fillmore 1968, Gruber 1976,

Jackendoff 1972,1976,1984. Hale &Laughren 1983. and Guerssel at al. 1965).

Following Jackendoff (1976) and Hale & Laughren (1983). I assume that verbs are

grouped into semantic classes (like Jackendoff's GO, BE, CAUSE, LET. and STAY classes)

and that arguments of verbs are grouped according to their thematic roles. Thematic role

assignments cut across semantic classes. For example, aU semantic classes can have an
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argument with the theme role, but for a GO verb, the theole is the argunlent which changes

location, possession, or state while for a BE verb, the therne is the argument whose location is

predicated.

Generalizations about the grammaticalizaUon of arguments can depend on thematic

roles. semantic classes, or both. And, of course. as pointed out in chapter 2, some

generalizations about grammaticalization are syntactically predictable without taking thematic

roles or semantic classes into account Generalizations of the former sort are predicted by

the thematic rule conlponent of the grammar; generalizations of the latter sort are explained

by tt e purely syntactic rule component.

In the system I propose here there are two steps in the assignrnent of grammatical

relations. First, the thematic rule component will contain a set of classification rules, which

assign arguments to argument classes. This process is sensitive to the th'1matic role of the

argument and the semantic class of the verb. Next, the purely syntactic rule cOlnponent

assigns grammatical functions to classified arguments. Syntactically productive relation

changes are the result of alternate grammatical function a.ssignments.

(119) lists a few classification rules for English which produce the partially specified

lexical forms in «(120) a·(120) d). Each rule assigns an argument to an argument class.

Notice that «(120) b) differs from the other lexical forms in that it does not have a subjective

unrestricted argument. In the theory of AC, the lack of a subjective unrestricted argument is

the defining characteristic of an unaccusative verb. The verb work is an unergative verb.

That is, it is an Intrans verb with a subjective unrestricted argument.

(119) Some Grammatlcallzatlon Rules for English

1. Agent is subjective unrestricted,.
2. Theme is general unrestricted.

3. Goal is semanticallv restricted.

4. Patient is general unrestricted.

(120)a~

b.

'kick< mum1 patient )'

'occur< theme )'
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c, 'work< awmt )'

d. 'hand< DWml theme goal >

The rules in (119) are stated 50 that they apply to all aijents, thenles, goals, and patients

in all semantic classes of verbs, but as we will see in Chapter 4, there are gram,naticalizaUon

rules which apply selectively. For example, the Dative Rule assigns goals to the general

unrestricted class but it only applies to verbs that express a change of possession or an

exchange of information. The dative rule exists along with the rule which assigns goals to the

semantically restricted class.

Relation changes appear to take place when two classification rules are applicable to

the same argument. For example, since hand is a change of possession verb, its goal can

either be in the semantically restricted class (by the general classification rule for goals) or in

the general unrestricted class (by the Dative Rule). The classification rules therefore produce

two partial lexical forms for hand ((120) d) and (121).

(121) 'hand< ~ theme goal >

Since the goal in «120) d) is semantically restricted, it will have to take the OBLgoal

fl,'nction. And since the goal in (121) is general unrestricted, it will have to take a semantically

unrestricted grammatical function - OBJ, in this case. Thus, the goal argu,nent of hand will

appear to undergo an OBJ/OBlgoal relation change.

As this example shows, classification rules are not in an elsewhere-type relationship

with each other. Instead, aU rules apply when they are applicable.

I will not provide an explicit set of classification rules here, but a few comments are in

order. First, thematic rules are essentially language-particular, although some of them are

fairly pervasive in the world's languages, This implies rejection of Rats universal alignment

hypothesis (that initial grammatical relations are totally predictable from thematic roles and

that the rules that assign initial grammatical relations to thematic roles are the same in all

langullges)17 in favor of a view where variation in grammaticalization is expected and It Is

possible to establish a typology of languages based on their grammaticalization rules. 18

17Thia hypotheais is diacuased and rejected in Rosen (1882),

18see,'or example. the Etgativlty Hypothesis of Marantz 1B84 and B. levin 1883.
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I also reject the Uttle alignnlent hypothesis (suggested and rejected in Aos~n (1982))

which says that, within anyone language, the gram,natical relations of a verb's arguments are

totally determined by the semantic class of the verb and the the,natlc roles of its arguments.

In the system assumed here, argument classes are usually, though not always~ predictable in

a given language. This reflects Wasow's (1977) observation that lexical rules tand to have

idiosyncratic exceptions. I assume that any exceptions to a classification rule are written into

the rule. For example, the Dative Rule mentioned above will list the verb explain as an

exception because its goal is always semantically restricted, However, for the sake of brevity,

I will not attempt to list all idiosyncratic exceptions in the for,nulation of classification rules.

3.4.2. Purely Syntactic Rules

Purely syntactic rules assign grammatical functions to classified arguments. We can

assume that functions are assigned freely provided that certain well-formednes5 conditions

are met:

(122) Well·forrnedness Conditions on Grammatical
Function Assignmen,t

1. Arguments in the semantically restricted class ,nusl have
semantically encoded functions,

2. Subjective unrestricted arguments must have the SUBJ function.

3. General unrestricted arguments must have a treely encoded
function.

4, Semantically restricted {'unctions cannot be non"thematic.

5. Every argument which is not in the I2J class or the semantically
restricted class must get a grammatical function.

6. Each lexical form must have a SUBJ. 19

7. Function Argument Biunlqueness: (Bresnan 1982b) Each
function if) assigned to at most one argunlent and each argument
gets at most one grammatical function.

The effect of the first four conditions in (122) is that only the gra.nmatical function

191n the GS framework, Rothstein (1983) proposes that this requirement follows from a general notion of
predication. This analysis might also be applicable In LFG,
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assignments in (123) are possible, Rules (6)-(8) in (123) ,nay be instantiated nlora precisely as

language-particular rules for assigning certain dunlmy elements or as uni\lersal rules like the

Lexical Rule of Functional Control (Bresnan 1982c) discussed in the next section.

(123) Possible Purely Syntactic Rules

1. A subjective unrestricted argument is SUBJ.

2. A general unrestricted argum&nt is OBJ.

3. A general unrestricted argument is OBJ2.

4. A general unrestricted argument is SUBJ.

5, A semantically restricted argu,nent is OBl.

6. SUBJ has some non-thematic value.

7. OBJ has some non-thematic value.

8, OBJ2 has same non-thematic value.

The last three conditions in (122) further restrict the possible function assignments for a

given lexical form, For example. the theine in ((120) b). repeated here, is a general

unrestricted argument. So, according to condition (3) in (122) it could be a SUBJ, OBJ, ur

OBJ2, However, if it were anything other than SUBJ. the resulting lexical form would violate

condition (6), Therefore, in order to satisfy condition (6), the theme ,nust be a SUBJ.

(124)a.

b,

c.

'occur< thenle )'

• 'occur< theme )'

OBJ

'occur< th~me )'

SUBJ

output of thematic rules

violation of condition (6)

wal/~fo,nled OF usslgnment

However, there is another conceivable outcome for ((120) b). The theme could be an

OBJ (or OBJ2 - but see below) if the SUBJ function were assigned to some non-thematic

dummy value. I pointed out in chapter 2 that individual languages need not instantiate each

of the allowable syntactically productive function assignments and that any allowable

syntactically productive operation could occur as a semantically conditioned operation. In

English, assignment of dummy values to SUBJ Is apparently a semantically conditioned
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operation which is carried out in the thematic rule conlponent. This IlleanS that if an English

verb has a dummy SUBJ. that dummy value is specified before the syntactically productive

function assignments take place. ((120) b) was Oleant to represent the lexical form of occur at

the end of the thematic rule component when it is too late to get a dUlnnlY value for SUBJ, Of

course, the thematic rule component could produce an alternate 'orIn of the sa,ne verb with a

dummy assignment for SUBJ, (( 125) a). The equation (T SUBJ) ;; (LOC + , U - ] indicates

that the SUBJ of occur will be the dummy elen1ent there,

(125)a.

b.

'occur< fheme )'

(T SUBJ) ;;; [~oc :1
'occur< theme )'

OBJ·

(T SUBJ) =r~oc :]

CJUlpLJI of thefnatic rules

well·/o,rnsd GF asslgllnlsnt

Italian apparently has a syntactically productive rule for assigning null durnmy subjects

(Burzio (1981), Baker (1983». So, in that language, the purely syntactic rule cOfnponent could

do one of two things with a form like ((120) b), It could assign SUBJ to theIne or it could give

SUBJ a dummy value and assign OBJ to theme.

Now consider another example of grammatical function assjgnment to classified

arguments. The patient in ((120) a) IS a general unrestricted argument So, according to

condition (3) in (122) it could be a SUBJ, OBJ, or OBJ2. However, the agent argument of the

same verb is subjective unrestricted and, therefore, can only be a SUBJ, If the patient took

the SUBJ function, then either the agent would also take the SUBJ function and condition (7)

would be violated or the agent would not take the SUBJ function and condition (2) would be

violated, So, our principles tell us that the patient must be either an OBJ or an OBJ2. So far,

there is no weU"formedness condition that forces the patient to be an OBJ instead of an OBJ2.

But the raisin9"tO·object construction (section 3.5) provides some insight into how to resolve

this choice.

Recall that in LFG with AC. there is no clear distinction between rules that assign

grammatical relations and rules that change them. Syntactically productive relation changes

occur when an argument aJternately takes two different functions without changing its

argument class or when a function is alternately assigned to two different values, ((124) c)
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and ((125) b). for example. represent a syntactically productive SUBJ/OBJ relat;on change for

the theme argument of occur. Since this argurnent is in the general unrestricted class, it can

take either the SUBJ or the OBJ function depending on what the circunlstances allow.

((126) a) and ((126) b), to take another example, show two lexical forms for the Italian verb

arrivare (arrive). These forms illustrate two syntactically productive relation changes. First,

the theIne alternates between SUBJ and OBJ and, second, SUBJ alternates between being

thematic and being an unexpressed dummy pronoun. (See Burzio (1981) for evidence that

the theme in ((126) b) is an object arid not a subject.)

(126)a. 'arrivare< theme )'
SUBJ

Giovanni arrival
ItG. arrives."

b. 'arrivare< theme )'
OBJ.

(T SUBJ) ;; U
LOe

Arriva Giovanni.
"G, arrives."

The conditions in (122) ailoYI very few syntactically productive relution changes.

Subjective unrestricted arguments and semantically restricted arguments by definition cannot

undergo syntactically productive relation changes because their function is uniquely

determined by their argument class. General unrestricted arguments, on the other hand, may

take any freely encoded function and therefore can undergo three syntactically productive

relation changes: SUBJ/OBJ. SUBJ/C?BJ2, and OBJ/OBJ2. In addition, the three freely

encoded functions can productively alternate between taking thematic and nan·themaUc

values. Notice that all aliowablEt syntactically productive relation changes involve

assignments of freely encoded functions. Any other relation changes nlust result from

changes in the thematic rule component.
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3.5. Raising to Object and Transitivity

Control by non-thematic objects (traditionally known as Raising to Object) provjdes

insight into an aspect at lexical representations which has rernained vague so taL I described

purely syntactic rules as rules which assign grammatical functions, but said nothing about

where the grammatical functions come from. One possibility is that they are totally

predictable from the output of the thematic rule co,nponent and they are chosen as they are

needed from a general inventory. Another possibility is that verbs are subcategorized for

functions all along and the purely syntactic rules simply take funct;on narnes from the verb's

own subcategorization list and attach them where appropriate.

(127) illustrates these two main possibilities for GF s~fection. (( 127) a) and ((127) b)

both show lexical forms before GF assignment. In ((127) a) there are no GFs; They will be

chosen as required to satisfy the various well·formedness conditions on lexical forlns. In

((127) b), the verb has specified which GFs it wiJl eventually have, but they are not assigned.

(Of course, aU sensible verbs select GFs which can map onto their classified arguments in a

well·formed way.)

(127)a.

b.

< iWsm.t theme goal >

<~ theme goal > SUBJ
OBJ
OBl,

A third possibility is that verbs are subcategorized for some functions and not others.

Assuming for the moment that this might be the case, I will consider the functions individually.

I will conclude that verbs need to be subcategorized for a particular function if some

occurences of that function are not predictable from well-formedness conditions and, at the

same time, are not random.

Since aU lexical forms are required to have SUBJs, all occurrences of SU8J are

predictable from condition (6) in (122). Therefore, it makes little ditfbrence where the

obJigatoriness is expressed. Either all verbs are obligatorily subcategorized for SUBJ or verbs

are not subcategorized for SUBJ and it is obligatory to apply a purely syntactic rule which

Introduces SUBJ,

Similar reasoning applies to the oblique functions. It is always possible to have an

OBl, function when the matching semantically restricted argument is present Furthermore,
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since CBLIl functions attach only to matching senlunticalty restricted argull16l,ts, there cannot

be a situation where a verb would idiosyncratically select an oblique function in the absence

of a semantically restricted argument class. In other words, all occurrences of OSLo are

predictable from a well·formedness condition. So again, it makes little difference whether

verbs that have semantically restricted arguments are obligatorily subcategorized tor the

corresponding oblique or whether it is obligatory that SOfne rule applies which introduces an

oblique function.

However, the method of function selection 'could rnake a difference for the OBJ

function. Since OBJ is not obligatory in all lexical forms and since it can show up as non

thematic. there could be occurrences of OBJ which are not predictable trom a well

formedness condition. However since these "unpredictable" objects do not occur with all

verbs, the verbs that do take them must be individually subcategorized for them.

Raising to-object sentences contain these "unpredictable" objects and. therefore,

provide evidence that verbs are subcategorized for the object function. In order to see this,

consider the lexical form for consider (as in We consider him Ilappy) without the introduction

of a non·thematic object. ((128) a). Although I will not discuss the functions which are clause

nuclei (COMP and XCOMP). I will assume that they have an argument class of their own which

I will call comn, Camps are italicized.

(128)a. 'consider< considerer
SUBJ

considered )'
XCOMP

b. 'consider( consider{!r considered >OBJ'
SUBJ XCOMP

(T OBJ) ;; (1 XCOMP SUBJ)

(128) a) cannot be complete as it is because the XCOMP does not have a controller. If

the XCOMP does not get a controller, then it will be incomplete in f~structure because it will

not have a SUBJ. In theory, the SUBJ of consider could be the controller t so 08J does not

have 10 be introduced in order to save the form from ill·forrnedness. Nevertheless, OBJ Is

IntrOduced as the controller «128) b).

The non-thematic object in «128) b) cannot be introduced by a purely syntactic rule

because OBJ is not always introduced in situations similar to ((128) a). Equi verbs with

subject controllers look identical to «128) a) before 'ntroduction of the control equation (as In

((129) a», but non-thematic objects are not assigned to them. Because of this, raislng-to-
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object verbs must distinguish thenlselves troln sUbject-equi verbs by explicitly selecting an

object.

(129)a. 'try< 1Lm
SUBJ

tried >'
XCOMP

b. 'try< ~ tried)'
SUBJ XCOMP

(T SUBJ) = (T XCOMP SUBJ)

Given that raising-to-object verbs must be explicitly subcategorized for OBJ, the next

question to ask is whether all verbs that take objects select them or whether all remaining

OBJs (aside from the OBJs of raising-ta-object verbs) are introduced as they are needed by

purely syntactic rules.

Competition between OBJ and OBJ2 for general unrestricted arguments argues in favor

of explicit subcategorization for OBJ. If verbs did not select OBJ explicitly, some hierarchical

principle would have to be called upon in order to determine that, when there is a general

unrestricted argument, it is an OBJ and not an OBJ2. The lexical default expresst3d in (130)

captures (but does not really explain) the distribution of OBJ and OBJ2. If a lexical form

contains a subjective unrestricted argument and a general unrestricted argument, then (130)

determines that it will have an OBJ. If it only has one general unrestricted argument, then it

cannot also have an OBJ2 (unless the OBJ2 is non·thematic) because there would be no

argument that the OBJ2 could legally attach to. The only situation where there will be an OBJ

and OBJ2 is when there are two general unrestricted arguments.

(130) Lexical Default: Lexical forms that contain both a subjective unrestricted
argument and a general unrestricted argument are subcategorized for
the OBJ function. ·

I win represent subcategorization for OBJ by placing the OBJ function outside of the

quotation marks that delimit a lexical form. This indicates that It has not yet been assigned.

((131) a) shows the verb consider at the end of the thematic rule component before any OF

assignments have taken place. «(131) b) shows the verb kicK at the end of the thematic rule

component before any GF assignments. Verbs that select OBJ are transitive and verbs that

do not select OBJ are Intransitive.

(131)a. 'consider< «oosldere[ considered)' OBJ

b. 'klck< IQfm1 patient)' OBJ
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After GF assignment, OBJ will appear inside the quote nlarks, either attached to a

general unrestricted argument (as in ((132) a)) or outside the angle brackets as a non

thematic function (as in ((128) b)). Forms schematized in ((132) b) where the OBJ function

does not eventually get assigned are ill-formed,

(132)a. 'see< ~
SUBJ

patient )'
OBJ

Assuming 5ubcategorization for OBJ, (133). rather than ((128) a) IS the correct form for

consider at the point where all functions except OBJ have been assigned,

(133) 'consider( considerer
SUBJ

considered >- OBJ
XCOMP

An advantage of (133) over ((128) a) is that it allows the Lexical Rule of Functional

Control (Bresnan 1982c) to apply uniformly to raising and equi verbs~ The lexical rule of

functional control applies to forms with XCOMPs and predicts the GF of the controllc:r based

on the verb's inventory of subcate90rized functions. The Lexical Rule of Functional Control is

a purely syntactic rule which assigns non-thematic values to freely encoded functions.

(134) Lexical Rule of Functional Control:

Let L be a lexical form. and let FL be the grammatical function assignment
of L. If XCOMP e FL' then add to L the equation

(T OBJ2) =(T XCOMP SUBJ) if 08J2 t FL

otherwise

(T OBJ) ::; (T XCOMP SUBJ) if OBJ e FL

otherwise ·

(T SUBJ) ;;; (1 XCOMP SUBJ)
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3.6. Properties of Relation Changing Rules

In Chapters 4 and 5 I will apply the theory of argument classification to a number of

rules in English and Dutch. To close this chapter. I will briefly explain how the theory of

argument classification accounts for the properties of relation changing rules which were

listed in Chapter 2.

The theory of argument classification allows the SUBJ function to be assigned to a

subjective unrestricted argument, to a general unrestricted argument, or to a non·thenlatic

value. Thus, in effect, there are three lYRes of SUBJ. URs are rules that distinguish subjective

unrestriced SUBJs from one or both of the other types of SUBJ. URs separate active

transitive verbs from passive verbs because the former always have subjective unrestricted

SUBJs while the latter always have general unrestricted subjects, Furthermore, intransitive

verbs fall into two classes depending on whether their SUBJs are subjective unrestricted or

general unrestricted. Finally. some URs treat OBJs like passive subjects because both are in

the general unrestricted aroument class. In other words, URs are sensitive to argunlent

classifications instead of (or in addition to) grammatical functions,

The theory of argument classification also explains the apparent directionality of the

SUBJ/OBJ relation change. General unrestrictert arguments take either the SUBJ or the OBJ

function depending on whether there is another SUBJ in the lexical form, Thus, general

unrestricted arguments (and certain non-thematic ele.nents such as raised objects) are OBJs

in some sentennes but can be SUBJs in Gome related sentences. Subjective unrestricted

arguments correspond to what I called canonical subjects in chapter 2. They can only take

the SUBJ function and never show up as OBJs in any related sentences.

The thematic rule component in the theory of argument classification produces

semantically conditioned relation changes. As we will see in the next chapter, thematic rules

can add/delete argu,nenls with particular thenlalic roles to/from verbs OJ particular semantic

classes. For example, the causative/inchoaUve rule adds/deletes the agent aroument of

agent-theme verbs. Thematic rules also perform special argument class assignments for

verbs In certain semantic classes, For example, the Dative Rule (Chapter 4) assigns goals of

change of possession verbs to the general unrestricted argurnent class. Because of the

restrictiveness 01 the well·formedness conditions in (122), a change in argument class will, In

general, force a change in grammatical function assignment. These changos in grammatical

function assignm~nt will appear to be semantically conditioned because the chang•., In
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argument class that triggered thenl is semantically conditioned. Thematic rules can also

perform special·case grammatical function assignments directly.

Syntactic productivity is a property of the purely syntactic rule cornponent where

grammatical function assignments are made without regard to thenlatic roles or semantic

classes. Syntactically productive operations are predictable troln semantically conditioned

operations because. given a list of classified arguments. the well·fornlednas,~ conditions in

(122) allow little or nu choice of gramnlatical function assignments. Any change in argumant

classification will produce a predictable change in grammatical functions.

Notice that the only possible syntactically productive operations involve assignments of

semantically unrestricted functions, SUBJ. OBJ, and OBJ2 can alternate between thematic

and non·thematic values and general unrestricted arguments can alternate between being

SUBJ. OBJ, or OBJ2. Any alternatton of a semantically restricted function with an

unrestricted one (e.g, an OBJIOBL relation change or a SUBJ/OBL relation change) must be

the result of a reclassification in the thematic rule component. If no reclassification occurred,

then there would have to be a violution of the well·formedness conditiuns because there is no

8,guf.'ent class which can take both unrestricted and restricted grammatical functions.
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Chapter 4
Formulation of Rules: English

This chapter and tht next one illustrate the theory at AC with examples trorn English

and Dutch. In particular, they illustrate the interaction of selnantic conditioning with syntactic

productivity. the treatment of unaccusaUve rules, and the apparent directionality of the

SUBJ/OBJ relation change.

The rules which I formulate in this chapter raise three additional issues. First. all of the

rule$ bear on the status of Burzio's Generalization (Burzio 1981). I formulate a near

equivalent of Burzio's Generalization in the theory of AC and take it to represent the

unmarked cases of transitivity. The generalization itself is not given as an axiom. Rather, it is

derivable from the requirement that lexical forms of verbs have subjects. (Massam (1984)

makes a similar point in G8.) Marked cases of transitivity arise in the presence of certain

marked types of subjects.

Second, my treatment of the Dative Object construction embodies claims about the

representation of grammatical relations which are substantially different from those made by

Relational Grammar, Marantz (1984), or Government and Binding Theory. While In many

cases. my general unrestricted arguments are analogous to deep objects. initial objects and

loglco-semanlic objects. they do not have an analogous status in the theory. SOlne puzzling

properties of double object constructions are the existence of two noun phrases whose

syntactic behavior is partly the same and partly different and the fact that in some languages

they are more the same while in other languages they are more different. The sameness, In

the theory of AC. comes from the fact that they are both general unrestricted arguments. An

analogous treatment of double objects In other theories would involve some loss of

generalization about uniqueness of grammatical relations or the one·ta,one pairing of case

aselgnera and case aseignees. But the non-uniqueness of the general unrestricted class 18

built into the theory of AC. Furthermore, the theory predicts the existence of other

consuuations which contain two general unrestricted arguments and I believe that these

Qonetructiona do exlet In English and Dutch.
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A third issue comes out in the discussion of the Pleonastic there construction and the

Oblique Inversion construction. These constructions contain sentence-initial phrases which

pass some tests for subjecthood and not others. Similar patterns of syntactic behavior in

other languages have been used bV Perlmutter (1979, 1982) to argue for nlulU-stratal

representations of grammatical relaUons and the notion of Working 1, (Although I do not

know of any analysis of English Oblique Inversion in Relational Gra,nfnar, I believe that the

LFG treatment of that construction can be compared to AG treatrnent of inversion

constructions.) I claim that pleonastic There and fronted obliqutjs in EngJ;sh pass certain

tests for subjecthood because they are SUBJs and that they fail other tests because they are

pleonastic (in a sense that will become clear). My analysis captures certain shnilarities in the

behavior of dumm-/ subjects and fronted obliques with respect to tests for subjecthood.

Furthermore. it correctly predicts which tests they will pass and which tests they will fail with a

degree of explanatory adequacy which, I beHeve, has not been acheived by RG In its

treatment of inversion constructions (see also Watanabe 1985). In chapter 5, , will show how

the analysis extends to an inversion construction in Dutch.

4.1. The Causative/lnchoative Rule

In Chapter 2, t~ causaUve/i~choative rule served as an example of a semantically

conditioned or thematic rule, and in Chapter 1 it served as an exanlple of a rule that changes

predicate argument structure. Here, I will illustrate the formulation of thematic rules and

predicate argument structure-changing rules in the theory of AC (subsection 4.1.1) using the

causative/inchoative rule and I will also use the causaUve/inchoative rule to discuss the

treatment of transitivity in the theory of AC (subsection 4.1.2).

The causative/lnchoative rule relates the (a) and (b) sentences below.

(l35)a.
b,

(136)a.
b,

(137)a,
b.

She turned the pumpkin into a coach.
The pumpkin turned into a coach.
The projectionist started the movie.
The movie started. .
They hung the clothes on the line,
The clothes hung on the line.
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4.1.1. Formulation

In LFG with AC, thematic rules have thrae components: a sernanUc dO'Tluin. a body,

and a list of exceptions. The senlanUc domain specifies which verbs the rule applies to in

terms of thematic roles and semantic classes. The causative/inchoative rule, as formulated in

(138). lists the semantic classes of GOpOsltiOn' GOidenllty' and STAY verbs as Its semantic
domain.

The body of the causative/inchoative rule shows that it is a particular type of thematic

rule, namely one that creates new predicate aryument structures. In lFG with AC, such rules

can be represented as lexical redundancy rules; they express a relationship between two

lexical forms which are derived independently from different thematic rules rather than being

derived from each other. lexical redundancy rules in LFG consist of two lexical form

schemata separated by a double headed arrow which is interpreted as follows: any verb

which has a lexical form matcbing the schema on the one side of the arrow also has a lexical

form matching the schema on the other side. The Agent- Theme Rule states that any

G0posllion or GOldenlity verb20 whiCh, appears In the lexicon with an agent, a theme. and

possibly some other arguments (represented by ellipses) will have an alternate lexical form

which differs only in that it lacks an agent argument. (I'm assu,ning that the ellipses on the

right side of the arrow do not contain an agent.) Similarly, a GOpo;>llion or GOjdenlilY verb

whose lexical form contains a theme (and possibly some other arguments represented by

ellipses) has an alternate form which is identical except for the presence of an agent.21 The

causative/inchoative rule simply reflects the fact that many GO verbs have two lexical forms

such as those in ((139) a) and ((139) b).

(138) The CalJ6atlve/lncho~tlve Rule: applies to STAY, GDpositlOn' and
GOldenlity verbs.

<.... agent theme ".. ) ( ...) < .." theme Uti >

exceptions: arrive, aie, place, put, tint, demolish, transport.",

2OAccordln" to JackendoW, (1976) claaslflcallon, GOidenlllY lIerba Itxpress a change o. atale and GOpOSltion
verba oKpreaa achange of location.

21Actuatl~. the moll ooonomicll formulation 0' tho rule would not hallo to mention lhlt lheme because all GO lIerba
ho", themea.
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'turn< agent theme goal )'

"She turned him into a frog. "

b. 'turn< theme goal )'

"He turned into a frog_"

Exceptions to the causative/inchoative rule are verbs that are in the semantic domain

of the rule and do not have one of the forms predicted by the rule. Thttse include intransitive

GOpos and GOidant verbs (like arrive and die) which never occur with an agent, as well as

transitive GOpos and GOident verbs (like tint and transport) which never occur without an

agent. The list of exceptions to (138) is quite long, but it could be shortened by refining the

semantic domain and the theory of lexical semantics in which it is framed.

The c8usative/inchoative rule is designed to work modularly with the rest of the

thematic rule component. It does not have to mention, change, or assign any argument

classes because the normal application of classification rules will produce the correct results

independently. For example, after the Agent·Theme Rule determines that turn has the two

lexical forms in ((139) a) and ((139) b), the classification rules in ((140) a~(140) c) produce the

partially specified lexic8,1 forms in «141) a) and «141) b).

(140)a.
b.
c.

(141)a.

Agent is subjective unrestricted.
Theme is general unrestricted.
Goal is semantically restricted.

'turn< ~ theme goal )'

"She turned him into a frog. n

b. 'turn< theme goal )'

"He turned into a frog. II

Resultative secondary predication supports the claim that themes of Intransitive GO

verbs are general unrestricted in English, In Chapter 2, I showed that resultatlve secondary

prediQates are controlled by subjects of passives, objects of transitive verbs, and subjects of

80me intransitive verbs, In terms of ACt resultative secondary predicates are controlled by

general unrestricted argumonts (see Simpson 1983a), Since subjects of intransitive GO verbs

can control reaultativ&s (solid and to a crisp in the following examples). they rilust be general

unrestrloted arguments. This Is consistent with the claim that the causative/inchoative rule
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does not affect argument classifications and that «(140) b) is responsible tor the classification

of the theme argument.

(142)a.
b.

The river froze solid.
The cookies burned to a crisp.

4.1.2. The Causative/lnchoative Rule and Transitivity

This subsection addresses the interaction of the causative/inchoative rule with the

purely syntactic rule component. It turns out that ,the c~u5ative/inchoative rule ultimately

triggers a SUBJ/OBJ relation change and a change in transitivity but neither of these things

need to be specified by the rule itself. Instead, they follow from the nClrmal application of the

pur 31y syntactic rules.

In Chapter 2, I argued that verbs had to be idiosyncratically subcategorized for the OBJ

function but that, in most cases, the presence or absence of the OBJ function was determined

by certain default rules. One such rule is Lexical Default 1. repeated here from Chapter 2, and

another is Lexical Default 2.

(143) Lexical Default 1: Lexical forms that
unrestricted argument and a general
subcategorized for the OBJ function.

contain both a subjective
unrestricted argument are

(144) Lexical Default 2: Lexical forms that have a general ~~nrestricted

argument and no SUbjective unrestricted argument are optionally
subcategorized for the OBJ function.

As a result of the lexical default rules, each verb that undergoes the Agent- Theme Rule

will have three p~rtially specified lexical forms like those schematized in ((145) a-(145) c),

These forms exist just before grammatical function assignment.

(145)a.

b,

c.

'( ,.. 1WiUU theme If. )' OBJ

'( ... theme ... >' OBJ

'( '" theme tt, )'

After grammatical function assignment, lexical form ((145) a) will show up as a typical

transitive verb like «146) a) and lexical form «145) c) will show up as a typical intransitive verb

like «146) b). Notice that «(146) a) and «146) b) are the· only possible well·formed

grammatical function assignments for «145) a) and «146) e), The OBJ/SUBJ relation change
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of the theme. therefore. follows fronl the usual operation of the purely syntactic rules and the

lexical default rules for transitivity.

(146)a. '( ". iW.Wll theme ." )'
SUBJ OBJ

b. '( ... theme ". >'
SUBJ

Lexical form ((145) b) will have no well·formed GF assignment in English. If SUBJ is

assigned to the theme. then the form will be ill·'ormed because it will not use the OBJ function

which it is subcategorized for. On the other hand. if OBJ were assigned to the theme, then

the form could be well·formed as long as SUBJ were assigned to some pleonastic value.

However, rules which assign pleonastic subjects in English are apparently all semantically

constrained and they do not seem to apply to verbs which undergo the Agent·Theme Rule.

Therefore, there can be no pleonastic subjects for these verbs and, as a result, their themes

cannot be OBJs.

Lexical Default Rule 2, along with the requirement that lexical forms have subjects,

captures the often observed generalization that verbs which do not have canonical subjects

(going back to the theory-neutral terminology from Chapter 2) tend to be intransitive. In the

theory of AC, canonical subjects are subjects that are in the subjective unrestricted class. If

there is no subjective unrestricted argument (i.e. no canonical subject). then the SUBJ

function must be assigned in some other way. In particular, it can be assigned to a general

unrestricted argument. Since verbs typically do not have more than one general unrestricted

argument, assigning SUBJ to that argument precludes assigning 08J anywhere in the lexical

form and the result will have to ue intransitive.

There are two marked situations in which a verb which lacks a subjective unrestricted

argument can take the OBJ function. One has already been discussed: a general

unrestricted argument can be an OBJ in the absence of a subjective unrestricted argument

provided that the SUBJ function gets some non-thematic value. The other situation arises

when a verb has two general unrestricted arguments, In this case, one can take the SUBJ

function while the other takes the OBJ function, I claim that this is the case for certaln English

verbs like fit and suit which do not passivize and for passives of double object verbs in some

languages, I discuss these verbs further In Section 4.2 and in Chapter 6,
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Similar facts about transitivity are captured ;n GB by Burzio's Generallzation22 (147)

and the case filter, Burzio's generalization states that verbs assign accusative case23 If and

only if they have thematic subjerts,

(147) T <...) A

If a verb has a thematic subject, then it can assign accusative case and therefore can

have an object because this object will be able to r~ceive case, On the other hand, if a verb

does not have a thematic subject, then it does not assign accusative case. In this situation,

the verb cannot assign case to an object so it will either have to be intransitive or transrnit

nominative case to its object via co·superscripting with a dummy subject. This accurately

reflects the fact that, in many languages, verbs with dummy subjects agree with a norninative

NP in object position.

Burzio's generalization does not extend so well to certain cases which I discuss in the

next section where. I claim, there are two general unrestricted arguments. In nlany of these

situations, one of the general unre&tricted arguments does get accusative case. (Massam

(1984 LSA talk) also makes this point.) These are counterexamples to the generalization as

stated in (147).

The mistake in Burzio's generalization is its re'iance on case to control transitivity. III

order to account for the intransitivity of verbs without thematic subjects, Burzio had to claim

that tht.1Y did not assign accusative case. But this fails to account for verbs without thematic

subjects which do assign accusative case. In LFG the intransitivity of verbs without subjective

unrestricted arguments simply follows from the requirement that lexical forms have subjects.

The absence of accusative case marking on objects of verbs with dunlmy subjects follows

from general principles of case assignment and agreement which are independent of the

22aee BurzJo leal, B, Levin 1&83. and Maasam 1&84,

23'n GS there is a distinction between morphological case and abstract Case, Burzio's Generaliz.ation deals with
Ibatract CaM,
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principles controlling transitivity.24,25

To conclude the discussion of the causative/inchoaUve rule, I will simply point out that,

as is typical of thematic rules, it appears to feed purely syntactic rules. For example, it feeds

constructions where subjects are controlled because it indirectly creates new subjects

(regardless of whether it creates transitive verbs from intransitive verbs or vice versa) by

changing AC and predicate argument structure in a way that forces the purely syntactic rules

to change the assignment of SUt3J,26

4.2. Double Object Rules'

4.2.1. The Representation of Double Object Constructions

Double object constructions (like those in (148)) and rules that produce them present a

challenge to syntactic theories. Most theories have some sort of functional uniqueness

principle which prevents two phrases from having the same GF in the same clause. So,

double object sentences (according to these theories) cannot really have two objects and one

of the NPs following the verb must have sorne other function. The hard problem Is to

determine what the other function is and what properties it has,

24'n particular. I a.n assuming that verbs assign nominative case in the lexicon 10 the hlghe~t ranking freety
encoded function which does not atready have a lexically specified qUirky case, where SUBJ ranks higher than OBJ,
Nominative case ia not assigned to non·lhemaUc subjects which do not have person and number features. such aa
pleonastic thsre, but it Is assignC;Kj to pleonastics like I' which do have person and nurnbur 'eatur~s, NominaUvti C8fi8

IS optionally assigned to non·thamaUc &ubj~ct:i which control au XCOMP in order 10 dcc,,,nodale 'he situations
where tho controller is pleonastic the,e ll5 wetlas the sItuations where the conlroller is a regular NP with person and
number fealures,

25Joan Bresnan points out ahat there is sQmotimes accusative Clise with dummy subjects, One possible example
is an English aontence like riers 'a me and him and olhel· possible examples occur in French and Welsh, These
constitute counterexamples to Burzto's Generalizatjon.

26Man)' other properties of inchoaUves are discU5S0d by Keyser and Roeper (1984), K&A show ahat nlany rules of
derivational morphology treat incho8tives (which they call ergatives) differently from middle verbs (These boo~s sell
W'")~ They conclude that middle verbs are transitive in the lexicon, but that inchoaU"es undergo move.. Q In the
lexicon 80 that they are no longer transitive. 'The most closely analogous statement in lerms of AC would be that the
theme argument of an inchoalive is subjective unrestrictc~d while the theme or patient 0' a middle Is general
unrestricted. Thas is not unreasonable (In fact. as KIA point out, it explains why inchcaU"es appear in there·inaertlon
sentences less often than other non·agenUve intransitive vdrlJS.), but it is not what I assume here.

Keyser and Roeper'. conclusion depends on the assumption that the morphological rules in question are sencsjtlve
to tranaiUvtty. Under alternaUve formulations, the same rule.s could be made oensitive to the presen(:e/absenco of
the agent argumont which is doleted from inchoaUvea though not from middles. (Cenain differences between
mlddl81 and paaaivu. which both retain their agent argument., would atill have to be explained.) In any case, KIA'.
argulllInls cannot be translated toto LFG with ACe witho,u& firat formulating the relevant rules (.f derivational
motpholoQ1, which' am not prepared to do hero, !



(l48)a,
b.

Susan handed her the salt
Fred cooked Susan a steak.
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In LFG, the nother" function (besides OBJ) is OBJ2. OBJ2 is a freely encoded function

and is correctly predicted to share certain syntactic behavior with other freely encoded

functions, For example. it can be a lexically induced functional controller and an anaphoric

controllee in languages that allow c9ntrol of non ..subjects (see Bresnan 19820), Furthermore,

OBJ2 has different roles in different languages and, in some languages. (e.g, Icelandic.

according to Maling & Zaenen 1983) OBJ2 can have different roles in different situations.

Thus, LFG differs from other theories where the second object in a double object construe'tion

is considered to be some sort of oblique (Marantz 1984) or chomeur.

((149) a) and ((149) b) show the lexical forms for the double object sentences in

(148) a) and «148) b).

(149)a.

b.

'hand<~ theme goal)'
SUBJ OBJ2 OBJ

"Susan handed her salt ..

'cook<~ them~ benefactive)'
SUBJ OBJ2 OBJ

"Fred cooked Susan a steak."

My analysis of double object constructions depends on allowing one lexical form to

have two general unrestricted arguments, Thus, although argument classes in LFG seem to

be analogous to deep structure in GS or to initial Qranlmatical relations in RG, they differ from

deep or initial grammatical relations in, a crucial way: they are not subject to a uniqueness

principle. In this section and in Chapter 5, I demonstrate that the non,uniqueness of

argument classes leads to an insightful treatment of double object constructions, inversion

constructions, and certain unpassivizable predicates.

Although argument classes are non-unique. the uniqueness of grammatical functions

indirectly imposes restrictions on the number of arguments in each class. For example, a

lexical form could never contain two subjective unrestricted arguments because there would

have to be two SUBJs to accommodate them. On the other hand, functional uniqueness does

not prevent the existence of two general unrestricted arguments provided that they have

dlfferont grammatical functions. For example, one can be an OBJ v.'hile the other Is an OBJ2
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(as shown above) or one could be a S,UBJ while tile other is an OBJ or an OBJ2. I cla;,n thi.tt

the second situation holds for cert~in unpassivizabl-:; predicates in English and Dutch.

In section 4.4 I propose that passive lexical forms result from a classification rule whose

domain of application is largely coextensive with the classification rule which creates

subjective unrestricted arguments. The overall effect is that for transitive verbs (with a few

exceptions), any argument which can be subjective unrestricted can also be classified as

semantically restricted by the passive classification rule, In light of this, a possible

explanation for the non .. passivizability of certain apparently transitive verbs is that their

subjects do not fall in the domain of either the active classification rule for subjective

unrestricted arguments or the passive classification rule. Thtt sUbjects of these verbs could,

in fact, be general unrestricted arguments,

((150) e) and ((150) f) are possible lexical torrns tor the verb suit in ((150) c) which does

not passivize, The other verbs below would have similar lexical representations, Notice that

in the theory of AC these qualify as unaccusative verbs because their subjects are general

unrestricted arguments. but they differ from other unaccusative verbs in that they take

objects, As far as I know, LFG with AC is the only theory which predicts their existence.

(150)a..
b,
c.
d.

I have a book,
I got a book.
That suits you.
That dress fits you,

a,

f.

'suit< theme
SUBJ

'suit< theme
SUBJ

lac >'
OBJ

lac >'
OBJ2

These forms are counterexamples to Burzio's Generalization (BG). According to BG.

verbs without canonical subjects ( ;; thematic subjects or deep subjects in GS) do not assign

accusative case to an object. However, the verbs in ((150) a,,(150) d) do appear to assign

accusative case as evidenced by the pronoun in The dress suits herllnelhlmlus.

sa was intended to account for the syntactic behavior of verbs without canonical

subjects, Lack of case on the object explained why It either had to move to subject position or

get nominative case transmitted to It from a dummy element in subject position. But if verbs

without canonical subjects are allowed to assign accusative case, then tht3re must be some

other account for this pattern,
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In section 4.1 I claimed that the behavior of verbs without canonical· subjects followed

from the condition that sentences need to have subjects. If there is no subjective unrestricted

argument, then either a general unrestricted argument or a dum,ny elalnent must take the

SUBJ function. If there are two general unrestricted arguments, one can fill the SUBJ

function while the other takes on OBJ or OBJ2.

The approach described in the preceding paragraph does not depend on case and is,

therefore, not contradicted by sentences like ((150) a·(150) d), Furthermore, it allows

passives of double object verbs which also appear to assign accusative case to a post-verbal

NP in spite of the fact that they have no canonical (subjective unrestricted) subject. ((151) a)

shows the lexical form for a passive double object sentence, The goal argument takes the

SUBJ function because the theme is pre~associuted with OBJ2 before gramn1atical function

assignment takes place (see the formulation of the dative rule in (167)).

goal )'
SUBJ

(151 )a. 'give< agent theme
GBlao OBJ2

"She was given a book by her friends, "

There is one consequence of 8G which I have not yet explained, Many verbs without

canonical subjects assign nominativd case to an NP object position. These include verbs with

dummy subjects and verbs with nan-nominative subjects such as the Icelandic verbs In

«152) a) and «152) b). If, as I claim, absence of a canonical subject is not tied to absence of

accusative case, then we need some other way to explain why so many verbs without

canonical subjects do not seem to assign accusative case, I assume that the rules for

assigning nominative case to an OBJ der'-)nd on whether or not ~he subject is norninative and

on whether or not the subject is pleonastic. They do not derend on whether or not the

subject is canonical.

(152)a. 'gefinn< agent theme goal)'
OBLag OBJ2 SUBJ

Hanni (Oat) var gefinn bnUnn (Nom).
her was \liven car-the
"She was given the car."
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b. 'synast< experiencer theIne >OBJ'
SUBJ XCOMP

(T OBJ) ;:; (T XCOMP SUBJ)

Mer (Oat) synist hann (f~om) vera gOdur drengur,27
me seems he to-be good fellow
"He seems to me to be a good fellow, II

In summary: I have argued that it is possible for a verb to have two genera' unrestricted

arguments and I have claimed that this provides a ~inlpl~ account of double object sentences

as well as an explanation for the unpassiv;zability of certain apparently transitive verbs. I then

demonstrated that, in my analysis, these unpassivizable verbs were counterexamples to

Burzio's Generalization because they appear to assign accusative case in spite of the fact that

they have no canonical subject. I concluded that the syntactic behavior of verbs without

canonical subjects is determined by the requirement that sentences have subjects and not on

the ab:sence of accusative case. I also concluded that the absence of accusative case on an

object depends on the case and semantic content of the subject, not on its argument class,

To ~Iose this sUbsection, notice that a sentence could have three general unrestricted

arguments if they had the functions SUBJ, OBJ and OBJ2, A possible example is I'll have me

some fun.

4,,2.2. Formulation of Double Object Rules

The Dative Rule and the Benefactive Rule are responsible for the alternation between

the (a) and (b) sentences below, ((155) a) and «155) b) show the lexical forms for the (a)

sentences. «(149) a) and «(149) b) s~ow the lexical forms for the (b) sentences, The lexical

forms for the (a) and (b) sentences differ in both AC and GF assignments,

(153)a.
b.

(l64)a.
b.

Susan handed the salt to her.
Susan handed her the salt.

Fred cooked a steak for Susan.
Fred cooked Susan a steak.

(166)a. 'hand< BQfml theme
SUBJ OBJ

goal )'
OBLgOAI

27Andrews 1982. example (501).



b. 'cook< Dwml theme
SUBJ OBJ
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The Dative Rule is formulated in (157) as a themaUc rule. Notice that it has three parts:

a semantic domain, a body, and a list of excepUons. The body of the Dative Rule is a

classification rule for goal arguments w,ich operates on the lexicon along with the less

semantically constrained classification rule for goals repeated here as (156) from Chapter 2,

Many verbs can use (156) because it is not rfjstricted to a particluar semantic clas3.28

However, (157) is restricted to change of possession verbs and verbs of oral or visual transfer

(e.g. show and tel/).

(156) Goal is semantically restricted.

(157) Dative Rule:

For ~,hanga of possession verbs and verbs of oral or visual transfer:
goal is general unrestricted and theme is OBJ2,

Exceptions: explain, present ....

In addition to classifying a goal as general Ltnrestricted, the Dative Rule also pre..

associates OBJ2 with a theme argument The pre·assoclation is necessary because

otherwise the purely syntactic rules could legally assign OBJ or OBJ2 to either the theme or

the goal. But in American English, only the goal behaves like an OBJ (e.g. it becomes the

SUBJ of the corresponding passive) in a double object sentence.

Recall that all classification rules apply whenever they can. Therefore, both (156) a.nd

(157) will apply to the change of possession verbs and verbs of oral and visual transfer. Wt,en

they apply to the predicate argument structures of these verbs, these rules will result In two

different lexJcut forms such as the ones shown in ((158) a)t Purely syntactic rules

straightforwardly map the ACs in «(158) a) and (158) b) onto the full lexical forms in «(149) a)

and «155) a).

(l58)a.

b,

<1lQfID1 theme goal >

<1\WiQl theme goal >
OBJ2

28Rule (166) .. a thematic rule and, techfli<:ally, should have three paN, However. s!nce the rJle Is so gen-aral, I
have not included I statement of semantic domain or oxcoptlons.
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Pre-association of OBJ2 with theme could be a source of dialect difference between

British and American English. For example, the passivizabUity of ei~her NP in a double aoject

sentence in British English could indicate that either one can be an OBJ, which would be

possible il (he rule did not pre-associate OBJ2 with the theme argument. Icelandic also has

double object sentences where either NP can apparently be the OBJt29 These are discussed

most recently in Zaenen and Mating (1983). See also Andrews (1982) and Levin & Simoson

(1001).

The Dative Rule shows something about the interaction of thelnatic and pllrely synta<.;lic

rclas. Assignment of GFs is basically the job of purely syntactic rulest However, thematic

rules may carry out a function assignment (such as the pre-a~50ciation of 0BJ2 in this case)

provided that it c'lnforms to the well .. formedne::is conditions on lexical formst The differencE:;

between a grammatical function assignment carried out by a purely syntactic rule and one

carried out by a thematic rule is that the latter will apply in !iemantically restricted

circumstances while the former will apply whenever the appropriate AC is present and other

syntactic conditions are 'avorable,

The Dative rule is a typical thematic rule. It applies to semantically defined classes of

verbs (Wasow 1980). and it is ridden with lexical uxceptions (Hal!iday 1967). Furthermore. the

Dative rule seems to apply before the OBJ .. to-SUBJ relation change of pass;vizaUon. It feeds

passivization by crdating new general unrestricted arguments which become new OBJs,

Finally. the Dative rule appears to violate restrictions on GF assignment in the sense that if AC

were held constant for ~ dative pair (like ((153) a) and ((153) b)). the GF assignment for one

member of the pair would have to be illegal. For example, if the goal was always a general

unrestrictdd argument (as it is i'1 ((149) a»), then it could not legally be fin OBLgoal as It is in

((15: l) a). On ~he other hand, if th@ goal were alwa~·5 semantically restricted, it could not

leg.lIly be an OBJ as it is in ((153) b). In order for the observed GFs of a Dative pair to be legal,

there must be a change In AC.

29AUOwing theme and goal '.0 take turns being OBJs creates difficulties if. the encod,nQ of functions in c·atructure
because word order doee not reflect the relation chan, 4. The goal argument tttways conlea first regardleas of
whether it is III OBJ or an OBJ2. Currently in LFG. ordEh can only be detenT it1ed by 9' ammaUcal function and thero
is no way to enforce the goal·lhema order which is independent of function (see Zaenen and MaHng 1983), Joan
Breana" luggeatl • poa:siblo solulion which oeems to be much needed in Bantu lang'uages 88 wen as In Icelandic,
She propo., to break up the uniform:l, of the OBJ function anti have man) different OBJ t\JncUons subscripten with
their thematic rolGs (e.g, 08J eme' OBJ 0 I)' These functiona would be freely encoded even though they are
semantically re~;ricted, 10 the l~,ory (.J' p,Be~ syntactic rules would not have to be changed, The various object
functions could then be ordered according '0 their thematic rolea.
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The body of the benefactive rule (formulated in (159)) is similar to the dative rule.

(159) lienefactive Rule: benefactivo Is general unrestricted and theme or
patient is OBJ2.30

4.2.3. Comparison to Other Treatments of Double Object Constructions

Since the Dative/Benefactive rules have received so much attention, it will be useful to

compare the LFG account with AC to some other accounts of these rules~ wfhe treatments of

the Cative/Benefactive rules in RG and Marantz (1984) are interesting because the theories

are similar in may ways to LFG with AC. and some of the differences between the theories are

highlighted by the treatment of the Dative/Benefactive rules.

In RO. the Dative/Benefactive rules involve advancement to 2, In the initial stratum. a

double object dative sentence has a 2 (which is a theme) and a 3 (which is a goal). If 3·to·2

advancement applies. the 3 advances to 2 and the initial 2 becomes a 2·chonleur ((160) a).

The benefactive rule is similar except that thd initial stratum has a 2 and a benefactive

((160) b).

RG Dative Rule(160)8,

b. RG Benefactive Rule

RG differs from LFG with AC in its inventory of gram,natical functions, LFG does not

have anything which corresponds to Relational Grammar's 3 rel.AUan. Initial 3s In RG are

simply treated as semantically restricted arguments in LFG. and final 3s in RG are OBLgoals in

LFG. It seems that part of the reason for having 3s In RG itl that they often behave differently

(i.e. undergo different rules) fronl other obliques. In LFG, any distinctive behavior of 3s In

contrast to other obliques would be handled by a thelnatio rule which picks out a semantic

class of verbs to apply to. So RG piCktl out thEtse verbs by 1)ivlng them a distinctive initJal

30Th, rule as formulated here will reault in benefacU\'ea 'hat are general unrestricted and will con&equentl~ take
the OBJ function. At ttlj, time, '.do nol haye an oxplanation for the 'ailure of many ben8facUvea to puslvize,
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stratum while LFG gives them a relational representation that looks exactly like many other

verbs and lets thematic relation changing rules sort the.n out sernantlcally. For exa.nple, the

Dative Rule in LFG is sensitive to the distinction between change of possession and directed

motion. It applies to ((161) a) but not to ((162) a) in spite of the fact that U.d verbs in these

sentences are identical at the level of argument clasification. In fact. they are identical at the

level of predicate argument structure too - they each have an agent, a theme, and a goal.

Recall that according to Jackendoff (1976), thematic roles are determined by the selnantic

class of a verb and many semantic classes can determine the sarne set of thematic roles. The

Dative Rule is sensitive to the semantic class of change of possession verbs, not to the

thematic roles agent. theme, and goal.

(161)8,
b.

(162)8.
b.

I sent a letter to my mother.
I sent my mother a letter.

I sent a letter to New York.
• I sent New York a letter.

It would be possible to incorporate the RG approach into LFG by introducing something

analogous to 3 as an argument class. Then, as in RG, the Dative rule would apply to all verbs

with 3s instead of picking out a semantic class to apply to. (Of course. the semantic class

would be picked out by the rule that assigned the 3s.) However, this would be an

unneccessary complication. The need for rules which refer 10 semantic classes of verbs as
Independently motivated by rules like the causative/inchoative rule, Given that the

mechanism for semantically sensitiv~ rules exists, and given that it can account for the

distribution of dative pairs, there is no need for a new argument class to single out the dative

rule verbs syntactically.

The success of LFG with respect to doing without 3s remains to be seen, Many

constructions have been ,analyzed in RG with the use of 3s and 1 have not yet tried to

reformulate all of them in terms of argument classifications,

Another RG relation which does not exist in l.FG Is chomeur, RO's 2·ch6meurs are

08J2s In LFG and RGls l·ohCmeurs are OBLagent In LFG. Again. many rules In RG used the

oh6meur relations and I have not yet attempted to reformulate all of them in LFG, However, a

few comments are In order.

While a 2·ch'6meur i8 supposedly unemployed, an OBJ2 has the job of being a freely
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encoded GF. Bresnan (1982c) shows that OBJ2 does a lot of work as a lexically induced

functional controller and as an anaphoric controllee. So Relational Gran1marians will have to

account for why a supposedly unemployed nominal is still active in these ways. (For example,

It may do the work as an acting 2 (see Perlmutter 1982)).

On the other hand, Relational Grammarians point out numerous examples of propt:rties

which distinguish 2s from 2·chomeurs. These are usually things that 25 do and ~>chomeurs

do not do. In LFG. the same facts would have to be formulated as differences between OBJ

and OBJ2 and would preferably be rnotivated rather than just being stipulated. A weakness of

lFG is that OBJ and OBJ2 are too similar - they are both freely encoded (or semantically

unrestricted) functions that can attach to general unrestricted arguments. So the differences

between them (e.g. the restricted distribution of OBJ2 and the absence of an 08J2·to-SUBJ

relation change in passivization) can be captured by explicitly referring to the difference

between OBJ and OBJ2. but they are not really explained in the deeper sense of following

from some difference in the definition of OBJ and OBJ2.

Notice that the difference between ls and l·chOmeurs in RG corresponds to the

difference between SUBJ and OBLagant in LFG and the difference in behavior between these

two functions does follow in a principled way from the definition of semantically encoded (or

semantically restricted) functions and freely encoded (or semantically unrestricted) functions.

The RG use of ch6mage would take on some force if it turned out that 2·ch6meurs and

l-chSmeurs shared some behavior as a class which was not shared by other relations (aside

from the fact that they do not do things that SUBJs and OBJs do). Again. this could be

formulated, but not explained. in LFG because OBJ2 and OBLagent do not form any sort of

natural class and there is no principled reason for them to share any behavior,

In addition to the differences in the inventory of grammatical relations, the LFG Dative

Rule differs from the RG Dative Rule in another way. In RG, the two membars of a dative pair

have the same initial stratum. So rules that apply to a double object sentence (e.g Give me a

booh,) have access to the fact that the final 2..ch6meur was an Inttal 2 and the final 2 Is an

initial 3. In LFG, the lexical form for give In give me a LJook shows no indication that the goal

(me) ever had asemantically restricted AC. In RG, many things have been explained in terms

of the Initial a.hood of the goal argument In a double object sentence. These things will have

to be explained In terms of thematic roles or in some other way in LFG.
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Differences between Marantz's dative rule and the LFG dative rule lie in the status of the

entities that the rule manipulates. The closest analog to the general J,Jnrestricted argument

class in Marantz's theory is an element which gets a semantic role from a verb. Howeve~.

Marantz considers it highly marked for a verb to assign two semantic roles (LFG. in contrast.

does not treat the presence of two general unrestricted arguments as highly marked), and his

dative rule does not result in two arguments getting semantic roles from the verb. Rather. the

goal gets a role from the verb and the theme gets a role from its position as [NP, VP). Since

role assigners in Marantz's theory correspond to semantically encoded functions in LFG and

tiince the position [NP. VP] corresponds to the function OBJ2. this is analogous to the claim

that OBJ2 is a semantically encoded function. This claim is not accepted in LFG.

4.3. Patient Rule

The Patient Rule (Hale & Laughren 1983) produces lexical forn)s for the (b) sentences

below. The (b) sentences. like the (a) sentences, contain an agent and a patient argument

but, in contrast to the (a) sentences. the patient in the (b) sentences i~ oblique.

(163)a.
b.

(164)a.
b.

I poked the potato.
I poked at the potato.
The hunter shot the t)ird.
The hunter shot at the bird.

The Patient Rule must involve an alternate classification for patients because if the (a)

and (b) sentences had the f'ame ACs, then some well~formedness condition would have to be

violated. If the patient were a general unrestricted argument in all sentences, then it could not

legally be assigned to the function OBLpattent (assuming that this is the function of the

prepositional phrases in the (b) sentences) and if the AC of the patient were semantically

restricted in all s~ntenceSt the assignment of OBJ in the (a) sentences would be Illegal.

«(165) 8) formulates the Patient Rule and «165) b) formulates another classification rule

for patient arguments. The semantic domain for both rules, though not listed explicitly, 15 the

class of verbs with patient arguments. Notice that the rules do not have to specify the GFs of

the agent and patient because these are totally predictable from the normal operation of

purely syntactic rules. Furthermore, the two classification rules do not have to speolfy a

change in transitivity, ((166) b) will result In forms that have both a subjective unrestricted and

a general unrestricted argument while «(165) a) will result in forms without a general

unrestricted argument, Accordin9 to Lexical Default 1, which determines that verbs with both
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an subjective unrestricted argument and a general unrestricted argunlent are usually

transitive, the former will be transitive but the latter do not fall in the domain of application of

this default rule and do not have to be transitive. (166) a) and ((166) b) show the lexical forms

for «164) a) and «164) b).

(165)a.
b.

(166)a.

b.

Patient Rule: Patient is semantically restricted.
Patient is general unrestricted.

'shoot< A9fm1 patient )'
SUBJ OBJ

"The hunter shot the bird"

'shoot< 5!wml patient >'
SUBJ OBL~at

"The hunter shot at the bird. "

4.4. The Passive Rule

4.4.1, Formulation of the Rule

The passive rule in the theory of AC is a thematic rule which provides an alternate

argument classification for certain arguments. In the unmarked case, it applies to the same

arguments that would be subjective unrestricted in active sentences, though there are

presumably some exception~ including verbs like involve and include which I discussed In

Chapter 2. The passive rule formulated in (167) applies to agents but a more complete

specification of the rule woultj include a longer list of roles. (167) coexists with (168), the

classification rule for agents o. active sentences. The semantic domain for both rules is the

set of verbs with agent arguments,

(167) English Passive Rule: Agent is semantically restricted.

(168) Agent Is subjective unrestricted.

((169) a and ((169) b) show the argument classifications for active and passive hie".

(16S)a,

b.

'klok< ilWlnt patient )'

'I<.ick( agent patient )'

active

passive

Passivization In the theory of AC applies at· a different level of representation than It

does In other versions of LFG, Instead of changing the grammatical function assignment
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directly, the Passive Rule produces an alternate argument classification. But since active and

passive ACs get different GF assignments. the overall effect is that corresponding arguments

in active and passive forms have different GFs.

4.4.2. The Passive Rule and Transitivity

Notice that the Passive Rule does not explicitly affect the transitivity of the verbs it

applies to. Active forms like ((169) a) fall in the domain of Lexical Default Rule 1 and will,

therefore. be transitive. Passive forms like ((169) b), on the other hand, have no subjective

unrestricted argument and. according to Lexical Default Rule 2, can be either transitive or

intransitive.

The requirement that ,lexical forms have SUBJs is the main factor in determining

whether apassive verb will be intransitive. Since sentences must have SUBJs and since there

is no longer a subjective unrestricted argument after passivization. the SUBJ must come from

somewhere else, so it must be a general unrestricted argument or non-thematic (since these

are the only other possibilities). If a passive form does not have a non· thematic subject, then

SUBJ will have to be assigned to a general unrestricted argument and the resulting form will

be intransitive~ But if it does have a (iummy subject, then the passive verb can be transitive

and the general unrestricted argument can be an object.

The unmarked passive ,entence in English is Intransitive and contains a general

unrestricted subject rather than a dummy £"Jbject, but this is not a propel ty of the passive

construction specifically. Since dummy subjects in English are all introduced by sernanttcally

conditioned thematic rules, they are more rare than non-dum.ny subjects.

In order to see the possible outcomes of the Passive Rule with and without dummy

subjects, consider its effect on transitive verbs with general unrestricted objects and \f/ith

non..thematic objects.

.
((169) b) Is a lexical form for passive kIck at the end of the thematic rule component,

888uming that no dummy subject has been Introduced. Lexical Default Rule 2 allows this form

to be either transitive- or intransitive but various other factors conspire to make it Intransitive.

If It were transitive, then SUBJ and OBJ would be competing for the general unrestricted

argument because neither of them could legally be assigned anywhere else. Since function

argument biuniquenes8 prevents them from both attaching to the general unrestricted
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argument at the same time, one of them would go unassigned. If SUBJ is not assigned as in

the derivation shown in ((170) b), then the Subject Condition will be violated and if OBJ is not

assigned, the lexical form ((170) c) will also be III·formed because it will have an unused

subcategorized argument. On the other hand, if the lexical form were intransitive, SUBJ

would get assigned to the general unrestricted argument and the resulting lexical forln would

be well-formed ((170) a).

(170)a,

b,

c.

'kick< agent patie~t >'

'kick< agent patient )'

'kir:k< agent patient )'

'kick< agent patient )'

OBLag SUBJ

'kick< agent patient )'

'kick( agent patient )'

'kick( agent patient )' OBJ

'kick< agent patient )'

OBLao OBJ ·

'klck< agent patient )'

'kick< agent patient )'

'kick< agent patient )' OBJ

'kick< agent pa,jent )' OBJ
OBLag

SUBJ' ,

p.a.s,

classification rules

transitivity

GF assignment

p.a,s.

classification rules

transitivity31

GF assignmont

p.a.s.

clctssilication rules

transitivity

GF assignment

Passive raising .. to·object verbs must also be intransitive when no expletive subject is

assigned. If they were transitive, then the lexical rule of functional control would assign OBJ

as the controller of XCOMP and SUBJ would remain unassigned ((171) a), If, on the other

hand, passive raising·to..object verbs were Intransitive, then OBJ wouln no longer be in the

31, am aaauming 1hat the lexical default rules 'or trAnsitivity creale these paltiaUy tlpocified lexical forma even
though there is no well·formed way to complete them, Wha, I have in mind IS a systern which generates all of the
lubQltegorlzatlon frames for a IeJCical item. "alarw'with a pr~dtcate argunlenl structure and appUes aU rules that are
ar"plicable, This wUI result in multiple derived partially specified leKical forms and all applicable rultts will apply to
tWch of them too. If on. of the partjatl~ specified lexicdl forms cannot be completed in a well·'orrned way, then the
derivation of that form Iimp1r goes n~ further and no reflex of that for.n will appear in the final set of
aubcategorilltlon frllllOl.
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verb's subcategorization list and the lexical rule of functional control could assign SUBJ as

the controller ((171) b).

(171)a.

b.

'consider< considerer considered >'

'consider< considerer considered )'

'consider< conslderer considered)' OBJ

'constder< considerer considered)' OBJ
OBLag XCOMP

'consider< conslderer considered )'
OBLao XC0MP

(T OBJ) ;;; (T XCOMP SUBJ)

'consider< considerer considered )'

'consider< considerer considered >'

'consider< considerer considerfJd )'

'consider< considerer considere'd )'
OBL

ag
XCOMP

'consider< considere. considered)'
OBLag XCOMP

(T SUBJ) a (T XCOMP SUBJ)

p.a.s

classlllc:ation rules

transitivity

GF Cfssignment

Lexical Rule of
FUllctlonal Control

p.a.s

classification rules

transitivity

GF assignment

Lex/(:al Rule of
Functional Control

In Chapter 3, I pointed out that raising·to·object verbs are idiosyncratically specified as

transitive. but this statement requires modification in light of the passive construction. I

assume that raising"to"object verbs carry an idiosyncratic specification that they an3 transitive

when they have a subjective unrestricted argument. ((172) a) shows the predicate, urgument.
structure before &. gument classification, gramma'tical function assignment. ~r 'the lexical

default rules for transitivity apply.

(172)a. 'consider< considersr oonsidered >'

Idlosynoratlc speclflcat/on of transitivity: trl:tnsitlve when there /s a
subjective unrestrloted argument,

So far, I have shown that principles of the theory require passive verbs to be lntransit've

when no dummy subject Is Introduced. Now consider an example of the passive construotion
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with a dummy subject. (174) shows the derivation for enaclad in Tflere WclS enacted a battle

between two fierce leaders. 32 In the thematic rule component, two classification rules apply:

one that puts the theme in the general unrestricted class and one (the Passive Aule) which

puts the agent in the unexpressed class. Next, the Pleonastic There Rule (next section)

introduces there as a dummy subject At this point, Lexical Default Rule 2 deternlines that the

lexical form could be either transitive or intransitive but only the transitive option is shown

here. The intransitive farm could not be completed in a well-formed wuy because the general

unrestricted argument could not get a function. (Assunling that sOll1ething preVEJflts OBJ2

from being assigned.) Finally, the purely syntactic 'rules assign OBJ to the theola, thereby

creating a transitive passive verb.

A similar and more convincing analysis is proposed by Burzio (1981 ).), and Baker (1983)

for Italian sentences like furono fjrreSlali molll studenti (literally: were arrested many

students). This sentence supposedly has a phont3tically null dunlrny subject and an object

moltl sludenti (many students).

(174) 'enact< 0gent theme )'

'enact< agent theme )'

'enact< agent theme )'
(1 SUBJ) ;; [U - fLOC +)
(1 OBJ NlJM) ;;; (T SUBJ NUM)
(1 OBJ PERSON) = (T SlJBJ PERSON)

'enact< agent theme )' OBJ
(T SU8J) .. [U - t LOC +]
(1 OBJ NUM) ;;; (1 SUBJ NUM)
(1 OBJ PERSON) = (T SUBJ ,"EASON)

tenact< agent theme >'
OBJ

(T SUBJ) =(U -. LOa +]
(T OBJ NUM) == (T SUBJ NUM)
(1 OBJ PERSON) ;; (T SUBJ PERSON)

predicate argunlent structure

classification rules

.expletive There Rule

TransitIvity

GF assignment

The same reasoning about transitivity holds for ralsing-ta"object verbs, which have

no•• -thematlc objects in place of general unrestricted objects, If SUBJ gots assigned to a

32'n the noxt section, I expiain tho differenco between Thflre WIS enac,;ted a battltJ where battle la the OW of
,nacted and There was abattle enacted Yfher-a oattlt is the OBJ of aspecial form of be. Another possibility 10 that the
two sentences aro relaled by the non"relation changing rule of Heavy NP Shift.
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English because assignment of dummies is not productive and there happens not to be a rule

that inserts dummies in this context. However. the theory predicts that in a language with

productive dummy insertion there could be passives of raising .. to·objact verbs which have

dummy subjacts and raised objects. These sentences would be equivalent to ·There is

believed someone to have lell, except they would be grammatical.

I have shown that the Passive Rule is not directly responsible for the intransitivity of

most passive verbs and that passive verbs can, in fact, be transitive in the right

circumstances. The next subsection elaborates on this and other advantages of the Passive

Rule as it is formulated here.

4.4.3. Advantages of a Subject Demotion Approach

Passivization in LFG witll AC can be classified as a subject den101;on account because

the essence of it is the reclassification of the SUBJ, This approach has several advantages

over an object prornotion account in which the essence of passivlzation is the promotion of an

object to subjecthood. In order to show this, I will compare passivization in LFG with AC to

two other formulations of passivization fronl Bresnan 1982b (henceforth PLT) and

rerlmutter & Postal 1983a (hencefa. th UCP) which are not primarily subject demotion rules.

Passivization in PLT is neither primarily a subject demotion nor an object promotion

account. Instead, subject demotion and object promotion ~€:e'll to have equal status. A

modified vf'rsion of the PLT passive rule is repeated here.

(175) SUBJ - OBLalflJ .
OBJ -t SUBJ

RG passivization as described in UCP is an object pronlotion cccount. A 2 advances to

1 causing the original 1 to go en chomags.

(176)

In both the PlT and the UCP accounts of passivization, object promotion ;5 part of the

passivization rule Howeyer, object promotion appears in other contoxts as well. It appear&
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alone in RG as unaccusative advancement. And in LFG, it acconlpanies other rules such as

middle formation and the causative/inchoative rule.

If OBJ promotion is not a separate rule in its own right, then U has to be explicitly

invoked for each construction where it applies, This would not be so bad if it were not for the

fact that these constructions all have sOlnething in common. Listing object promotion

explicitly as a part of each construction fails to capture a generalization ttbout the syntactic

circumstances when object promotion can apply.

Along these lines. Baker (1983) argues that LFG should adopt a subject demotion

account. He shows how a more elegant rule system in Italian results from factoring out the

object·to..suoject relation change frarn a number of rules. He proposes that object-to-subject

applies after these rules instead of being a part of each one. Passivization in LFG with AC is

based on this observation.

In LFG with AC. there is no rule which changes an explicit OBJ assignlnent into a SU8J

assignment, but there are circumstances under which a SUBJ takes on an assignment which

would be taken by OBJ in related 'exical fornls where circumstances are different. This

happens when there is no subjective unrestricted argument and no expletive has bean

assigned as a value for SUBJ. These circumstances can be created by many rule1 •.•

including passiv~.!ation, middl,e formation, and the causQUve/inchoative rule - and they can

arise in the basic form of unaccusative verbs. The assignlnent of SUBJ to a general

unrestricted argument (or to a non-thematic element which is normally an OBJ) is not part of

any of these rules. The advantages of separating it out as a separate process are (1)

reduction '" redundancy in the formulation of various rules and (2) capturing a generalization

about the circumstances ~vhen SUBJ can take an assignrnent usually reserved for OBJ.

There are two udditional reasons for believing that OBJ promotion if;. not part of

pas&ivization: sometimes it does not occur when passivization does and sometimes

passlvitation applies when there Is no 08J to advance.

Examples where OBJ promotion does not accompany passivization were cited above in

(174). These are not surprising In lFG with AC because OBJ promotion is not part of

passivization. They would alia not be surprising for the PlT account of passjvization If the

06J promotion part of thft rule were made optional. However, the treatrnent of these

sentences in RG Is slightly more complex: in order for passivizatlon to include an
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advancement. a durnmy element must be introduced which bumps the original 2 into

chomage and then advances to 1 (see Rosen 1981).

Passivization of intransitive verbp (in languages that allow it) results in an impersonal

passive construction. In LFG with AC. impersonal passivization is simply the expected result

of applying passivization to an intransitive verb.33 It is not surprising tt1Ut passivization applies

in the absence of OBJs because object promotion and ddtrunsiUvization are not part of the

rule. In chapter 5, , discuss the impersonal passive construction in Dutch.

Again, PLT-style passivizaUon could cover the impersonal passive if object promotion

were made optional. And again, the RG account is slightly more complex. In order to have

object promotion. a <.Jummy 2 is introduced which advances to 1.

Sublect demotion accounts of passivization have four attractive features: they reduce

redundancy in rule systems. they capture generalizations about when object promotion

applies, they extend eLsily to cases of passivization where an object does not promote, and

they ex;'end easily to cases of passivization where there is no object. There are, however,

some potential advantages of an object promotion account,

·The l·Advancement Exclusiveness Law (Perlmutter & Postal 1984) for the

unpassivizability of many predicates by limiting the number of promotions (advancements) In

a derivation. I will return to this in chapter 5 where I present a subject·demotion account of

unpassivizable prediJates in Dutch.

Languages which do not have an impersonal passive present another potential problem

for subject demotion accounts of the passive construction, Und~r a subject demotion

account, nothing special has to be done In order to allow passive to apply to intransitive

verbs. but there Is no natural way to prevent the passive rule from applying to intransitive

verbs in languages that do not have Impersonal passives. As I have set things up here. I

cannot simply constrain the passlv~ rule to apply to transitive verbs because the passive rule

is a cla.'Ssification rule and transitivity is not yet determined at the point when classification

rules apply. (The Lexical Default Rules determine transitivity on the basis of argument

classification and therefore must come after argument classification,) The modified passive

33in some languages the personal and Impersonal passtve are not so closely related and would be bener treated
II IIparate rulfta, Turkiah may be such a language (Knecht in preparation),
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rule for English in (177) will not apply to intransitive verbs. It reclassifies an agent when there

is a general unrestricted argument and when there is an idiosyncratic condition on transitivity

like the one in ((172) a). The ov9raJi effect is that (177) will apply to forms which would be

transitive in other circumstances.

(177) Fnglish Passive Rule: Agent is semantically restricted or unexpressed.

[Applies to verbs with _ neral unre.stri{Jted arguments and 10 ve,l)s with
idiosyncratic transitivity conditions.]

4.5. Inversion Constructions in English

In English. there is a rather marked construction involving a fronted prepositional

phrase (or the locative pronominals here and there) and a post verbal NP, which in the

unmarked word order, would have been in the usual prevert ,jl subject position. I will refer to

this construction as oblique In~erSlon.34

(178)8.

b.

(179)a.

b.

Between the trees twinkled lights of cottage candles and far down tlared
bright windows of the village stores. (RPSp15)
Lights of cottage candles twinkled between the trees and bright windows
of the village stores fla'dd far down.
And from the little windows of the barn projected bobbing heads of bays
and blacks and sorrels. (RPSp19).
Bobbing heads of bays and blacks and sorrels projected from the little
windllws of the barn.

~~any English speakers would balk at the thought of calling the preposed PPs subjectR

in the (a) sentences above. And in one respect they would be right. The preposelJ PPs do not

behave like subjects with respect to c-structure phenomena such as s,-hject-auxillary

inversion. But with respect to at least one '-structure process. raising~to·subject, they do

behave like subjects.. In fact, in this respect. their distribution is simUar to that of the

pleonastic tilement thers.

I claim in this chapter that the fronted PPs above are SlJBJs but that the'y sometimes fall

34Many examples In thia "'lion are taken from te"ts abbreviated as fallowa:

RPS .. zane Gre~. Rider, 01 the PUlp/a Sage, in Zane Grey: Five Complete Nove/,_ .

LWS;; zane Groy. The Light ollh" W.,t.rn Stall

8M • Somerset Maugham. Th. Moon .nd S/xp.no.



tests for subjecthood because they are oblique. In Chapter 5, I will point out sirllilarities

between fronted PPs in English and fronted non·nominative NPs (often referred to as quirky

case-marked subjects) in Dutch and other languages.

In this chapter, I will discuss the similarity between oblique inversion and the use of

pleonastic there in English. I will concentrate on the les5 co.nmonly used sentences where

there precedes a verb other than be.

(180)a.
b.

Up in the attic of this little house there lived a ghost.35

There came a rnoment when a blacker shade overspread the wide area of
flickellng gleams and obliterated them.36 (LWSpl38)

Subsection 4.5.1 contains a formulation of the oblique lnvdrsion and pleonastic there

constructions in terms of AC and subsection 4.5.2 deals with the problenl of mixed

subjecthood behavior of fronted PPs and pleonastic there. I show that the theory of control in

LFG correctly predicts that oblique and pleonastic subjE1cts should pass some tests for

subjecthood and fail others.

4.5.1. Formulation of English Inversion Rules

In chapter 2, I showed that the pleonastic there construction follows the usual pattern of

lJRs: pleonastic there is used with passivo verbb Ct. uJ ~Ulne intransitive verbs but it is not us~d

with transitive verbs or with other intransitive verbs. The same observation holds for oblique

inversion. Sentences ((178) a) and ((179) a) show the intransitive verbs twinkle and project in

the oblique inversion construction and sentences ((181) a) and ((181) b) show passive verbs

in the oblique inversion construction. In «(181) b) oblique inversion has applied in the relative

clause.

(181 )a. Here in the stone wall, had been wonderfully carved by wind or washed
by water several deep caves above the level of the torrace. (APS p.58)
Imagine a board on which is written a long equation with many variables.

The ungrammatical sentences in ((182) a) and ((182) b) are attdmpts to apply oblique

inversion to an unergative verb and a transitive verb.

(182)a. • At the party danced many girls with their boyfriends.

36Robert Bright, Georgie, SCholastic Book Services, New York, 1&W.

36zane Grey. The Light 01 the We,tern Stl"
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b. • At the party kissed many girls th~ir boyfriends.

The patterning of the pleonastic tllere and oblique inversion constructions as URs

follows from the AC of the post verbal NP. This NP is a general unrestricted argument and

therefore can be a SUBJ, as in ((178) b) and ((179) b). or it can b~ an OBJ. Thus, it appears to

undergo a SUBJ/OBJ relation change. Inversion constructions (including oblique inversion

and the pleonastic there construction) arise when these argulnents take the OBJ function.

Transitive verbs with subjecUve unrestricted SUBJs do not participate in inversion

constructions because their SUBJs. being subjective unrestricted, cannc,t undergu a

SUBJ/OBJ relation change. For the same reason. unergative verbs do not undergo any kind

of inversion, Passive verbs, on lhe other hand. do participate in inversion constructions

because they have no subjective unrestricted argument and therefore their general

unrestricted argument can undergo a SUBJ/OBJ relation change. And, of course,

unaccusative verbs undergo inversion in the same way.37

When the general unrestricted argument of an inversion verb takes the OBJ function,

some other value must be introduced to take the SUBJ function. One possible value for SUBJ

in this situation is pleonastic there which is encoded by the constra,nt equation (T SUBJ)

=c [LOC +. U -]. This constraint will only be satisfied if the word there appears in SUBJ

position in c-structure, The lexical entry for pleonastic there is shown in (( 183) a). The

absence of a PRED feature indicates that it is pleonastic and the minus value fur the U feature

indicates that there has phonetic content. That is. it is not unexpressed.

(l83)a. there: (T lOC, = +
(T U) = -

I suggest here that oblique phrases can also serve as pleonastic subjects in the sense

that they have no value for SUBJ PAED, This assunles a layered representation of PPs In

'·structure consisting of a ca~e marker and an OBJ whose value is a sub·f·structure. (185)

shows the f..structure for the sentence The children wall<ed 10 school. Rule (184) is

37,. the poat.verbal NP in inverted sentences is an OBJ. then we have to explain why it has a strong tendency to
occur at the end of the aentencd to the right of whatever PPa may 00 pre58nl. I suggest the NPs tn question are OBJa
and that discourse factors conspire 10 torce Ihe application of Heavy NP Shift.
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responsible for building ~he OBLgoal '·structure corresponding to the phrase to school. 38

(184)

(185)

PP -t p

T .. !
NP

(T 08J) .. !

SUBJ

PRED

TENSE

PRED 'child'
NUM pi
PERS. 3
SPEC der

'walk< SUBJ OBlgoal
)'

past

CASE
[~:~8oa,OBJ 'school'
NUM 8g
PERS 3

38Bresnan 1982c proposes a flat representation for CBl phra&es which are headed in '·structure by the PRED
from the NP that they contain. Using this representat.on 'or obliques, the '·slrueture for The children wall<eQ to
school would be as follows.

SU6J 'child'
PL
3
de'

PREO

TENse

'watk( SUBJ OBL
go

)'

past

OBLgO 'school'
OBLgO
~

3,

The choice of representations for obliques should be partly determined by data concerning possible antecedents
of anaphorically controlled clauaea. This data al firsl seem:; to confirm the flat representation of oblique phraaea.
For oxample, in the sentence Contractlctlng nlms8/1 appealed to At,. Jones, Mr. Jonus js a pObsible anaphoric
controller for the phrase contradicting himself. According to the theory ot control proposed in Bresnan 1982c.
antecedents of anaphoric control must '·command the controlled clause, If 10 Mr. Jones had a flat representation in
t·structure, it would f·command the controlled ClclUliO, but if the PP had a layered structure, Mr. JonU5 would be too
far embedded to '·command the controlled clause.

Evon though it 180m. that the flat reproaentaUon 'of obliques makea tho correct predjcUon about anaphoric control
by prepositional objei:ts, it is poasible to char .he definition 0' t· command slightly an order to gel the right rosulla
using the non·nat representatton of PPs. laugyg&t the 'ollowlng definition ot '-command: X f·conlmands Y •• X does
not contain Yand every e/IUI. nuo/eu, (tho old definition said '-,'ructure here) that ~on'ains X cantains Y. Under
this definition, Mr, Jones will '·command contradloting hlma,,1 even aaauming the layered representation of PPa.
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Phrase structure rule (186) describes the structure of oblique inversion sentences. And

(187) shows the le~<ical form of a verb that participates in oblique inversion. Notice that it

looks rather similar to a verb which occurs in the pleonastic there construction. This verb will

not be able to occur with meaningful NP subjects for two reasons. First. ltle SUBJ function is

non-thematic and any NP that filled that function would not receive u thelnatic role. And

second. such an NP, if all of its features were spelled out t would presulnably conflict with the

plus value for the LOC feature. The features specified for SUBJ in (187) will successfully

merge with features supplied by the PP in (186).

(186)
S -+ (PP) (NP)

(T SUBJ):;; ! (1 SUOJ)" !

f (T (1 cAse» -1 )
! e (T ADJUNCTS)J

VP
T.. !

(187) (T PRED) ='dwell< theme loc >'
OBJ OBL,

(T SUBJ);:; ru _] oc

LOC +
(T SUBJ CASE)

Notice that although the fronted PP in (186) has two functions (SUBJ and OBl or SUBJ

and ADJUNCT), this is not a violation of function .. argument biuniqueness. Function-argument

biuniqueness states that each thematic role has no more than one gran1matical function and

each grammatical function has no more than one thematic role. This condition is satisfied by

(187). In other words. the construction is permissable because nothing prevents a phrase

from having two functions provided that one of them is non .. thematic.

The rules and lexical entries auove result in the following f.. structure tor the oblique

inversion sentence Among them dwelt a man of consequence.
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(188)
SUBJ CASE

OBJ

[
~:~bOC
NUM

PERS

PRED 'dwell( OBJ OBL
loc

)'

TENSE past

OBJ ("a man ot,consequence")

A final detail of the formulation of inversion constructions involves agreement with the

post verbal NP. Following suggestions made at an LFG workshop on Icelandic case nlarklng

(Center for the Study of Language and Information. Stanford University, June 1984), I assume

that equations may be introduced that allow a verb to agree with an OBJ when the SUBJ is not

suitable for agreement in some way. In the case of the oblique inversion and pleonastic tflere

constructions. the SUBJ is unsuitable for agreement because it lacks number and person

features. A more complete lexical entry for dwells is given in (189).

(189) 'dwell< theme loe )'
OBJ OBl' al

<T SUBJ) = [LOC +, 'fj - ]
(1 SUBJ CASE)
(T OBJ NUM) .. sg
(1 OBJ PERSON) =3
(T TENSE) = PRES

4.5.2. Subjecthood of Fronted PPs and Pleonastic There

In this subsection, I discuss the subjecthood of fronted PPs and pleonastic there. The

b~ic issue concerning these phrases is that they seem to be subjects in sOlne respects and

not in others. The possible resolutions of the issue are (1) that they are SUBJs in which case

we need to explain why they fail certain tests for subjecthood (2) that they are not SUBJs, in

which case we need to explain why they pass certain tests for subjecthood or (3) that there Is

something wrong with thE' notion of SUBJ. I take the first approach here and I show that they

theory of control automatically explains why oblique and pleonastic subjects fail certain

subJecthood teats.

I believe that it is Important to draw a connection between pleonastic subjects and
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oblique subjects when it comes to questions of mixed subjecthood behavior. Pleonastic tlJere

is generally agreed to be a SUBJ, but the subjeclhood of oblique phrases in various

languages is more controversial. I show in this subsection that obliques and pleonastics are

quite similar in their patterns of subjecthood behavior and I conclude that the subjecthood of

oblique phrases should be no more controversial than the subjecthood of pleonastic

elements.

In this section I will use control as a test for subjecthood. In control structures, a

non"tensed verb is separuted from its functional SUBJ. The understood SUBJ of have edlen

their vegetables in (( 190) a) is found in c~structure in the subject position of the matrix verb

seem, the understood SUBJ of being an important executive in ((190) f) is structurally found in

the S to which that phrase is adjoined. and so on. Since only SUBJs can be controlled in

English. I will conclude that anything that is controlled is a SUBJ.

(190)a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
I,

The children se~m to have eaten their vegetables.
We beHeve the children to have eaten their vegetables.
The children expect to have eaten their vegetables.
Attaining the respect of the president is the goal of every executive.
To attain the respect of the president is the goal of ev~ry executive.
Being an important executive, Jane had no rea50n to worry about her
future.

Verbs taking the dummy subject there appear in one of these constructlons. but are

totally inconceivable in the others.

(191)a.
b.

c.
d.

e.

f.

There seemed to come a time when there was nothing more to do.
The children believe there to have COOle a time when candy grows on
tr~es.

• There expect to live in o~r town people of great importance.
• Having been people in the roorn was comforting.

(With the reading There having bean people in the (DOlT} WdS cOfnfortlng)
• To come a time of peace is important

(With the reading For Iflere to come a tilne of peace is important)
• Running from our humble well water fit for kings,

there is no reason to worry.
(With the reading -There running from our humble weJl... )39

If controllability is considered to be a property of subjects, and there cannot be

39This sentence is not very good, but it ia not due to Ii general rebtraction against "Jere tn adjunct clauses, lUi

evidenced by the grammaticality of Thef' being wate, In It.e well, thare was no reason 1o worry and With th@re
ru, ,nJng trom our humble well wal,r lit lor "inga... )
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controlled in many instances, we might conclude that Illere is not a full fledged subject

Instead, I claim that the possibility of controUing there in at least one control structure

indicates that it is a subject but the properties that distinguish tflere as a durr,my subject

prevent it from being controlled in the other structures.

Fronted PPs in oblique inversion constructions are sinlilar to pleonastic there in their

ability to be controlled:

(192)a.
b.
e,
d.

e.

Among them seemed to dwell many people of consequence.
• We believe alnong them to dweU a man of consequence.
• Among them expected to dwell many people of consequence.
• (Among them) having dwelt many people of consequence, they had no

reason to worry about being overlooked.
• (Among them) to dwell many people of consequence would be nice.

Again, the fact that fronted PPs can be controlled in one construction indicates that

they are SUBJs but we are left with the problem of explaining why they cannot be controlled in

other constructions. Fortunately. the apparently sporadic control behaVior of pleonastic there

and fronted PPs begins to make sense when we separate out the different types of control

and examine how they are encoded in f-structure.

The sentences in (190) a-(190) f) illu~trate three types of control: anaphoric control.

functional control by a thematic argument of the .natrix clause, and functional control by a

non-thematic element of the matrix clause,40

Sentences ((190) d) and «190) e) contain the anaphorically controlled phrases attaining

the respect of the president and to attain the raspect 01 the president. These phrases.

although they have no c·structure subject, are supphE:d with a functional subject which has

the value PRO for the PRED feature. This PRO subject is introduced in the lexical entries for

non-finite verbs, For example, the verb attaining in ((190) d) would have the lexical entry

shown in (193). When this verb appears without a phrase struclure subject, a functional

subject is supplied by tha (optional) equation (T SUBJ) ;:; [PRED PRO, U +]. The plus value

for U indicates that the subject of this verb is unexpressed.

4OMohanan (1983) consider. «190) ') to be an inbtance 0' a fourth typo ot control - constructionally Induced
functional control. Following Bresnan 1982c, I con..ltder 'I 10 be another instance of anaphor'c control because, like
other anaphorically controlled clauses, the controlled clause does not need an antecedent in the same sentence:
Being an Important 'M6outJ,e, It Beemed that the road to succe,s nad been ,aay.
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(193) 'attain< f!WUll theme >'
SUBJ OBJ

(T PARTICIPLE) = PRES
(T SUBJ) == [PRED PRO, U + ]

Anapnoric control is inconsistent with tile pleonastic there and oblique inversion

constructio.1S in two ways. F~!"st. the lexical entries for pleonastic there and oblique inversion

verbs specify the value minus for the U feature but the features for anaphorically controlled

PRO include the value plus for the U feature. Second, the anaphoric control equation shown

in (193) introduces a PRED value for the anaphorically controlled subject but pleonastic there

and oblique inversion verbs have non·thematic subjects. Introducing the equation

(1 SUBJ) .. [PRED PRO, U +] into the lexical entry for an oblique inversion or pleonastic

there verb could only result in samantically incoherent f·structures because ttle SU8J of these

verbs is not associated with a thematic argument slot and therefore the SUBJ's PRED would

never be attached to a thematic argument slot. Thus. a consequence of the l.FG treatment of

anaphoric contro' is that pleonastic tlJBI8 and fronted PPs cannot be anuphorically controlled.

Hence the ungrammaticality of «(191) d-((191) f) and ((192) d·((192) e),

Sentences «(190) a·(190) c) are examples of function'll control, Functionally controlled

phrases also have nothing sitting in the usual c-structure position for subjects. but they get

their functional subjects via a control equation. In these particular l:xarnples t the control

equations are associated with the matrix verbs seam, expect (intransitive), and believe.

(194)a.

b,

c.

'seem< theme >SUBJ'
XCOMP

(1 SUBJ) -- (T XCOMP SUBJ)

tbelieve< ~ theme >OBJ'
SUBJ XCOMP

(10BJ) .. (T XCOMP SUBJ)

'expect< D9ml theme )'
SUBJ XCOMP

(T SUBJ) ;; (T XCOMP SUBJ)

In «190) a) and «190) e), the XCOMF- of seem and expect is the phrase to have eaten

their vegetcJbles. This phrase has no overt subject but the control equation

(T SUBJ) - (T XCOMP SUBJ) states that at. the level of '-structure, the SUBJ of the XCOMP

will be Identical to the SUBJ of the matrix clause, thus a functional SUBJ is supplied to to ha va

eaten their vegetables.
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The difference between seenl and expect IS that the SUBJ of expect is a thelnatic

argument of expect, but the SUBJ of seem is not a thematic argument of seem. For this

reason. pleonastic there and oblique inversion sentences can be en'lbedded under seern but

not under expect. Fronted PPs and pleonastic there would not meet the semantic selectional

restrictions of expect. Therefore. sentences «(191) c) and «( 192) c) are ungralnmatical.

Believe is similar to seefn in that the controller of the XCOMP, OBJ in this case. is not a

thematic argL1ment in the main clause, Since believe does not ilnpose sernantic selectional

restrictions (In its OBJ, pleonastic there and fronted PPs should be able to occur under

believe. It turns out, though. that while pleonastic there can be controlled under believe (as in

(191) b)). fronted PPs cannot be ((192) b). The reason for this is sirnply structural; the

controller of the XCOMP of believe is generated In the Inain clause under an NP node labelled

OBJ and the OBJ of believe cannot be a PP, Notice, though. that when bel/eve is passivized

its surface SUBJ is the controller of the XCOMP and oblique inversion is again possible.

(195) Among them were believed to dwell many people of consequence.

The data in this subsection show that control constructions do not disprove the

subjecthood of pleonastic there and fronted PPs. Rather. the forrnulations of these

constructions actually predict that pleonastic there and fronted PPs should not be

controllable in certain constructions even if they are subjects. In this way we can explain the

mixed subjecthood behavior of pleonastic Illata and fronted PPs, They behave like subjects

in some constructions because they are subjects and they fail to behave like subjects In other

constructions because of their category or lack of PRED value,
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Chapter 5
Formulation of Rules: Dutch

The purpose of this Chapter IS to formulate the three Dutch Unaccusative Rules (URs)

which I discussed in Chapter 2. S,ection 5.1 deals with the passive construction in Dutch and

includes an account of the un;J8ssivizability of certain predicates, In section 5.2, I argue that

both the nominative and the dative NPs in experiencer inversion sentences are genera.

unrestricted arguments and that they take turns being SUBJ and OBJ, Subsection 5.2.4 goeR

into some detail about the subjecthood of the dative NP. I argue, as I did for English oblique

inversion, that non·nominative subjects may fail tests for subjecthood because of their oase

marking and that the theory should predict which tests they will pass and which ones the~' will

fail. Section 5.3 formulates auxiliary selection as a UR, and points out a problem: the verbs

which are unaccusative according to auxiliary selection are not the sanle as the verbs which

are unaccusative according to the passive rule, The possible resolutions of this mismatch

lead to a discussion of the status of AC as a level of representation.

5. 1. Passivization

5.1.1. Formulation of the Dutch Passive Rule

We saw in Chapter 2 that the Passive Rule in Dutch is a UR: in addition to applying to

transitive verbs, it also applies to some intransitive verbs ((196) 8·(196) d). but not to all of

them (197) a·(197) c). Furthermore. it does not apply to already passive verbs. The following

sentences are taken from Perlmutter (1978),

(196)a.

b.

c.

Er wordt hier door de jonge lui veel gedanst.
"It is danced here a lot by the young people"
Er wordl in deze kamer vaak geslapen,
"It is often slept in this room"
Over dit problem wordt (er) vaak gesproken/gepraat/gedacht.
" About this problem it is often spoken/talked/thought. "

(P 32)

(P 35)

(P 36)
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(197)a.

b.

c.
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Er wordt geniesd/gehoest/gehikt.
"It is (being) sneezed/cou~hed/hiccouyhed."

-Door de lijken werd al gerot/ontbonden.
"By the corpses it was already rotten/decomposed"
·Uit dit weeshuis wordt (er) door vele kinden;tn verdwenen.
"From this orphanage it is disL\ppeared by .nany children"
·Hier werd er door zulke dinQen nooit gebeurd.
"Here it was never happened by such things"

(P 42)

(P 51 a)

(P 61a)

(P 65b)

The Dutch Passive Rule is simpler than the En911sh Passive Auld in that it does not have

to be prevented from applying to intransitive verbs. As formulated in (198), it applies to verbs

with agents whether they are trans.itive or intransitive. Note that a more cOfllplete fornlulation

would include a longer list of passivizable thematic roles and this list would not necessarily be

the same as the list of roles wtlich undergo passive in English,

(198) Dutch Passive Rule: Agent is semantically restricted or unexpressed.

Derivation of personal passives in Dutch is identical to derivation of passive verbs in

English and so is not illustrated here. Eranlple (199) illustrates the derivation of an

impersonal passive in Dutch. The value + I - for the U fdatura indicates thut the dummy

subject ar is optionally expressed. A discussion of the circurnstances under which it is

expressed and not expressed is beyond the scope of this thesis.

(199) 'dansen< agent )'

'dansen< agent >'

'dansen< agent )'
OBLag

'dansen< agent )'
OBLag

(1 SUBJ) ;;; [U + I -)
LOC+

P.A.S.

pussivlzation

GF assignment

Dum/ny SUBJ assignment

5.1.2. The 1-Advancement Exclusiveness Law

In chapter 4. I compared two main approaches to the passive rule: the subject-demotion

approach where the essence of passivization is the subject/oblique relation change and the

object·promotion approach where the essence of passivization is the object/subject relation

change. I pointed out that the English and Dutch passive rules presented here are subject-
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demotion rules because. although they do not explicitly change the function of a SUBJ. they

do so indirectly by providing an alternate argument classification for arguments which would

otherwise be 5UBJs. I also argued that subject ..denlotion accounts of passivization are

desirable because they fJrovide a simple unified account of the personal and impersonal

passive constructions.

In contrast, Perlmutter and Postal (1984) argue that the unpassivizability of certain

predicates has a natural explanation in terms at an object-promotion passive rule along with

the 1·Advancement Exclusiveness Law (1 AEX). The 1AEX (fornlulated in RG terminology)

rules out clauses where there has been more than one advancernent to 1. For example,

passivizing an unaccusative clause would involve first advancing the initial 2 to 1

(Unaccusative Advancement) and then advancing a dummy 2 to 1 (Impersonal Passivization).

Since this derivation would include two advancements to 1. it is prohibited by the 1AEX.

Similarly, already passive verbs cannot undergo passivization because th6 first application of
i

passivization involves an advancement of 2 to 1 which precludes the second advancement (;f

a dummy 2 to 1 (for an impersonal passive).

In spite of the fact that the lAEX was formulated in object-promotion terms, it is

possible to capture the unpassivizability of certain predicates in terms of a subject-demoting

passive rule. In the theory of AC, the passive rule is inherently restricted because it is a

classification rule; it classifies only certain designated argumenls as semantically restricted or

unexpressed. The Passive rule does not apply to unaccusative verbs because they do not

have a thematic argument which is included to the list of passivizable arguments which is

specified by the rule. For example, intransitive verbs with theme arguments do not passivize

because theme is not one of the roles .which the passive rule classifies. So. in the theory of

AC. the thematic nature of the passive rule is what prevents it from applying to many verbs.

5.1.3. Syntactic and Semantic Properties of Unpassivizable Predicates

The passive rule presented here differs strikingly in one respect from the passive rule in

other syntactic theories. In other theories, the input to passivization is specified in terlns of

syntactic entities like SUBJ and OBJ in LFG or 1 and 2 in RG. However, I have formulated

passivization here as a clasification rule whose input is defined in ternlS of thenlatic roles like

agent. Thus while the usual LFG passive rule applies to SUBJ, replacing it with OBl, the

passive rule that I suggest here applies to agents (and other roles), classifying them as

semantically restricted. .
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In this subsection, I address two issues: whether there are syntactic generalizations

about the class of passivizable predicates which are not captured by my thematicaly defined

passive rule and, more generally, what kind of evidence bears on the decision to define a rule

thematically instead of syntactically. I begin by showing how a then1atically defined passive

rule can capture what appears to be a syntactic generalization about passivization.

In Chapter 2, I defined canonical ~lJbJc:cts as those argu,nents which could be SUBJs

but could not be OBJs in any related sentence. So, for example. the agent argument of kick is

a canonical subject because it can be a SUBJ but no relation changing rule ever assigns the

OBJ funct,on to it In some syntactic theories, canonical subjects are represented

syntactically and they are syntactically prevented from becolning objects, For exa,nple, in AC.

canonical subjects are represented as subjective unrestricted arguments which, by definition.

cannot take the OBJ function and in GB, canonical subjects are deep structure subjects and

the projection principle prevents them from moving into the verb phrase.

Now, it turns out that there is a connection between passivization and canonical

subjects namely, that each passive verb corresponds to an active verb with a canonical

subject. That is. there are passlves corresponding to active transitive verbs and unergaUve

verbs but there are no passives correspondir.g to unaccusaUve verbs or other passive verbs.

Since canonical subjects are syntactically defined, it seems that this is a syntactic restriction

on passivization and it looks like passivization should be defined syntactically. In fact. In an

earlier draft of this thesis. I defined passivization as a lexical redundancy rule which applied to

verbs that already had subjective unrestricted arguments and reclassified the,n as

sernantically restricted. However. there is another wuy of looking at the issue.

In terms of argument classification, the relevant generalization about passivization Is

that arguments which can be classified as canonical subjects can also be classified as

semantically restricted. I represent this in ACby having two classification rules which apply to

the same set of arguments. Any argument which is classified as subjective unrestricted by

one rule is alternately classified as semantically restricted by the other. And. any argument

which cannot be classified as subjective unrestricted by the active classification rule cannot

be classified as semantically restricted by the passive classification rule. Thus, instead of

classifying subjective unrestricted arguments and then changing them Into semantically

restricted arguments, I simply classify the'TI alternately as subjective unrestricted or

semantically restricted, In this way, the passh/e rule in (198), whose domain of application is
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semantically defined. actually captures a syntactic generalization about the relationehip

between passives and canonical subjects.

We can extend this line of reasoning to account for why passives of Dutch transitive

verbs do not repassivize as impersonal passives (another fact which is e,<plained by the 1AEX

in RG). In order for this to happen, an unlikely set of conditions would have to be satisfied.

The first application of passivization would require an argument which could be subjective

unrestricted or semantically restricted according to the active anc' passive classification rules.

Then the second application of passivization would require another such argurnent. The

existence of two passivizable arguments for a single lexical form is very unlikely and I assume

that the situation does not arise.41

Now consider another potential objection to a semantically defined passive rula. Recall

that I explained the unpassi-/izability of unaccusative verbs by appealing to their thematic

structure. I said that they do not passivize because they do nat have the thenlatic arguments

which the passive rule requires. This amounts to saying that the passive nile distinguishes

between unaccusative verbs and unergative verbs on sen)antic grounds rather than on

syntactic grounds.

In contrast. Rosen (1981, 1982) argues that unaccusative verbs cannot be distinguished

on purely semantic grounds from unergative verbs. She presents examples of nearly

synonymous verbs from the same language one of whic:h seems to be unergative while the

other seems to be unaccusative. These examples presumably show that initial grammatical

relations (and hence unergativity) cannot be totally predicted from se.nantic properties of

predicates, In the system that Rosen suggests, URs would all have very clean syntactic

formulations - they would all refer syntactically to the difference between predicates with

initial 1's and predicates with initial 2'8. Notice however, that the rules which assign ilaitial

grammatical relations will have to deal with the exceptional cases of nearly synonymous verbs

with different syntactic behavior.

In the system that I propose here, some URs are formulated syntactically in terms of

general unrestricted and subjective unrestricted arguments. Others, however, such as the

passive rule, are formulated semantically, Rosen's minimal pairs, therafore, must be listed as

41Somo verba have multiple &ensos which have different pass,v;zable arguments. For example. we can say The
apartment was rented bV the tenant or The apartment wa, fentod by the feal estate oUietl. But each sense of rent has
only one passivizable argument.
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exceptions to the pussive rule. This seenlS at first tu bt3 a loss of generalization, but actually,

recall that exceptions are typical of thelnatic rules in the theory of AC. Of course, one has to

be careful not to abuse them by listing extraordinarily large:: numbers at theln. But. in this case

the minimal pairs which serve as exceptions are fdW and far between. Exceptions. therefore.

do not strain the semantically defined passive rule in the theory of AC.

Furthermore, nlY treatnlent 01 exceptions is not as different from f~osen's as it seems at

first. As I mentioned above, in an account like Rosen's, apparently synonytnous ITlinimal pairs

must be handled by the rules that assign initial gramrnatical relations. These rules will have to

assign the 1 relation to one argument while assigning the 2 relation to a sernantically identical

argument of another verb. Notice that classihcation rules in AC play an equivalent role to the

rules that assign initial grammatical relations in AG, and. as in AG. exceptions to rutes are

handled at this point in the theory of AC. The difference between RG dnd LFG with AC is that

many rules which explicitly change granunatical relations in AG are treated in LFG with AC as

rules which create alternate argument classificatiol.s.

5.2. Experiencer Inversion

In this section, I will describe Experiencer Inversion as a construction in Dutch. but I will

also discuss it in the larger context of inversion rules across languay~s. In particular. I will

concentrate on one property of inversion constructions: the presence of a non·nofninaUve NP

which passes some tests for subjecthood and not others. This property has s~en.ed puzzling

and has led people in other syntactic theories to introduce new theoretical constructs (like the

notion of Working 1 in RG (Perlmutter 1979)) or at least to question certain parts of the theory

(like the idea Ulat move-NP cannot apply to NPs with case in GB (t-toekstra 1984)).

Nevertheless, I will show that LFG with AC leads to a shnple and explanatory account of the

syntactic propert,es of inversion constructions without the addition of extra apuratus or other

perturbation to the theory.

5.2.1. Formalization of Dutch Experiencer Inversion

In Chapter 2, I showed that Dutch experiencer inversion is a UR by delnonstrating that it

only applies to verbs which do not have canonical subjects. The evidence supporting this

took the form of three correct predictions. First. if experiencer Inversion applies to verbs

without canonical subjects and passivization applies to verbs with canonical subjects. then

verbs which passivize s~ould not undergo experiencer In\fdrsion, Second. for the same
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reason, verbs which undergo experiencer inversion should not passi\ljz~. And. finally, since

passive verbs do not have canonical subjects, they should LJe able to undt.~ryo experiencer

inversion as long as they have whatever othel properties are required by the experiencer

inversion construction. In Chapter 2. I presented data supporting each of these predictions,

In this chapter, I will propose argument classes and grammatical functions for inversion

sentences which are consistent with the observations noted in chapter 2 and I will co,nment

on case marking and agreement in inversion sentences. I begin by reviewing the

characteristics of the experiencer inversion construction,

The experiencer inversion construction revolves around two no,ninals one of which has

nominative case and agrees with the verb while the other is non·noillinative and does not

trigger verb agreement. Either of the two nominals can be clause initial. In chapter 2. I

showed that clause-initial non-nominative NPs are not silnply topicalized.

(200)a.

b.

Deze boeken , bevallen hem
dat

•
nom. p. . fig.

these books please him
"These books please him.tHe enjoys these books. "
Hem

dat
bevallen deze boeken,

. sg.
him please these books
"These books please him./He enjoys these books, "

The four subsections which follow this one discuss the grarnrnatical functions of the

two nominals in experiencer inversion sentences. In subsections 5.2,2 and 5.2,3 I will show

that the nominative NP is a SUBJ in uninverted sentences and an OBJ in inverted sentences.

Similarly, in subsections 5.2.4 and 5.2.5 I will suggest that the non·nanlinative NP is a SUBJ in

inverted sentences and an OBJ in uninverted sentences,42 Based on this, the simplest

conclusion about ACs is that both nominals are in the general unrestricted class because this

is the only argument class whose members can take on either the SUBJ or the OBJ

function.43 Therefore. I propose ((201) a) and ((201) b) as lexical forols for ((200) a) and

«(200) b). In these lexical forms, experiencer is the thematic role of the non·nominative NP

and stimulus is the role of the nominative NP.

(201)a. 'bevallen< experiencer stimulus )'
SUBJ OBJ

42Thia treatment of the non·nominative NP is based on asuggestion from Annie Zaenen.

43Another poasibUity is that the non-nominative NP i& semantically restricted in whIch case the iioalysls of Dutch
experiencer invention would be similar to the analYils of Enghsh oblique inversion in lhe previous chapter,
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stimulus )'
SUBJ

I claim that there is no experiencer inversion rule which explicitly changes grammatical

relations or argument classes or introduces a special value for the SUBJ function. fhe

relation change follows simply from the fact that both arguments are general unrestricted and

can take either the SUBJ or the OBJ function.

In light of the grammatical function assignments in ((201) a) and ((201) b) there 81 e two

facts about case marking and agreement in experiencer inversion sentences which require

some explanation. First, the nominative NP continues to agree with the verb even when it is

an OBJ in inverted sentences. And, second, the non-nominative NP remains non-nominative

even when it is a SUBJ.

In answer to the first question, I suggest that person and nUlnber agreefnent with verbs

is based on case - nominative case particular - and not on gra.nrnatical functions.

Agreement in LFG is handled by functional equations added to the lexical entries of verbs. I

will not formulate any agreement equations here, but I will assume that verbs agree with a

nominative argument and not necessarily with a SU8J.~

With respect to the second question, I suggest that the non·nominative NPs carry quirky

case marking. That is, they take an oblique case in spite of the fact that that they do not have

an. oblique function. I assume that the non-nominative NPs in inversion sentences carry the

OBLgoat case.

Quirky case is characterized in some languages. such as Icelandic, by the case

preservation effect. This term describes a situation where an NP keeps its case rnarking no

matter what function it takes on. For example, in Icelandic, the dative object of hjalpa (help)

keeps its dative case when it is the SUBJ of a passive ((202) b). when it is a non-thematic

object of a higher clause «(202) e), and when it is a non-thematic subject in a higher clause

44Thia II canaillent with an account of agreement developed by Breanan. Maling. Thrainsson, and laenen In a
workshop at xerox PARe in June 011984.
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((202) d).45 I claim that the case preservation effect is responsible tor retention of non

nominative case in Dutch inverted sentences.

(202)a.

b.

c.

d.

~

Eg hjalpa honum(DAT).
"I help him."
Honum(DAT) er hjalpaa.
"He is helped."
Eg tel honum(DAT) hafa varia hjalpaa.
"I believe him to have been helped."
Honum(DAT) er talia'hafa veria hjalpaa.
"He is believed to have been helped. It

Following suggestions made at a workshop on Icelandic case marking46
t I assume that

all cases are assigned in the lexicon. That is, all equations which assign case are attached to

lexical forms of verbs rather than to positions in c-structure. Quirky case equations like

(T OBJ CASE) =OBLgoal or (T SUBJ CASE) :; OBLgoal override the default rules that assign

nominative and accusative ca~e to SUBJ and OBJ. Special rules also introduce the equation

(T OBJ CASE) =NOM when there is no norninative subject. ((203) a) and ((203) b) sho'lJ more

complete lexical entries for inflected forms of beva/len (like/please) with equations for case

marking and agreement.

(203)a. 'bevallen< experiencer
SUBJ

stimulus )'
OBJ

stimulus )'
· SUBJ

b.

(T TENSE) :; PRESENT
(1 SUBJ CASE) ::: c OBLgoal
(1 OBJ CASE) ::: c NOM
()" OBJ NUM) =c PLURAL

'bevallen< experiencer
OBJ

(T TENSE) =PRESENT
(1 OBJ CASE) ;; c OBLgQaI
(T SUBJ CASE) ;;; c NOM
(T SUBJ NUM) :; c PLURAL

4OSome languages seem to have quirky case marking but not case preservation. For e)(ample. in Japanese goal
arguments of double object verbs have dative (ni) case in active 6enlences, Howt'ver,they can appear with
nominative case marking as aubjecta ot paasive "entences, The fact that they become subjects of passives showl
that ni-marked NPs 818 actually not obliquEs. 50, they must be quarky case marktKJ OBJa which do not exhibit case
preservation,

48center for the Study of Language and 'nfarmattan, Stanford Unvieraity, June 1984
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The simplest account of case preservation associates the quirky case with an argument

position47 instead of with a grammatical function so that the argunlent will keep its case no

matter what function it takes. Supporting this analysis. Andrews (1982) points out that it

correctly predicts that verbs with non·thematic objects cannot irnpose a quid' y case on those

objects. I will not formulate a mechanism for case preservation here but I will assume that

experiencer inversion verbs take the thematic roles 01 SUBJ and OBJ into account in order to

appropriately assign the equations (1 OBJ CASE);:; OBL
gOU

' and (T SUBJ CASE).

OBL
g08

!,48

The next four subsections closely examine the GFs of the nOfninaUve and non·

nominative NPs in Dutch experiancer inversion sentences and provide evidence for the

granlmatical function assignfnents in ((201) a) and «(201) b), Subsection 5.2,2 covers the least

controversial of the GF assignments - the subjecthood of the na,ninutive NP in uninverted

sentences.

5.2.2. Subjecthood of the Nominative NP

In this subsection, I use control and coordination as tests for subjecthood. I show that

the nominative NPs in uninverted sentences are subjects by showing that they can be

controlled and that they can serve as the shared subjects of conjoined verb phrases.

In chapter 4, I showed that being controllable is a good test for subjecthood in LFG

because the analysis of control makes correct predictions about mixed subjecthood behavior

of certain phrases. In particular, it predicts that some subjects could fail controllability tests

for subjecthood because of their case marking and therefore explains the apparently

paradoxical fact that these phrases pass some tests for subjecthood and not others. The

discussion in Chapter 4 was based on three contrJI constructions; anaphoric control of

adjunct clauses and clausal subjects, functional control by non-thematic subjects and

objects, and functional control by thematic subjects and objects. In this chapter, I use the

same constructions as tests for subjecthood in Dutch. We can conclude that something is a

subject if it can be controlled in one of these constructions, The three constructions are

illustrated in «204) a)·(204) c).

47See Levin (1981) and levin &Simpson (1981).

48Andrews (1982) specifies a mechani8m for case preservation in LFG, but it is not appropriate fof' the theory of
AC.
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Om nu naar huis te gaan is onaardig,
"logo home now is not nice, It

Zij verlangen naar huis te gaan.
"They want to go home."

Zij schijnen dit lauk te vinden.
"They seem to think this is agreeable. "

anaphoric control

functional control by
a matrix argument

functional control by
a non·thenJatic elenlenl

As expected. the nominative NPs in uninverted sentences pass all control tests for

subjecthood. This is illustrated here with the inversion verb behagen (please).

(205)a.

b.

Die ouders te behagen is onmogelijk.
"To please these parents is impossible."

De kinderen hopen hun Quders te behagen.
uThe children hope to please their parents. II

De kinderen schijnen hun Quders te behagen.
"The children seem to please their parents. II

dnaphoric control

functional control by
nlatrix argument

functional control by
a non·thetnatlc element

In this chapter, I will also use coordination as a test fOI subjecthood. This test is based

on th~ ungrammaticality of sentenqes like (206) c) and «206) d). Presurnably, «206) a),

which is grarr,matical. consists of two conjoined strings, danced a jig and sang a ballad, which

share a subject, Mary. Similarly, «206) b) consists of two conjoined phrases, John likes and

Bill hates, which share a topicalized element. Mary. Sentences ((206) c) and «(206) d).

however, are attelnpts to have two conjoined phrases, is smart and Jo/ln likes, share an NP

which serves as the subject of one and the topic of the other. From this data, we can draw the

generalization that if conjoined strings share any phrases outside of the coordinate structure,

those phrases must fill the same function in each conjunct.49 The treatment of coordination

48Sentencea «206) c) and «206) d) eootist of a VP I' amart conjoined with an S John likes. However, this cannot
be the reason for the ungrammaticality because there ate other instances where phrases of different categories may
be conjoined. For pample: The children are happy and eating their dinner, He was acting really crazy and out 01 his
mind. Examplea like these are diacusaed in Peteraon (1982) and in Bresnan, Kaplan. and Petuf80n (in progreaa).
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introduced in Bresnan, Kaplan, and Peterson (in progress) enforces this generalization.60

(206)a.
b.
c.
d.

Mary danced a jig and sang a ballad.
Mary, John likes and Bill hates.

• Mary is smart and John likes.
• Mary. John likes and is smart

The following sentences show that the saine generalization holds in Dutch.

(207)a.

b.

c.

d.

Mana at een koekje en zong een lied.
"~1aria ate a cookie and sang a ballad. It

Oit schilderij bewonder ik en vindt Peter lelijk.
"This painting. I admire and Peter finds ugly. If

• Het schilderij is mooi en vindt Peter lelijk.
ttl'he painting is nice and Peter finds ugly. II

• Hat schilderij vindt Peter lelijk en is mooj,51

"1 he painting, Peter finds ugly and is nice. It

Coordination is used as a test for subjecthood in the following way~ in order to test

whether an NP is a SUBJ. find what might be the corresponding VP and conjoin it with

something that is unquestionably a VP. If the sentence is grarnmatical. the NP that is shared

by the conjuncts is probably the SUBJ of both and if the sentence is ungramnlatical. the

reason may be that the shared NP is not a SUBJ in one of the conjuncts.

The nominative NPs in uninverted sentences pass the coordination test for

subjecthood. In sentences ((208) a) and ((208) b), de J<inderen is unquestionably the SUBJ of

zijn knap and therefore must also be the SUBJ of the other conjunct bevallen hun Duders.

50In theory. there should be grammatical interpretations of «206) c) and «206) d) where Nfaty serv~s as the topic

of both conjuncts. This problem is addressed by Falk (1982) who concludes. following GLtzdar (1981), that subjects
are not topicalized in the same' way as non-subjects and that Stintences with toplcall.ted ~UbjdCt5 cannol be
conjoined with sentences haVIng topicaUzed non-subjects. According to Falk1s LFG account, sanlences with
topicalized subjects have different equations associated Ytilh thflm 'ro,n sentenceti with oth{;;, toptcalized elements.
This difference .n equations, Falk claims, constitutes a dltler~nce .n catugory. That '5. an S with a topicolized subject
is a different category from an S with a toplcallzud non·subJect Under ttl'S an,ilys,s, the 'tsa~on tor the
ungrammaticality ot «206) c) and «206) d) i& that phrasc;,s ot ditlerent categories ha\l~ btsun conjoined I

However, Falk's account of this dala contlicts with the Bresnan, Kaplan, and Pete,son Ciccount ot coordlnalion
which specifically allawa phraaea o' different catt.1goriea to be conjoined. So. Ihere is more work to do on thh:.
problem.

61 Note however, that when the 'oplcalized element is stressed, sentences like «i07) d) ,nay b6 granlmaUcal: DAT
sohllderi} vlndt Peter lelijJl. maar I' mool. (THAT painting Peter finds ugly but is nictJ). «20") c). on the other hand,
cannot be salvaged in this way: ·DAT schilderll II mooi maar vinci' Peler leli/". (THAT painting is nIce but Peter finds
ugly.) Thanks to Yolande Post for ,ointing this out.
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De kinderenShnlulus bevallen hun oUderS~XptU,~n(;tj' en l.ijn knap.
"The children please their parents and are intellig~nt.It

De kinderen zijn knap en b~vallen hun ouders .
(j)\pt:, ItU1C~1

"The children are smart and please their parents. "

5.2.3. Objecthood of the Nominative ~JP

The distribution of fronted waf voor phrases. discussed In den Besten (1982), shows

that nominative NPs are OBJs of inverted sentences.

Corresponding to ((209) a) VJhich, has the fronted wh· phrase wal \/oor boeken (what

kind of books), there is ((209) b) where only the wh .. word wat has been fronted and the rest of

the phrase voor boeken has been left in place. In (210) a). the entire subject wal voor mensen

of the embedded clause has been extracted. But in ((210) b) only wal has been fronted and

the rest of the phrase remains in sUbject position of the ernbedded clause. Den BE;slen

concludes that it is not possible to split waf frorn a wh·phrasd when thb phrase is a subject

and that wat can be separated from the rest of the NP only when the NP is a direct object. (It

is presumably irrelevant that ((~!09) b) involves extraction from a main clause while ((210) b)

involves extraction from an embedded clause.)

(209)~.

b.

(210)a.

b.

Wat voor boeken heb jij deze week gelezen?
What kind of books have you this week read?
Wat heb jij deze week voor boeken gelezen?
What have you this week kind of books read?
Wat voor mensen denk je dat daar leven?
What kind at pE,ople think you that live there?

• Wat denk je da'l voor mensen daar leven?
What think you that kind of people live there?

Wat climbs off of the nominative NP of E,xperiencer inversion verbs when the word order

is inverted - dative preceding na,ninative - as in ((211) b). Wiil does not clirnb off of the

nominative NP when the word order is non-inverted as in ((211) c).

(211 )a.

b.

c.

Wat voor dingen ov~rkomen hem?
what for things happen him
"What kind of things happen to him?"
Wat overkomen hem voor dingen?
what happen him for things
"What kind of things happen to him?"

• Wat overkomen voor dingen hem?
what happen for things him
"What kind of things happen to him?"
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If it is true that only direct objects launch wal. then ((211) b) is evid~nce that in Inverted

word order, the nominative NP of experiencer inversion verbs is an OBJ. The same NP cannot

launch war when the word order is not inverted because. in that situation, the nominative NP

IsaSUBJ.

5.2.4. Subjecthood of the Non-Nominative NP

In this subsection. I apply tests for subjecthood to fronted nou·no'llinative NPs in

inverted sentences. I will show that these NPs fail several tests for subJecthood. However, as

was the case for fronted PPs in English, failing these tests does not prove that the phrases in

question are not subjects. On the contrary, the analyses of control and coordination in LFG

actually predict that non·nominative subjects should fail certain tests for subjecthood even

though they pass others_ Assuming that the fronted non-nominative NPs are qUirky case

marked subjects. I will show that LFG makes the correct predictions about which subjecthood

tests they will pass and which they will fail.

The LFG analyses of control and coordination make the following predictions about the

behavior of non-nominative subjects. The first three of these were described in rnore detail in

chapter 4.

1. It should not be possible to anaphorically control a non·nonlinative subject
because anaphorically controlled elements are introduced us PRO in the lexical
entries of their governing verbs. PRO does not have the appropriate case
features to satisfy the quirky case requirements of certain verbs.

2. It should not be possible for a thematic argument of a higher clause to
functionally control a non·nonlinative NP in a lower clause because the controller
and the controllee have conflictini) case requirements. Furthermore, if obliques
are not "flat". they will not satisfy the semantic requirements of the matrix verb
because they will not have a PRED feature at the top level.

3. It should be possible for a non-thematic NP in a higher clause to functionally
control a non-nominative NP in a lower clause. Since verbs do not impose
semantic restrictions on non· thematic function$ that they govern, it will not matter
that the oblique phrase lacks a rRED feature at the top level. Furthernlore. in the
theory of case proposed at the CSLI workshop on Icelandic case Inarking.
although all cases are assigned lexically, assignments of case to non-arguments
are optionaJ. Therefore, a non-thematic controller and a non·nominative
controllee will not have conflicting case requirements.

4. It should not be possible to conjoin a VP that takes a nominative subject with a VP
that takes a non·nominative subject because the two VPs will impose conflicting
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case requirements on the subject that they share.52

The following ~xamples show that fronted experiencers cannot be anaphorically

controlled or functionally controlled by thematic arguments of a matrix verb.

(212)a.

b.

• Boeken bevallen is geweldig.
books to please is tantastic
"To like books is fantastic"

• Ik/me hoap(t) deze boeken te bevallen.
lime hope(s) these books to please
"I hope to like these books"

The situation is far less clear for control by non·the,natic ele,nents. ((213) a) could

involve control by a non-thematic SUBJ in the ,natrix clause. But it could also be an instance

of topicalizatinn. Because Dutch is a verb·second language. ((213) a) could be the result of

topicalizing ((213) b). liowever. the fact that the fronted experiencer inverts with the tensed

verb in «(214) b) indicates that it is not a topicalized element. and is. in fact. a SUBJ in the

matrix clause.

(213)a.

b.

(214)a.

b.

Hem schijnen deze boeken te bevallen.
(to) him seem these books to please.
"These books seem to please him"
Deze boeke~ schijnen hem te bevallen.
"These books seem to please him"
Schijnen deze boeken hem te bevaUen?
"Do these books seem to please him?"
Schijnen hem deze boekan te bevallen?
"Do these books seem to please hirn?"

The next set of sentences show that it is not possible to conjoin the string~ de appals

bevallen (like the apples) and knap ziJn (are intelligent), the problem beinu that the conjoined

phrases must share a SUBJ, but they impose different case requirem6nts on it. De appa/s

bevallen requires a non-nominative SU8J while knap zijn requires a no,ninat;ve SUBJ, so the

SUBJ of the conjoined VPs will always fail to meet the requirements of one c.,' the conjuncts,

(215)a. • De kindereneM~ri6nCer bevallen de appelsNOM en zijn knap.
The children please the apples and are intelligent
"The children like the apples and are intelligent. II

6210 conflict with these predictions. Icelandic quirky case marked subjects can (mar9Inally) be anaphorically
controlled (Andrews 1982) and Icelandic; verb phrlUi4!& requiring nominative subjects can be conhlined with Icelandic
verb phrasea requiring non"nominative aubjecl6.
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b. • Mijd)\pt:'ldnct:f heel. hetNOM veal geld gekost en ben h::leurgesteld.
Me has it a lot of money cost and an) disappointed.
"It cost me a lot 01 money and !'In disappoirlted."

c. • Ik ben teleurgesteld en heeft het ve~1 g~ld gekost.
I am disappointed and has it a lot of n10ney cost.
"I am disappointed and it cost me a lot of money. II

Of course. it is possible to conjoin phrases like ligt diJt werl< /liet (not like that work) and

lukt het niet (not succeed in it) because they both require non·nonlinative subjects,53 Notice

that the sentence below has a second interpretation where two full sentences have been

conjoined which do not share a subject.

(216) Mij 1i9t dat werk niet en lukt het niet
Me lies that work not and succeeds it not
"I do not like the work and it does not go well for me."
"I do not like the work and it does not go well in general."

In conclusion, fronted non-nominative NPs pass one test for subjtjcthood and tail three.

However, we can still conclude that they are subjects because the LFG analyses of control

and coordination actually predict that non·nominative subjects should pattern ,n this way.

5.2.5. Objeclhood of Non-Nominative NPs

The only diagnostic for OBJs that I know of in Dutch is the wat voor test described in

Subection 5.2.3. Non-initial non-nominative NPs fail this test. In «(217) b). th~ word order is

inverted and the experiencer, therefore, follows the nominative stimulus argun1ent. In this

sentence, only the word wal has been fronted while the rest of the phrase renlains in object

position at the end of the sentence.

(217)a.

b.

Wat voer mensen bevallen die dingan.
"What kind of people like those things.

• Wat bevallen die dingen voor mensen.

I do not have an analysis of the wat voor construction. but I suspect that it is similar to

Quantifier Float which, in many languages, does not apply to oblique NPS.54 Therefore, I

6:5ane o' my Informants does not acceptlhis sentence.

54For example, Watanabe (1985) showl thal Quantifier Float in Japanese is t»ensUive to case marking rather than
grammatical relations. Quantifier Float in Japanese applies to nominative (ga) and accusative (0) NPti. but it doe8 not
apply to dative (ni) NPa.
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suggest that non-nominative NPs fail the test because they r,ave oblique case marking, not

because they are not OBJs.

5.2.6. Conclusion

Non·nominative subjects pose an interesting problem for linguistic theory because they

pass some tests for subjecthood and fail others. One way to deal with this is to throw out the

notion of subject as a unique grammatical relation and talk instead ,bout n,ore and less

subject"like things. (See, for example Comrie 1981,) Another solution to the dilemna.

embodied in Perlmutter's notion of Working 1I is the idea that some non-nominative NPs are

subjects at some levels of representation but not at others, If this were true then the mixed

behavior. of non·nominative subjects would follow from applying the subjecthood tests at

different levels of representation. Perlmutter (1982), for exarr,ple claims that some rules are

sensitive to the presence of final 1'5 while others are sensitive to the presence of Working l's.

Working l's are NPs that are l's in the initial stratum and ter,ns (1, 2, or 3) ;n the final stralu,n.

In this chapter and in Chapter 4. I take a different approach to non-nolninative subjects,

claiming that they are, in fact. sUbjec~s but that some of the subjecthood tests are sabotaged

by their case marking.

This treatment of non"nominative subjects has a considerable amount of explanatory

value. First, it is based on a principled, restricted view of what counts as a test for

subjecthood. In order to talk about this. I propose a distinction between observation·based

tests and prediction-based tests. Observation-based tests are formed from an observation

about the behavior of NPs that are unquestionably subjects. For example, we might observe

that subjects are nominative and trigger verb agreement. Predictian·based tests are actual

predictions that the theory makes about the behavior of subjects. For exanlple, the theory of

coordination tells us that if two VPs are conjoined than the NP that they are predicated of

must be the SUBJ of each. In my analysis, I used only prediction-based tests for subJecthood.

I reject observation·based tests such as case marking and agreement because nothing in the

theory connects them in any way with subjecthood.

Rejecting observation-based tests considerably softens the problem of mixed

subjecthood behavior by reducing the amount of conflicting data.

Second, the LFG analyses of control and coordination actually predict that non..

nominative subjects should fail certain prediction·based tests for subjecthood because of
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their case marking. So, the mixed subjecthood behavior of non·nominative NPs follows from

already existing parts of the theory. It is not necessary to bend the theory in any way to

accomodate this behavior. A consequence of this is that the notion of Working 1, which as far

as I can tell was introduced only to handle the apparently paradoxical behavior of non

nominative NPs, is unnecessary.55

Third. I believe that it is significant that dummy subjects exhibit almost exactly the same

kind of mixed subjecthood behavior as ,aon·nominative subjects (at least in English). They

can be functionally controlled by non·thematic elements but they cannot be apaphorically

controlled or functionally controlled by matrix arguments. Furthernlore, a string requiring a

dummy SUBJ cannot be conjoined with a string requiring a non·dum,ny SUBJ.

(218)a.
b.

c,

There seern to be people here.
• To be people here would be nice,

(Cannot mean For there to be people here would be nice.)

• There tried to be people here.

My approach to non-nominatives provides a unified account of the mixed 5ubjecthood

behavior of dummies and non-nominative subjects. Everything;~ predicted by the theories of

control and coordination.

My treatment of the inversion construction in Dutch is very simple yat seenlS to cover ~:I

the relevant data. The unaccusaUve behavior of inversion verbs and the optionality of

inversion in Dutch both follow from the proposal that inversion verbs have two general

unrestricted arguments and no subjective unrestricted argument.

5.3. Auxiliary selection and Rule Mismatches

In Chapter 2. I showed that auxiliary selection is a UR by showing that it distinguishes.
between active transitive verbs and passive verbs and that it splits the intransitive verbs into

two groups: those that, like the passive verbs, take ziJn and those that, like the active trunsltive

verbs, take hebben. This section addresses a particular problem that arises when auxiliary

selection is compared to passivization and experiencer inversion which are also URs. All of

these rules supposedly separate the set of unaccusative verbs from the set of unergative

55Watanabe (1984) shOWI that the notion of Working 1 is not only unnecessary bUI also does nol work in
Japanese, She also claims that the mi)(od behavior of non-oominative NPs should be attributed to their case marking
and not to any peculiarity in their grammatical function.
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verbs. And, furthermore, they separate the two classes of verbs on syntactic grounds

depending on whether they have a subjective unrestricted arguffif:nt However. it turns out

that there are verbs which are treated as if they were unaccusahve by 30nle rules but {.;.(e

treated as if they were unergative by others. This type of discrepancy IS unexpected in the

theory of AC and. in fact, casts doubt on the reality of AC as a level of representation in Dutch.

Nevertheless. I will present a possible resolution to these proble,ns, which retains AC as a

level of representation. The solution is based on adding additional semantic constraints to

some of the URs.

Disagreements between URs as to whether a verb is unaccusative or unergative will be

called mismatches.56

5.3.1. Description of Mismatches

The first type of mismatch to be discussed involves verbs which do not passivjze but

take hebben as the aspectual auxiliary. If not passivizing is characteristic of unuccusative

verbs and taking hebben is characteristic of unergative verbs. than the following examples

require some explanation.57

(219)a.

b.

(220)a.

b.

(221 )a.

b.

(222)a.

b.

Het concert heaft een hale tijd geduurd.
"The concert has lasted a long time. II

• Er werd door het concert een hele tijd geduurd.
"It was lasted a long time by the concert."
Oat blok haut heeft goed gebrand.
"That block of wood has burned well."

• Er werd door dat blok haul goed gebrand.
"It was burned well by that block of wood,"
Het heett veel "eld gekost.
ult has cost a lot of money. It

• Er is veel geld gekost.
"It is cost a lot of rnoney."
De badkamer heeft gestonken.
,. The bathroom has slunk. "

• Er wordt door de badkamcr gestonken,
"It is stunk by the bathroom."

(P 55)

(P 56}

Many stative verbs such as kosten (cost) and duren (last) pattern in this way as do verbs

like stinxen (stink) and murme/en (murmur) which describe emission of sensory stimulus from

56tv1ismatchea ar8 also discussed by Knecht & levin 1964 and Knecht (in preparation).

67Annotations In the right margin refer to examplo numbers in Pe(lmut~( 1978.
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in,,;1imate objects. The expected pattern of AUX-selection and impersonal passivization is

exhibit~d by blijven (remain) which take::, zijn and does not passivize. and by tfanspileren

(perspire) which takes hebben and passivizes.

(223)8.

b.

(224)a.

b.

De kinderen zijn in Amsterdam gebleven.
"The children are (i.e. have) remained in Amsterda'TI. It

• Er werd door de kinderan in Amsterdarn gebleven.
"It was remained in Anlsterdam by the children."
Ik heb getranspireerd.
tt, have perspired." ·
Er wordt door de mensen getranspireerd,
"It was perspired by the people,"

(P 54a)

(P 54b)

Another mismatch involves verbs that undergo experiencer inversion and take tlebben.

Again. if undergoing inversion is an indicator of unaccusativity and taking IJebben is an

indicator of unergativity, then the follo"ving examples are unexpected.

(225)a.

b,

(226)a.

b.

(22.'

b.

Het zal jou berouwen dat. II

Jou zal het berouwen dat."
"You will regret it that... ••
Het heett mij berouweq.
.. , have regretted it If

::>eze jurk past mij niet.
Mij past daze jurk niet.
This dress does not fit me.
Daze jurk heett mij niet gepast.
"Thl,i dress has not fit me."
Oil toneelstuk spreekt mij aan,
MH spreekt dit toneelstuk wei aan.
The play appeals to me.
Oit toneelstuk heeft mij aangesproken.
"The play has appeale,d to rna. "

The expected pattern is illustrated by bevallen (please) which takes zljn and undergoes

experiencer inversion, and by haten (hate) which takes habben and does not invert.

The converse type of mismatch also exists. There are verbs that act unaccusatlve with

respect to AUX..selection but act unergati"e with respect to another rule. The following verbs

take ziJn and successfully undergo impersonal passivization. This is unexpected because

verbs that take ziln are unaccusative and verbs th-it passivize are unergativ6. Verbs that

pattern in this way include those that describe directE::d (not aimless) motion.

(228)a. I ben naar school gelopen.
"I am (i.e, ~ave) walked to school."



b.

(229)a.

b.
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Er wordt door de kinderen naar school gelopen.
"It was walked to school by the children. "
Ik ben opgestaan.
"I got up."
Er wordt door iedereen opgestaan.
"It is stood up by everybody. It

It is interesting to note that not all possible mismatches betw~en rules occur. For

example, as expected, no experiencer inversion verb passivizes. Subsection 5.3.3 presents a

solution to the ITlismatches which clarities why the processes of AUX·selection, impersonal

passivization. and experiencer inversion are compatible in some ways as indicators of

unaccusativity and incompatible in others.

5.3.2. A Question about the Nature of Misnlatches

Mismatches are a problem because they seem to require certain verbs to be

simultaneously unaccusative and unergative. In terms of AC, this nleans that they require a

verb to have a subjective unrestricted argument and at the same time not have a subjective

unrestricted argument. An obvious way to resolve the mismatches is to do away with AC

entirely and reformulate the URs totally in semantic terms. For example, 5up!")ose that

auxiliary selection only took into account the sernantic class of verbs that it applied to and

suppose that it included directed manner of motion verbs in the set of verbs that take zllt,.

Then there would be no conflict between auxiliary selection and passivization. Directed

manner of motion verbs would passivize by virtue of having arguments with the agent role and

they would take zijn by virtue of their semantic class. This would not be a problem because

nothing prevents a verb from having an agent and at the same time being a directed motion

verb, Under this approach mismatches would be expected instead of being problematic.

Furthermore, someth.ing about the nature of URs makes it seem quite likely that they are

defined semantically (in terms of thematic roles and semantic classes) rather than

syntactically (in terms of AC). In my investigation of URs in English and Dutch. I found very

few URs which distinguish all unaccusative verbs as 8 syntactic class train all unergatlve

verbs as a syntactic class, Instead. many URs pick out a semantically defined subset of

unaccusative verbs. In English, There" Insertion, Oblique-Inversion, Adjectival Pa'sivlzatlon.

and Resultative Secondary Predication all seem to be URs, but for each construction. It Ie,

easy to find a set of unaccusative verbs that do not fit. For example. Sl-AY verbs do not

undergo RSP. So. He stayed bored cannot mean that he stayed until he was bored and He
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stood tired cannot mean tt. ~t he stood until he was tired. Shuilarly, cllange at state verbs do

not undergo There.. lnsertion even though other URs treat them as if they were unaccusative.

So, we have ungrammatical sentences like • There (role a lake and • TfJere IfJic/(ened a ~auce

on the stove. In short, each English UR applies to a selnantically restricted set of

unaccusative verbs.

Now notice that the reason for having a level of representation is to set up distinctions

that could only be handled clumsily at other levels of representation. For exanlple, if we did

not have a level of grammatical functions, we would have to refer to SUBJs by describing the

positions they can occupy and the thematic roles they can have. (Sinlpson and Bresnan

(1982) show that this is undesirable in Warlpiri.) It appears, though. that AC is not doing its

job as a level of representation because it does not protect us from defining rules using messy

disjunctions of thematic roles. Many of the thematlc rules formulated in terms of the

distinction between subjective unrestricted and general unrestricted argulnents at AC need to

have messy semantic restrictions put on them anyway and very few rules refer unconditionally

to the set of subjective unrestricted or general unrestricted argulnents, Therefore, it seems

that AC could be eliminated as a level of representation, URs could be stated semantically,

and mismatches would not be a prob,lem.

However, there are some convincing reasons to keep AC as a level of representation.

First, if AC were not available, all of the URs would have to separate unaccusaUve from

unergative verbs on semantic/thematic grounds. But then the rules would seem to miss

syntactic generalizations about the treatment of active transitive verbs and passive verbs.

Second. AC neatly represents the difference between canonical and non-canonical subjects

as described in Chapter 2. And, third, passivization is at least one rula in Dutch that does

distinguish all unaccusative verbs from all unergative verbs. So, at least two generalizations

- one about which verbs can passivize and one about which SUBJs can be OBJs in related

sentences - do not mismatch and, because of their ~~lience, I consider them to be

Justification for keeping AC as a level of representation.

5.3.3. A Syntactic Account of Auxiliary Selection and Mismatches

In this section, I propose a solution t\l the rule mismatches which is based on the

assumption that auxiliary selection is governed by syntactic as well as semantic restrictions.

The syntactic restriction, formulated in (230), states that verbs with canonical subjects cannot

take zlJn as the aspectuat auxiliary.
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(230) Condition on the use of zijn:

Use zljn with lexical forms which do not have subjective
unrestricted arguments.

(230) captures syntactic generalizations about auxiliary selection. Active t ~an5jti"e

verbs all have subjective unrestricted arguments (except for experiencer inversion verbs) and,

therefore. take habben. But passive verbs do not have subjective unrestricted arguments

and. therefore, take zijn. Unaccusative verbs pattern with passive verbs because they too do

not have subjective unrestricted arguments while unergative verbs pattern with the transitive

verbs because they have subjective unrestrjcted arguments.

Taking (230) to be a syntactic elsewhere condition, I propose that thare are some

semantically defined exceptions which override it. For example, one cluss of exceptions is

the set of verbs describing em"iss;on of sensory stimulus from inanimate objects. Since these

verbs do not passivize. we conclude that they do not have a subjective unrestricted argument.

However. in spite of this. they take hel:>ben. Another class of exceptions includes some of the

experiencer inversion verbs which also take hebben even though they do not passivize. And,

finally, a major class of exceptions are the directed manner of motion verbs which take zijn

even though passivization indicates that they have suhjective unrestricted arguments.

The mechanism that I propose for auxiliary selection is to mark verbs in the lexicon with

one of two equations: (T AUX) = zijn or (T AUX) = habben. First, the exceptional classes of

verbs are marked with the appropriate equations and then the syntactic elsewhere condition

fills in the equations on the remaining verbs. In addition. the auxiliary verbs helJben and zijn.

carry the equations (T XCOMP AUX) =c zjJn and (T XCOMP AUX) .. c hebben respectively In

order to insure that they occur with the matching complement verbs.

«231) a) shows a partial lexical entry for Jopen (walk). The lexical form will passivize

because It has a subjective unrestricted argument. but it is marked with zijn because It is a

verb of directed motion. Conversely, the lexical form for slinken (stink) in ((231) b) will not

passivize because It has no subjective unrestricted argument. but takes hebben because It

describes emission of sensory stimulus.



(231)8,

b,

'Iopen( ~58 goal )'
SUBJ OBL

goal
(1 AUX) ;; c zijn

'stinken< theme >'
SUBJ

(T AUX) ;; c hebben
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To summarize the discussion of rule misrnatches: they appear at first to be inconsistent

with the notion of argument classification and seem to indicate that URs are actually defined

in semantic terms. However, URs typ;cally separate all active transitive verbs from all passive

verbs and it would be very difficult to do this semantically because an active verb and its

corresponding passive are in the same semantic class and have the same thematic roles.

Nevertheless, I have shown in this section that mismatches can be resolved by formulating

URs in terms of AC along with semantic exceptions and constraints.

5.4. Conclusion

This thesis introduces a notion of argunlent classUication into LFG and illustrates its

use In the theory. AC allows the theory to represent four basic properties of relation changing

rules: semantic conditioning, syntactic productivity, sensitivity to two types of subject, and

apparent directionality when it comes to SUBJ/OBJ relation changes. Furthermore, usjn~

ACt it is possible to formulate a theory of possible relation changing rules. The constraints on

possible rules are based on the distinction between semantically restricted and semantically

unrestricted argument classes along with the distinction between sernanticaUy encoded and

freely encoded grammatical functions. In addition to its general use in the theory of relation

changing rules, A~ provides insight into Burzio's Generalization, the treatment of double

object verbs. and the treatment of non· nominaUve subjects, Rule mismatches, which appear

at first to cast doubt on thEt theory of AC, turn out only to show lhat rules which are sensitive

to argument classification tend to be semantically constrained.

68Thia ar~~ment ahould more accurately be labelled both agent and theme because it voUtionally carries out the
action, but It Ja aJao the argument thai undergoes achange of location.
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